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Preface

Molecular Mechanisms in Cancer, created with experts in their fields from different 
countries, consists of twelve chapters organized into three sections: “Oncogenes,” 
“Tumor Suppressor Genes,” and “Viral Oncogenes.”

Section 1 includes four chapters that discuss the effects and importance of oncogenes 
in various cancer types. Chapter 1 examines the roles and importance of alternative 
mRNA splices in cancer development, changes in intron-exon connections, oncogenic 
properties, and the roles of eukaryotic polycistronic gene mechanisms in the develop-
ment of various cancers. Chapter 2 discusses molecular mechanisms in various types of 
skin cancers as well as the effects of external factors originating from the sun, especially 
ultraviolet light, and cancers that develop by changing molecular mechanisms. Chapter 3 
addresses oncogene and tumor suppressor mechanisms in head and neck squamous cell 
cancer types and their clinical importance. Chapter 4 describes the potential application 
of targeted oncogene-dependent gene therapies in cancer treatments.

Section 2 includes three chapters that address the mechanisms of tumor suppressor 
genes in cancers and their effects on cancer development. Chapter 5 discusses tumor 
suppressor genes affecting breast cancer, especially the additives of BRCA1 and BRCA2. 
Chapter 6 examines the roles of the two functions of cellular stress and Nrf2 in cancer 
development, their contribution to chemoresistance, and their relationship with 
oxidative stress. Chapter 7 explains molecular changes in benign prostate cancers.

Section 3 includes five chapters that examine the epidemiology of viral oncogenes and 
their roles in various cancers. Chapter 8 discusses the oncogenic activities and epide-
miological behavior of human papilloma viruses (HPVs) in Burkina Faso, West Africa. 
Chapter 9 provides an overview of the clinical features of viral oncogenic viruses in 
cervical cancer. Chapters 10 and 11 provide extensive information on the roles of HPV 
infections in urological cancers. Finally, Chapter 12 discusses the applications of HPV 
vaccines in different parts of the world and the effects of the ethical or moral behaviors 
of these societies.

With my respect and thanks to my father, Ali Budak, who provided everything for my 
education and passed away from cancer.

Metin Budak
Trakya University Faculty of Medicine,

Biophysics Department,
Mirko Tos Ear and Hearing Research Center,

Trakya University,
Edirne, Turkey

Rajamanickam Rajkumar
Meenakshi Medical College Hospital and Research Institute MAHER,

Kanchipuram, Tamil Nadu, India
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Chapter 1

Splicing in Cancer
Mehdi Moghanibashi and Parisa Mohamadynejad

Abstract

Defects in splicing, especially alternative splicing have been frequently found in 
cancers. Mutations in the splicing regulatory elements of important genes involved 
in cancers or the genes encoding regulatory splicing machinery could play a key role 
in carcinogenesis. Alterations in regulator factors in splicing have emerged as a new 
class of oncoproteins and tumor suppressor genes. Understanding the molecular 
mechanism of how defects in splicing and in particular alternative splicing are 
involved in carcinogenesis, could lead to new strategies to cancer therapy. Here, 
we review the molecular mechanism of splicing and regulatory factors involved in 
alternative splicing, as well as the aberrant splicing that affects cancer hallmarks. 
Finally, we summarize new approaches in cancer therapy based on splicing.

Keywords: splicing, alternative splicing, spliceosome, oncogene, tumor suppressor 
gene

1. Introduction

Split genes in eukaryotes were discovered in 1977 for the first time. It was later 
indicated that the intron sequences should be removed by the spliceosome complex 
in the splicing process in the nucleus [1].

There are 20,687 protein-coding genes with introns (93%) and 1713 (7%) 
intron-less protein-coding genes in human genome [2]. It is interesting to note 
that only ∼4% of genes in the schizosaccharomyces cerevisiae contain introns 
and most of them are single intron genes [3]. The number of introns per gene 
varies in eukaryotic genomes so that in the human genome is 8.94, and in the 
fungi (0.05–3.43 introns per gene), plants (0.33–7.30 introns per gene), inver-
tebrates (2.92–7.42 introns per gene) and vertebrates (7.35–10.09 introns per 
gene) [2].

The length of introns is less than 100 up to 100,000 bp in different genes of 
various organisms [3]. Unlike lower eukaryotes, there are relatively long introns 
and short exons in vertebrates [4] but in general, fungal introns are relatively 
short (93% of the introns in fungi are shorter than 250 nt). However, in inver-
tebrates and plants, the average percentage of short introns (<250 nt) is 48% 
and 59%, respectively. In contrast, 48% of vertebrate introns are longer than 
1000 nt [2].

In the present chapter, we explain the various types of splicing, the molecular 
mechanism of splicing, regulatory elements and factors in splicing, and finally the 
alternative splicing and the role of aberrant splicing in cancer are discussed.
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2. Mechanism of cis-splicing

The classic and ubiquitous of exons joining from the same pre-mRNA is called 
cis-splicing. Highly conserved splicing machinery in all eukaryotes shows that 
splicing is pivotal for all eukaryotic organisms [3]. Five small RNAs (snRNAs), 
including U1, U2, U4, U5, and U6 (because they are uracil-rich) and approximately 
300 related proteins including hnRNPs and SR proteins, make up the spliceosome 
complexes and are involved in the splicing regulation.

The junction of introns and exons is identified by spliceosome and the “GU-AG” 
rule is mainly used. Four regions play a key role in splicing, including (a) the GU 
sequences at the beginning of the introns as 5′ splice-site (5′-SS or donor site),  
(b) AG dinucleotides at the end of intron referred to 3′ splice-site (3′-SS or acceptor 
site), (c) the sequences without high conservation in the upstream of the 3′SS called 
branch point sequence (BPS), and (d) polypyrimidine-rich sequences which is 
locating between the BPS and the 3′ SS [1].

For conventional splicing, first of all, the complex E (early) is formed by 
ATP-independent binding of U1 snRNP (small nuclear ribonucleoprotein) to 
5′-SS via base-pairing, SF1 (splicing factor 1) to BPS, U2AF2 to polypyrimidine 
tract, and U2AF1 to 3′-SS. Second, SF1 is replaced by U2 snRNP (with the assis-
tance of U2AF) through the base-pairing to BPS to form complex A. This step is 
ATP-dependent and reinforced by the SF3a and SF3b protein complexes, as well as 
U2AF2 and U2AF1. Third, complex B (inactive) is formed by rearranging complex 
A using recruiting U5/U4/U6 in such a way that U4 and U6 snRNPs bind strongly 
to each other due to complementary pairing of their RNA components, but U5 
snRNP is weakly bound to them (through protein–protein interaction). Following 
several conformational changes, U1 snRNP leaves mRNA, U6 snRNP binds to 
5′-SS, and simultaneously, U4 snRNP leaves mRNA so that U6 and U2 snRNPs pair 
together through their snRNA, leading to the formation of pre-catalytic (active) 
spliceosome complex B* (Figure 1). Finally, removal of introns and joining of 
exons are performed using two transesterification reactions by complex C [1] 
(Figures 1 and 2).

Figure 1. 
Various steps of splicing are performed by different snRNAs and snRNPs [5].
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3. Regulation of splicing

Cis-acting elements in RNA constitute a set of rules called “splicing code” that 
acts as an anchor for trans-acting factors to produce functional transcripts [7]. 
There is a competition between various splicing factors for the binding to the splic-
ing regulatory elements and in turn the increasing or decreasing the recruitment of 
spliceosome complexes to premature mRNA.

Generally, the serine/arginine (SR)-rich protein family bind preferentially to 
exonic splicing enhancer (ESEs) and intronic splicing enhancer (ISEs) sites and play 
a positive role in the splicing (exon inclusion). However, heterogeneous nuclear ribo-
nucleoproteins (hnRNPs) bind to exonic splicing silencer (ESSs) and intronic splicing 
silencer (ISSs) elements and generally suppress exon inclusion (Figure 3) [1, 5].

In addition to the characteristic domain of RS (arginine/serine dipeptides) in 
SR proteins, there is an RNA recognition motif (RRM) which is the basis for the 
classification of SR proteins. In humans, there are 12 types of SR proteins, now 
called serine/arginine-rich splicing factor (SRSF) 1–12. RS domain of different 
SR proteins binds to ESE, could directly interact with each other and facilitate the 
recruitment of spliceosome machinery components including U1 snRNP or U2AF 
to mRNA, and more importantly, it has been suggested that the SR proteins bound 
to ESEs play a key role in exon definition in constitutive and alternative splicing. 

Figure 2. 
Molecular mechanism of exon joining [6].
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There are no canonical SR proteins in Saccharomyces cerevisiae and three SR-like 
proteins including Npl3, regulate splicing efficiency [3].

RRM is also the most common domain in the hnRNPs for the interactions with 
the premRNA, but hnRNPs also contain another domain called the RGG boxes 
including Arg-Gly-Gly tripeptides repeats. hnRNP proteins as same as SR proteins, 
bind directly to a specific site in the target premRNA, but inhibit splicing via block-
ing the binding of snRNPs to targets or looping out exons [3, 9].

4. Self-splicing

Some introns are spliced without requiring to spliceosome complex (self-splicing), 
including group I introns (found in bacteria, bacteriophages and eukaryotes including 
organelle and nuclear genomes) and group II introns (found in bacteria, archaea, and 
eukaryotic organelles). In both, trans-esterification reactions need to excise the intron 
and ligate the exons.

The difference between them is that the splicing reaction is initiated by a guano-
sine cofactor and an internal adenosine in group I and group II introns, respectively. 
Also, during splicing, group II introns form a lariat like structure, whereas group I 
introns do not (Figure 4) [10].

Figure 3. 
Control of splicing by cis-acting elements and splicing factors [5, 7, 8].
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5. Trans-splicing

In addition to cis-splicing, there is another type that joins exons on the separate 
pre-mRNAs and results in the chimeric mRNAs originating from two different 
genes so-called trans-splicing and commonly occurs in unicellular organisms and 
caenorhabditis elegans. Interestingly, acyl-CoA-cholesterol acyltransferase 1, RGS12 
and CYP3A genes produce mRNA that derived from different genes in human [11].

6. Alternative splicing (AS)

Different combination of exons in a special type of splicing, called alternative 
splicing, which lead to the formation of multiple protein isoforms from a single pre-
mRNA and promotes the transcriptome and proteome complexity. A recent analysis 
of the Encyclopedia of DNA Elements (ENCODE) project 1 has been revealed that 
the human genome consists of approximately 21,306 protein-coding genes [12, 13] 
and it is estimated that 92–94% of human genes harbor alternative splicing [3, 14, 15].

The most common type of alternative splicing mechanism (40% of events) 
is exon skipping (also called cassette exon) [4] in which one or several exons are 
not included in the final mRNA (Figure 5a) but the rarest mechanism of AS is 
mutually exclusive exons (Figure 5d) [17]. Changing in the selection of either 
3′- or 5′-splice sites are other mechanisms of AS (Figure 5b and c). The fifth type 
of alternative splicing is intron retention (Figure 5e), in which an intron remains 
in the mature mRNA (the most common after the exon skipping). Applying 
alternative promoters and unusual polyadenylation are other alternative splicing 
mechanisms (Figure 5f and g) [16]. Various trans-acting factors, as well as specific 
cis-acting elements, play a key role in alternative splicing.

Expression alteration in splicing trans-acting factors and mutations  
(also, polymorphisms) including single-base substitutions, deletion, insertion, 
and translocation in cis-elements and trans-regulatory factors that encodes genes 
involved in splicing, would cause abnormal splicing and lead to diseases and 

Figure 4. 
Comparison of a self-splicing group I, group II introns and spliceosome-catalyzed splicing [10].
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cancer. In addition, the post-modification of trans-regulatory factors and chroma-
tin remodeling could affect splicing by altering the recognition of splicing factors 
and splicing sites (Figure 6) [5].

7. Role of splicing in cancers

Gene duplication and overexpression of SRSF1 were the first evidences that 
alternative splicing plays an important role in tumor growth [18]. Recently, it has 
been reported that splicing may be correlated with the various types of cancers, 
and in particular, alternative splicing can affect various aspects of cancer hallmarks 
[8, 19] (Figure 7) and splicing modulators have emerged as a new class of onco-
proteins and tumor suppressor genes. Importantly, RNA sequencing analysis has 
shown that one of the common mechanisms of tumor suppressor genes inactiva-
tion in cancers is intron retention [20].

Recently, RNA-seq studies have been reported that one of the major differences 
between transcriptome of normal and cancerous tissues are caused by aberrant 
splicing with AML and hepatocellular carcinoma show the highest and lowest 

Figure 5. 
Schematic representation of different types of alternative splicing [16].
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frequency of alternative splicing alteration compared to the corresponding normal 
tissues, respectively. The most extensive study ever performed on the splicing pro-
file of various types of cancers involving more than 8700 patients from The Cancer 
Genome Atlas (TCGA) data, shows that alternatively splicing in cancerous tissues is 
30% more than normal tissues [7]. Expression dysregulation and frequent somatic 

Figure 6. 
Various mechanisms for aberrant splicing [5].

Figure 7. 
Effects of aberrant alternative splicing on different hallmarks of cancer. Arrows up: Most contributor, arrows 
down: Least contributor, EMT (epithelial–mesenchymal transition) [8].
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mutations in the splicing factors coding genes have been identified in more than 2% 
of tumors in several cohorts of patients, including TCGA data (Figure 8) [21].

7.1 Deregulation of splicing factors expression

A wide range of factors involved in splicing and regulation of alternative splicing 
has been shown to be dysregulated in gene expression level. For example, serine 
and arginine-rich splicing factor 1 (SRSF1), a key player of alternative splicing, is 
involved in tumorigenesis promotion by splicing of RAC1, Tyrosine-protein kinase 
(SYK), MKI67 and HNRPLL genes. Specifically, in colorectal cancer, SRSF1 and 
other members of the SR family, including SRSF3, SRSF6, SRSF7 and SRSF10, are 
overexpressed and referred to as oncogenes [5, 22].

Bcl-x protein, which plays a key role in the regulation of intrinsic pathway of 
apoptosis, harbor alternative splicing and can obtain two different isoforms Bcl-xl 
(involved in apoptosis inhibition) and Bcl-xs (participated in apoptosis promotion) 
[23]. PTB protein 1 preferentially promote Bcl-xs isoform that leads to apoptosis, 
but down-regulation of PTB protein 1 could produce Bcl-xl, which inhibits apopto-
sis and result in tumorigenesis [24].

Some aspects of the oncogenic role of C-Myc in tumors, are changing splicing 
patterns. For example, it can overexpress the ITGA6A variant [the pro-prolifera-
tive isoform of integrin subunit α6 gene (ITGA6)] compared to ITGA6B isoform 

Figure 8. 
Frequently alteration of splicing-factors in human cancers. MDS: Myelodysplastic syndrome; CMML: Chronic 
myelomonocytic leukemia; HN: Head and neck; w/o RS: With or without ringed sideroblasts; RARS/RCMD: 
Refractory anemia with ringed sideroblasts and refractory cytopenia with multilineage dysplasia and ringed 
sideroblasts; MPN, myeloproliferative neoplasm [21].
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in the colon cancer, which is mediated by epithelial splicing regulatory protein 2 
(ESRP2) [22].

Tumor cells preferentially metabolize glucose via the aerobic glycolysis pathway 
compared to normal cells. Conversion of phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP) to pyruvate is 
performed by PKM (Pyruvate kinase) enzyme in the last step of glycolysis. PKM is 
encoded by PKLR (expressed mainly in the liver and hematopoietic cells) and PKM 
(expressed in most tissues) genes in which both of them harbor alternative splicing 
[25, 26]. Alternatively, splicing of the PKM gene results in PKM1 isoforms (mainly in 
normal cells) and PKM2 isoforms (mainly in tumor cells) [27, 28]. The polypyrimi-
dine tract-binding protein (PTB), hnRNPA1 and hnRNPA2 genes are overexpressed 
by C-Myc and lead to upregulation of PKM2 isoform of pyruvate kinase (PKM) 
through splicing changing and lead to cell proliferation (Figure 9) [29, 30].

Vascular endothelial growth factor A (VEGF-A) is one of the key proteins in the 
angiogenesis process in tumor progression. The VEGF- A encoding gene produces 
various isoforms (angiogenic and antiangiogenic) using alternative 3′ and 5′-SSs 
in exons 6, 7, and 8 that can regulate angiogenesis (Figure 10) [31]. Interestingly, 
angiogenic VEGF isoforms are induced by Serine/arginine-rich protein-specific 
splicing factor kinase (Srpk1) and SRSF1 protein, which are activated by Wilms’ 
tumor suppressor 1 (Wt1) protein [32].

7.2 Mutation in cis-acting elements and genes encode for trans-acting factors

It has been suggested that various mutations, including silent or synonymous 
mutations, maybe results in intron retention (often in tumor suppressor genes and 
lead to premature stop codon) or exon skipping through create and loss of exonic 
splicing enhancers, silencers, or create novel splice sites [7]. It has been reported 
that 40% of patients with hereditary non-polyposis colorectal cancer carry the 
MLH1 mutation, and interestingly, the most common mutation in this gene is 
located at splicing sites [33] which was in line with bioinformatics analysis results 
[34]. The most somatic mutations in the splicing factors encoding genes have been 
observed in bladder cancer and uveal melanoma [7].

Recently, in several cancers, a recurrent mutation in the U1 snRNA encoding 
gene has been found, which mainly affects the third base of U1 snRNA at the splice 

Figure 9. 
Regulation of metabolic shift between oxidative phosphorylation and aerobic glycolysis through alternative 
splicing of PKM gene. In tumors, c-Myc and possibly other factors are involved in the upregulation of the 
hnRNPA1, A2, and PTB genes which result in exon 9 exclusion and exon 10 inclusion and PKM2 generation. 
PEP to pyruvate conversion is catalyzed less efficiently by PKM2 compared to PKM1, resulting in enhancement 
of metabolites for anabolic metabolism [28].
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site recognition sequence that pairs directly with 5′SS. In addition, mutated SF3B1 
(Table 1) recognizes different BPS and results in cryptic 3′ splice sites selection. 
Also, the SRSF2 and U2AF1 mutations alter splice site recognition in a sequence-
dependent manner and results in alternative 3′ splice site selection and altered exon 
inclusion, respectively (Figure 11 and Table 1) [7, 8]. It has been suggested that 

Figure 10. 
The structure of the VEGF-A gene includes eight exons (a) and producing of various isoforms by alternative 
splicing (b). Two mRNA isoform families, pro-angiogenic (VEGF-Axxx, b. left) and anti-angiogenic  
(VEGF-Axxxb, b. right) are generated by alternative splicing. (xxx shows the amino acid number of the 
mature protein). The transcriptional start site (TSS), translational start site (ATG) in exon 1, and alternative 
stop codons within exon 8 (TGA1 and TGA2) are indicated [31].

Mutation type Gene Spliceosome 
component

Top 3 commonly mutated 
cancer types*

SF3B1 UVM, UCEC, BLCA

U2AF1 U2 snRNP UCS, LAML, UCEC

PHF5A KICH, SKCM, LUSC

Hotspot SRSF2 SR protein LAML, UVM, UCEC

HNRNPCL1 hnRNP SKCM, UCEC, STAD

PCBP1 hnRNP READ, COAD, BLCA

HNRNPD UCEC, DLBC, UCS

HNRNPDL UCEC, COAD, STAD

HNRNPL hnRNP COAD, UCEC, SKCM

PCBP2 UCEC, SKCM, READ

CCAR1 UCEC, SKCM, BLCA

Loss of 
function

RBM10 A complex UCEC, LUAD, BLCA

TCERG1 UCEC, COAD, SKCM

DDX50 Bact complex UCEC, STAD, LUAD

FUBP3 UCEC, COAD, SKCM

FRA10AC1 C complex UCEC, READ, UCS

CDC5L PRP19 UCEC, STAD, SKCM
*BLCA - Bladder Urothelial Carcinoma, COAD - Colon adenocarcinoma, DLBC - Lymphoid Neoplasm Diffuse Large 
B-cell Lymphoma, KICH - Kidney Chromophobe, LAML - Acute Myeloid Leukemia, LUAD - Lung adenocarcinoma, 
LUSC - Lung squamous cell carcinoma, READ - Rectum adenocarcinoma, SKCM - Skin Cutaneous Melanoma, STAD -  
Stomach adenocarcinoma, UCEC - Uterine Corpus Endometrial Carcinoma, UCS - Uterine Carcinosarcoma, UVM - 
Uveal Melanoma.

Table 1. 
Mutation of splicing factors encoding genes in cancers [7].
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these mutations may also affect the protein-protein interaction domains and lead to 
alteration of splicing factors interaction with nucleosomes, which plays an impor-
tant role in driving splice site definition [7].

8. Splicing and resistance to drugs in cancers

Response of the tumors to therapy may be affected by splicing and resistance to 
treatment may be reinforced by alternative splicing [35]. Alternative splicing could 
induce resistance to drugs in cancer through changing factors that are involved in the 
metabolism of drugs including uptake, transportation and inactivation (Figure 12).  

Figure 11. 
Effects of cancer-associated mutations in splicing factors on alternative splice site selection. Processing patterns 
favored by the mutations are shown by thicker lines. WT: Wild type [8].

Figure 12. 
Aberrant alternative splicing in some oncogenes and resistance to therapy in cancers. ATG1 and ATG2: Start 
codon for full-length and short mRNA. TGA: Stop codon [36].
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One of the most mutated genes in melanoma cancer is BRAF that V600E mutation 
is the most prevalence mutation in this gene and result in a variant without exons 
4–8 (give rise to lack of the RAS-binding domain of BRAF rendered cells insensi-
tive to RAF inhibition) and lead to resistance to vemurafenib in 30% patients of 
melanoma. One of the strategies for prostate cancer therapy is using antiandrogen 
specially enzalutamide (antagonist of the interaction of androgens with AR) 
and abiraterone (blocker of androgen biosynthesis) to inhibit the activity of the 
androgen receptor (AR). HNRNPA1 could drive a splice variant of AR called 
ARv7 arises due to the inclusion of a cryptic exon CE3 and result in antiandrogen 
 treatment [7, 36].

In addition to chemo and hormone therapy in cancers, radiotherapies are used 
for treatment and several factors involved in tumor sensitivity to ionizing radiation 
that some of them affected by alternative splicing. Interestingly, p73 (a transcrip-
tion factor) is one of the most important proteins that could act as a marker for the 
sensitivity of tumor cells to radiation. There are two isoforms of the p73 including 
the full-length TAp73 and the N-terminally truncated ΔNp73 which truncated 
isoform has been indicated that strongly associated with poor survival and negative 
response to irradiation [16].

9. Cancer therapy based on splicing modulation

Recently, new strategies have been used to correct splicing errors and 
 overcome drug resistance. In different levels could be applying various mol-
ecules to reverse aberrant splicing. Blocking of splicing factors and kinases 
which phosphorylated them is one of the strategies for correct splicing  
(Figure 13) [36].

However, using splice switching oligonucleotides (SSOs) is the best-known 
method for therapy based on splicing [36]. For example, masking the proximal 
5′ splice site by an antisense oligonucleotide (ASO) in BCL-X could shift splicing 
and induce apoptosis in tumor cells. The same strategy is used for reverse aberrant 
splicing of MDM4 and FAS mRNAs and inhibit p53 degradation and enhanced-cell 
death, respectively (Figure 14) [18]. In addition, ESEs and ESSs which are binding 
sites for SRSF and HNRNP proteins could be blocked by SSOs and affect splicing 
events [36].

Figure 13. 
Various potential strategies for therapeutic approaches to correct splicing errors [36].
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10. Conclusion

In conclusion, aberrant splicing, especially alternative splicing, can play an 
important role in carcinogenesis in all hallmarks of cancer (Figure 15). Recently, 
data from TCGA have been reported that many of the key player genes involved 

Figure 14. 
Cancer therapies based on antisense oligonucleotide-mediated splicing modulation [18].

Figure 15. 
The implication of alternative splicing of important genes (blue background) in the regulation of hallmarks of 
cancer (red background) [37].
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Figure 16. 
Tumor-associated isoforms of the important genes in cancers. ES, exon skipping; MXE, mutually exclusive 
exons; 5’ASS, 5’ alternative splice site selection; IR, intron; retention.OE, overexpression; KD, knockdown. 
Other tumors include: adrenal, gallbladder, ampullary, bone, and brain; gynecological tumors include: 
ovarian, cervical, and uterine; head and neck tumors include: Oral, head and neck, tongue, esophageal, and 
thyroid.. ES, exon skipping; MXE, mutually exclusive exons; 5’ASS, 5′ alternative splice site selection; IR, 
intron retention [21].
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in cancers are affected by alternative splicing (Figure 16). It has recently been 
suggested that some misspliced RNA transcripts of non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs), 
including long ncRNAs (lncRNAs) and circular RNAs (circRNAs), may also 
contribute to tumorigenesis [38, 39]. One of the isoforms of protein phosphatase 
1 regulatory subunit 10 (PPP1R10, also called PNUTS) gene generated by alterna-
tive splicing is lncRNA-PNUTS, which act as a competitive sponge for miR-205 in 
breast cancer [40]. In addition, PCGEM1 and BC200 lncRNAs interact with splicing 
factors such as hnRNPA1, hnRNPA2/B1 and U2AF65 and regulate the alterna-
tive splicing of the AR and BCL-x genes, respectively. Moreover, MALAT1 as an 
LncRNA, regulates alternative splicing by affecting the sub nuclear localization of 
SR proteins [21]. The role of alternative splicing in carcinogenesis and new strate-
gies for cancer therapy based on reverse abnormal splicing or blocking aberrant 
splicing are emerging areas of cancer research.

© 2022 The Author(s). Licensee IntechOpen. This chapter is distributed under the terms 
of the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, 
provided the original work is properly cited. 
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Chapter 2

Molecular Genetic Mechanisms in 
Cancers of Keratinocytic Origin
Yıldız Gürsel Ürün

Abstract

Keratinocytic cancers (KC) comprise a group of diseases that have a broad 
spectrum clinically and pathologically. At one end of the spectrum are benign 
proliferations (acanthomas), and at the other end are malignant tumors with 
aggressive growth and metastatic potential. Traditionally, about 80% of KC cases 
have basal cell carcinoma (BCC) and 20% have cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma 
(cSCC). Both tumors have different phenotypic features due to different oncogenic 
pathways. cSCC is biologically different and requires a different approach due to 
the higher risk of local recurrence, metastasis and death. Genetic factors play an 
important role in the development of KC. Family and family history studies, the 
presence of KC as a feature of rare hereditary syndromes, and genetic association 
studies give us clues in this regard. More than 20 genetic syndromes associated 
with KC have been described. Some syndromes are associated with multiple BCC, 
some with multiple cSCC, and some with both BCC and cSCC. Environmental risk 
factors include exposure to ultraviolet light radiation and immunosuppression in 
both tumors. Exposure to ionizing radiation is most common in BCC, while smok-
ing and photosensitive drug use are among the environmental risk factors for cSCC. 
Molecular, epidemiological, and clinical studies will help better understand the 
cellular processes involved in tumorigenesis, and develop new strategies for treating 
and preventing KCs. 

Keywords: basal cell carcinoma, squamous cell carcinoma, skin cancer, molecular 
genetics, environmental carcinogens

1. Introduction

Keratinocytic cancers (KC) comprise a group of diseases that have a broad 
spectrum clinically and pathologically. Keratinocytic cancers are very common and, 
despite their low mortality rate, represent a significant public health problem [1]. 
Traditionally, about 80% of KC cases have basal cell carcinoma (BCC) and 20% 
have cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma (cSCC) [2]. KC have a complex etiology 
involving environmental, phenotypical and genetic risk factors [3]. Molecular, epi-
demiologic, and clinical studies have led to a greater understanding of the cellular 
events that occur during tumorigenesis, epidemiologic risk factors, and have pro-
vided new strategies for treatment and prevention of keratinocyte carcinomas [4]. 
In the next part of the chapter, BCC- and cSCC-related risk factors and molecular 
mechanisms associated with tumorigenesis are discussed in detail.
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2. Basal cell carcinoma

BCC is a skin tumor thought to arise from the pluripotent cells of the pilo-
sebaceous unit, and there are several clinical types [5]. It is the most common 
malignancy in fair-skinned populations worldwide [6]. The mortality rate of BCCs 
is low, but it is an important cause of morbidity, mainly due to local destruction 
[7]. The incidence and prevalence of BCC increase with age, due to both increas-
ing sun exposure and an aging population [8]. The highest incidence of BCC has 
been reported in the following countries: Australia, followed by the United States 
(US) and Europe [9, 10]. In the United States, an increase in an incidence of 4–8% 
per year has been noted [11]. BCC is more common in men than women, with a 
male-to-female ratio of approximately 2:1 [12]. The natural course of BCC is a lesion 
that usually begins as a small, barely visible papule and over the years grows into a 
nodule or plaque that sometimes ulcerates without showing aggression [13]. When 
the histologic subtypes of BCC were classified by the World Health Organization 
according to the risk of recurrence, they were divided into two groups: (1) those 
with lower risk: nodular, superficial, pigmented, infundibulocystic (a variant of 
BCC with adnexal differentiation), fibroepithelial; (2) those with higher risk: 
basosquamous carcinoma, BCC with sclerosing/morpheic, infiltrating, sarcomatoid 
differentiation, and micronodules [14]. The development of BCC is the result of 
the interaction of many genes and environmental factors. Most genes involved in 
BCC pathogenesis have a uniform mutational signature that results in the ultraviolet 
(UV)-induced Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) damage [15].

2.1 Etiopathogenesis

More than 99% of cases of basal cell carcinoma are sporadic. In the absence 
of an overtly inherited disease-causing mutation, both environmental factors 
and the sum of an individual’s genetic variations culminate in BCC development 
[16]. Among the most important risk factors for basal cell carcinoma is exposure 
to UV radiation [13]. Further risk factors include age, male gender, skin type I 
and II according to Fitzpatrick (individuals with genetically determined low skin 
pigmentation), history of BCC, pharmacological therapy, long-term exposure 
to arsenic, exposure to ionizing radiation, long-lasting immunosuppression, 
and genetic syndromes [15, 17]. Scarring and chronic ulceration are particularly 
significant for developing BCCs in non-chronic UV-exposed areas [17]. Chronic 
exposure to immunosuppressive agents due to organ transplantations linearly 
increases the risk of developing BCC over time [8]. The main carcinogenic factor 
is UV, which explains why most tumors are found in sun-exposed skin areas [13]. 
Indeed, BCC harbors the highest mutated human tumors (65 mutations/megabases) 
[18, 19] and a high percentage of UV-induced mutations (C:T or CC:TT transi-
tions in dipyrimidine regions) [20]. Sunburns that occur after intense, episodic 
sun exposure increase the risk for BCC [21]. Both UVA and UVB play a role in skin 
carcinogenesis by causing DNA damage and immunosuppression. UVB is directly 
absorbed by the DNA molecule and causes UV-induced DNA damage. In one 
study, 75.7% of UV-induced DNA coding mutations resulted in the formation of 
cyclobutane dimers as a consequence of chronic UVB damage [22]. UVA induces 
cellular reactive oxygen species (ROS) that cause oxidative DNA damage [21–25]. 
Basal cell carcinomas are common in the elderly population given cumulative sun 
exposure and exogenous factors. Age-related deterioration of biological functions 
leads to chronic inflammation, decreased immune system function, genomic 
instability, and decreased DNA repair capacity. Therefore, aging skin is character-
ized by the accumulation and presence of DNA damage and senescent cells. The 
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chronic inflammatory state leads to changes in the integrity of the dermal matrix. 
All these processes increase the rate of malignancy development with age [15]. The 
incidence of BCC is generally higher in men than in women, possibly due to occu-
pational exposure to the sun and increased recreational activity in men. However, 
this difference is less pronounced today, possibly due to lifestyle changes-smoking 
or tanning beds [24, 25]. People with a previous history of BCC have a higher risk 
of developing both keratinocytic cancers (KC) and melanoma [15]. These patients 
have a 10-fold increased risk compared with the general population [26]. A pro-
spective cohort study of 1426 patients showed that 40.7% of them developed a new 
KC within 5 years after the first lesion and 82% of them developed a new KC within 
5 years after more than one lesion [27].

Medications taken by patients pose a risk for the development of BCC. Many 
drugs such as tetracyclines, thiazide diuretics, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs 
(NSAIDs), and retinoids are potentially photosensitizing. Therefore, these drugs 
elicit phototoxic, photoallergic skin reactions and, when combined with UV radia-
tion, act as carcinogens that increase the risk of skin cancer [28]. Adults taking tet-
racycline who were exposed to UV light in their youth have an increased risk of BCC 
[29]. Angiotensin receptor blockers, an antihypertensive drug, have been shown to 
increase BCC risk by promoting angiogenesis and cancer progression [30]. A Dutch 
study found an increased risk of BCC in long-term users of loop diuretics, with no 
association with thiazides and potassium-sparing agents [31]. However, the available 
data are insufficient to draw firm conclusions about the association between the use 
of different types of antihypertensive drugs and skin cancer risk. Organ transplant 
patients have an increased risk of KC due to the immunosuppressive agents they 
receive. The incidence of BCC in transplant patients has increased tenfold. HIV 
seropositivity doubles the risk for BCC [32]. The fact that approximately 20% of 
lesions occur on skin sites not exposed to sunlight is an indication that extrinsic 
factors other than UV play a role in the pathogenesis of BCC. Other known extrinsic 
factors include ionizing radiation, arsenic, tar, psoralen and UVA (PUVA), and 
nitrogen mustard [33, 34]. Ionizing radiation (radiotherapy, X-rays, occupational 
exposure, whole-body irradiation treatments, atomic bombing) increases the risk of 
BCCs and possibly cSCCs in various carcinogenic ways. This occurs through vari-
ous carcinogenic mechanisms such as DNA damage, genomic instability, and cell 
apoptosis [35, 36].

2.2 Inherited susceptibility to BCC

Some individuals have an increased susceptibility to developing BCC due to 
genetic syndromes, germline single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), and genetic 
traits [37]. A recent study found an overall heritability of 14.0% for KC and 17.0% 
for BCC in data based on genome-wide array data and self-reported KC history 
[38]. In the absence of other predisposing factors, especially when multiple BCCs 
occur at a young age, a possible association with genodermatoses should be con-
sidered [17]. The genodermatoses most commonly associated with BCC include 
Gorlin-Goltz syndrome (also known as Nevoid Basal Cell Carcinoma Syndrome), 
Bazex-Dupre-Christol syndrome, Rombo syndrome, Generalized Follicular 
Basaloid Hamartoma syndrome, and Happle-Tinschert syndrome [5]. Nineteen rare 
syndromes have been described in BCC due to the inheritance of highly penetrant 
germline mutations. These syndromes, their associated mutations and molecular 
pathways are listed in Table 1 [37]. Genetic alterations associated with basal cell 
carcinoma were first described in Gorlin-Goltz syndrome, an inherited predisposi-
tion. In the pathogenesis of this syndrome, there are abnormalities associated with 
the long arm of the patched (PTCH1) gene on chromosome 9 (q22.3-q31) without 
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significant heterogeneity [40]. The prevalence is reported to be approximately 
1:56,000 [17]. Affected patients have multiple developmental anomalies, multiple 
BCCs, and odontogenic keratocysts of the jaw at an early age; the risk of develop-
ing medulloblastoma increases in early childhood [39, 41]. BCCs occur on average 
by age 25, typically in sun-exposed areas, with few to thousands of lesions [39]. 
Although, most cases are inherited in an autosomal dominant manner, approxi-
mately 26% (8–41) of cases develop as de novo [42]. In most cases, this syndrome is 
caused by mutations on chromosome 9q22.3 that inactivate the PTCH1-containing 
germline; these inactivating mutations lead to premature termination of the PTCH 
protein. A second somatic mutation, e.g., caused by UV radiation, can lead to 
malignancy by loss of the second copy (the loss of heterozygous expression) of the 

Syndrome Gene(s) Gene function(s)

Gorlin-Goltz syndrome (Nevoid 
Basal Cell Carcinoma syndrome)

PTCH1, SUFU, PTCH2 HH pathway members

Bazex-Dupré-Christol syndrome UBE2A, ACTRT1 DNA repair and regulation of cell cycle, 
HH pathway

Rombo syndrome Unknown Rombo syndrome gene is not known; it is 
involved in DNA repair and/or cell cycle 
regulation and may play a role during 
hair follicle growth and differentiation

Generalized follicular basaloid 
hamartoma syndrome

Unknown Unknown

Happle-Tinschert syndrome Unknown Unknown

Muir-Torre syndrome MSH2, MLH1, MSH6, 
and PMS2

DNA mismatch repair

Cowden syndrome PTEN PI3K-AKT signaling pathway

Brooke-Spiegler syndrome CYLD NF-κB and EGFR pathways regulator

Cartilage-hair hypoplasia RMRP Immune response

Xeroderma pigmentosum XPA-XPG, XPV, POLH Nucleotide excision repair

Bloom syndrome BLM (REC0L3) Chromosomal stability

Werner syndrome WRN (REC0L2), 
LMNA

Chromosomal stability

Rothmund-Thomson syndrome REC0L4, C160rf57 Chromosomal stability

Schopf-Schulz-Passarge 
syndrome

WNT10A WNT/β-catenin signaling pathway, cell 
proliferation and migration

Oculocutaneous albinism TYR, OCA2, TYRP1, 
SLC45A2
(MATP), SLC24A5, 
C10orf11, 4q24

Melanin synthesis

Hermansky-Pudlak syndrome HPS1-HPS8 Melanin synthesis

Epidermodysplasia verruciformis 
(Lewandowsky-Lutz dysplasia)

TMC6 (EVER1), TMC8 
(EVER2

Immune response and signal 
transduction in the endoplasmic 
reticulum

Schimmelpenning syndrome Unknown Unknown

Phacomatosis pigmentokeratotica Unknown Unknown

Adapted from Choquet et al. [37] and Kilgour et al. [39].

Table 1. 
Genetic syndromes associated with inherited susceptibility to BCC.
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tumor suppressor gene [39]. Other less common mutated genes include PTCH2 
and suppressor of fused (SUFU) gene, which play a role in Gorlin syndrome [43]. 
Bazex-Dupre-Christol syndrome is another genetic syndrome associated with the 
Hedgehog (HH) pathway. The development of multiple BCCs is associated with 
congenital hypotrichosis, follicular atrophoderma, and milia [44]. The prevalence 
is less than 1:1,000,000 [17]. The disease is inherited in an X-linked dominant man-
ner, and mutations commonly occur in the actin-related protein T1 (ACTRT1) gene. 
The mutation in ACTRT1 ultimately leads to increased GLI transcription factors 1 
(GLI1)-induced oncogenic transcription, responsible for the abnormal HH pathway 
[45]. Rombo syndrome is a very rare autosomal dominant syndrome. In addition to 
the development of BCCs, this syndrome is accompanied by acrocyanosis, keratosis 
pilaris, atrophoderma vermiculatum, hypotrichosis as well as hypohidrosis. The 
prevalence is less than 1: 1,000,000 and it is difficult to distinguish from Bazex-
Dupré-Christol syndrome [17].

Susceptibility to BCC may be due to inherited deficiencies in DNA repair. 
Xeroderma pigmentosum (XP) is an autosomal recessive disorder caused by 
inherited mutations in any of 8 possible genes required for nucleotide excision 
repair (NER). Damaged DNA is recognized in actively transcribed genes via the 
transcription-dependent repair (TCR) pathway and in the rest of the genome via 
the slower global genome repair (GGR) pathway. Mutations in any of these proteins 
in the TCR, NER, or GGR pathways result in abnormalities in DNA repair. The 
classic phenotype of XP manifests in early childhood in the form of freckles before 
age 2, severe burns after minimal sun exposure, and early-onset skin cancer [46]. 
XP patients have a > 10,000-fold increased lifetime risk of non-melanocytic skin 
cancer and a > 2000-fold increased risk of melanoma compared to the general 
population [47]. Besides xeroderma pigmentosum, the other genetic abnormali-
ties Bloom, Werner, and Rothmund-Thomson syndromes have a predominantly 
increased risk for BCC and an increased risk for cSCC. The genes involved in these 
syndromes impair nucleotide excision repair and chromosome stability [37]. In 
addition to genetic disorders, certain inherited phenotypic traits have also been 
shown to increase BCC risk [39]. People with fair skin, light eyes and hair, child-
hood freckles, inability to tan, and Northern European ancestry are known to have 
an increased risk of developing BCC [21, 48].

2.3 Genetic polymorphism

Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have played a key role in identifying 
polygenic effects that mediate susceptibility to BCC [16]. Over the past decade, 
GWAS has accelerated the discovery of genetic determinants [37]. GWAS stud-
ies of SCC and BCC in a European population have identified 33 loci associated 
with susceptibility to BCC. Taken together, these 33 loci account for 10.98% of the 
heritability of BCC [37, 39]. In addition to specific mutations of BCC, germline 
polymorphisms in genes that determine pigmentary characteristics, such as the 
melanocortin-1 receptor (MC1R), the human homolog of agouti signaling protein 
(ASIP), and tyrosinase (TYR), have also been associated with increased risk of BCC 
[49–51]. MC1R encodes a G-protein-coupled transmembrane receptor that activates 
adenylate cyclase to produce intracellular cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) 
in response to stimulation by α-melanocyte-stimulating hormone (α-MSH). Signal 
transduction by cAMP induces the maturation of phenomelanosomes to eume-
lanosomes and is responsible for the darker pigmentation and thus the increased 
UV resistance. The MC1R gene is highly polymorphic in fair-skinned individuals 
[51]. Several studies have found that pigmentation-independent mechanisms, even 
after controlling for skin phototype and hair color, significantly increase BCC risk 
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in some of the common variants [50, 51]. GWAS studies have also identified the 
IRF4, HERC2, LPP, BNC2, EXOC2, RALY, and SLC45A2 genes as important risk loci 
for BCC, along with other pigmentation genes [39]. While most of these loci are 
associated with increased risk, ORs of less than one has been reported for SLC45A2, 
BNC2, and HERC2, suggesting a lower risk [52]. Polymorphism studies on tumor 
suppressor genes have mainly focused on the tumor suppressor gene p53 (TP53). 
One polymorphism encoding the TP53 gene, rs78378222, is highly significant for 
BCC with an overall OR of 2.16. The s78378222 polymorphism affects the AATAAA 
polyadenylation of the signal of the 30 untranslated regions of the TP53 gene, 
changing it to AATACA. These results are related to an interrupted polyadenine tail 
of TP53 mRNA, which is required for stabilization and nuclear export [53]. Genes 
that determine epidermal differentiation and cytoskeletal organization have also 
been identified as carrying polymorphisms associated with increased BCC suscep-
tibility [17, 39]. The keratin5 (KRT5) gene, together with its heterodimeric partner 
keratin14 (K14), produces the K5 protein. These proteins are essential proteins 
for the cytoskeletal intermediate filament network in the basal keratinocyte. The 
rs11170164 polymorphism results in a G138E substitution in the KRT5 gene and 
increases BCC risk [54]. Recently, attention has focused on gene polymorphisms 
affecting the NOTCH signaling pathway. The NOTCH signaling pathway plays 
an essential role in regulating keratinocyte proliferation and differentiation; this 
pathway is associated with skin abnormalities and skin cancer [55]. P53 is thought 
to induce NOTCH signaling and further promote NOTCH by inhibiting AP-1, a 
p53 inhibitor. NOTCH signaling regulates keratinocyte proliferation through two 
mechanisms: first, it inhibits p63, a transcription factor essential for epidermal 
growth, and second, it increases the expression of cyclin-dependent kinase inhibi-
tor 1A (CDKN1A), a cell cycle inhibitor [39]. NOTCH signaling regulates keratino-
cyte differentiation through increased expression of transcriptional regulators such 
as the IRF6 and Hes/Hey genes [55, 56]. Polymorphism of genes (FOXP1 and IRF4) 
in transcription factor regions that repress NOTCH signaling causes increased 
susceptibility to BCC [39].

Chromosomal instability is a known risk factor for KC, including BCC [37]. 
Chromosomal instability is believed to increase tumor adaptation and survival 
through genetic variation [57]. In addition, several studies have identified poly-
morphisms in telomere length-related genes that pose a risk for BCC [39]. Studies 
of gene polymorphisms affecting DNA repair also provide information. Lin et al. 
examined SNPs in 165 genes of the DNA repair pathway, identified no variants 
of XPA, MUS81, and NABP2 in three major repair genes, and associated these 
three variants with a significantly increased risk of BCC risk. The former variant 
decreased BCC risk (OR 0.93), whereas the latter two increased risk (ORs 1.06 
and 1.11, respectively) [58]. Immunity and inflammation of the skin are known to 
influence the risk of skin cancer, including BCC [39]. Polymorphisms in the human 
leukocyte antigen (HLA) region have been associated with increased BCC suscep-
tibility, as have IRF4 and UBAC2, which play a role in immune regulation [37]. In 
2009, Welsh et al. examined the CT60 GG genotype of the cytotoxic lymphocyte-
associated antigen-4 (CTLA-4) gene. They showed that this genotype reduced BCC 
risk. CTLA-4 is known to play a critical role in UV-induced skin immunosuppres-
sion, as it is expressed on t-regulatory cells that are upregulated by UV radiation. 
The CT60 GG genotype has been shown to result in decreased t-regulatory cell 
function, UV-induced immunosuppression, and consequently increased antitumor 
capacity [59]. Moreover, gene polymorphisms are associated with different pheno-
types of BCC and modulation of BCC risk. Such a phenotype was observed in young 
men, in patients with multiple BCC clusters localized to the trunk and not exposed 
to the sun [60]. This phenotype was associated with germline polymorphisms of 
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genes encoding the liver detoxification enzymes cytochrome p450 2D6 and glu-
tathione S-transferase, as well as with germline polymorphisms of the vitamin D 
receptor and TNF-α [39].

2.4 Somatic mutations implicated in BCC tumorigenesis

Hedgehog is a signaling pathway in the skin that maintains the stem cell popu-
lation and controls the development of hair follicles and sebaceous glands [39]. 
Abnormal activation of this pathway controls many aspects of tumorigenesis, 
including stages of initiation, progression, and relapse, in part by directing a cancer 
stem cell phenotype.

2.4.1 Hedgehog signaling pathway

Abnormal activation of the HH signaling pathway is a hallmark of the patho-
genesis of BCC. The HH pathway is a highly conserved signaling pathway that plays 
a critical role in embryogenesis, cell differentiation, and cell proliferation. During 
embryogenesis, this signaling pathway regulates the morphogenesis of the epider-
mis and its appendages. Hedgehog is responsible for maintaining and controlling 
the growth of swollen stem cells. In addition, it is responsible for hair follicle 
growth and epidermal regeneration in the postnatal period, as well as the protec-
tion of bulge stem cells [15]. The HH family includes many intracellular signaling 
proteins and was first described in Drosophila melanogaster (fruit fly). The HH 
mutation in the fruit fly causes the embryo to have a spiny appearance reminiscent 
of a curled hedgehog and is called a hedgehog [61]. The HH signaling pathway 
consists of several key components: HH ligands, the transmembrane receptor 
proteins PTCH1 and PTCH2, smoothened proteins (SMO), and GLI1, GLI2, and 
GLI3 [62]. The PTCH gene encodes a receptor that mediates HH signaling. The 
intracellular PTCH1/Hh signaling pathway is required for cell growth, regulation, 
and differentiation. PTCH mutations have been detected not only in Gorlin-Goltz 
syndrome but also in sporadic BCC cases [5]. Activation of the HH pathway begins 
with the binding of the HH ligand to a transmembrane receptor complex consist-
ing of the PTCH and SMO proteins. When the HH ligand binds to PTCH, the 
HH-PTCH complex is cleaved by lysosomes, which suppress SMO and preregulate 
the pathway’s downstream signaling cascade through several proteins, including the 
SUFU. As a result, GLI family proteins are released, which are normally sequestered 
from the cytoplasm. GLI acts as a transcription factor. When secreted, it migrates 
to the nucleus and triggers the transcription of genes involved in cell renewal, cell 
fate and survival, and angiogenesis [20, 63]. In addition, GLI1 forms a feedback 
loop that automatically regulates HH signaling via modulation of PTCH1 [64]. 
PTCH protein has a negative regulatory effect on HH and suppresses PTCH SMO 
in the resting state. Oncogenic mutations affecting PTCH and SMO proteins lead to 
activation of the HH signaling pathway, which in turn causes epidermal hyperplasia 
and basal keratinocyte proliferation [65]. The PTCH-1 mutation plays a role in BCC 
carcinogenesis; PTCH-2 is effective in BCC pathogenesis only when together with 
the PTCH-1 mutation [5]. Activation of the noncanonical HH signaling pathway 
via GLI transcription factors occurs independently of the aforementioned signal-
ing pathway. In this pathway, the binding of HH-PTCH1 and SMO is passed on. 
GLI activation is positively regulated by KRAS, TGF-β, PI3K-AKT, and PKC-α 
and negatively regulated by p53, PKA, and PKC-δ [66]. HH pathway activation is 
regulated at the genetic level by inactivating PTCH1 mutations identified in 90% 
of sporadic BCCs and by SMO activating mutations in about 10%. In about half of 
PTCH1 mutations, the “UV signature” includes C-T and tandem transitions CC-TT. 
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However, the source of UV radiation needs to be adjusted for these mutations, as 
other factors, such as oxidative stress, are involved in the mutagenesis of this gene. 
Both point mutations and somatic copy number aberrations (SCNAs) in the PTCH1 
gene have been frequently reported in BCC [13] In summary, like PTCH tumor 
suppressor genes, SMO serves as a proto-oncogene and inactivation of PTCH or 
activation of SMO plays a role in the pathogenesis of BCC [5].

2.4.2 TP53 gene

The second most common event associated with BCC pathogenesis is the 
inactivation of the TP53 gene. The TP53 tumor suppressor gene is involved in cell 
cycle arrest and activation of programmed cell death [67]. In a mouse model study 
investigating the pathogenesis of BCC, it was shown that in X-ray-induced BCCs, 
inactivation of the P53 gene in interfollicular keratinocytes upregulates HH path-
way activity through increased SMO expression [68]. Somatic mutations in TP53 
are common in all human cancers, and non-synonymous mutations in BCC occur 
sporadically in approximately 61% of cases. Similar to PTCH1, most mutations in 
TP53 are UV-signed in the majority of BCCs [39].

2.4.3 Hippo-YAP signaling genes

The Hippo signaling pathway is critical for limiting tissue growth. It consists 
of a cascade of kinases that repress a downstream transcriptional co-activator, 
Yes-associated protein (YAP), by phosphorylation. The YAP1 protein is the major 
downregulatory effector of the Hippo pathway [69]. Genetic studies in mouse models 
suggest that the Hippo pathway plays a role in stabilizing skin growth and differentia-
tion [70]. Moreover, elevated nuclear YAP1 levels lead to the massive proliferation of 
proliferative basal epidermal cells [71]. Premature stop mutations in the LATS1 gene, 
one of the kinases required for coding in the Hippo pathway, were reported in 16% of 
BCCs. Similarly, loss of functional mutations in the TPN14 gene, a tumor suppressor 
gene that acts as a negative regulator of YAP, was observed in 23% of BCC patients [72].

2.4.4 MYCN/FBXW7 signaling

bHLH transcription factor (MYCN) is a member of the MYC family of tran-
scriptional activators and functions as a potential downstream effector of the HH 
pathway [73]. Alterations in the levels of MYC family transcription factors affect 
cell growth, proliferation, differentiation and apoptosis [74]. MYCN missense 
mutations have been identified in 30% of BCCs. Most mutations are located in the 
MYC box 1 domain, which is involved in the interaction with the tumor suppressor 
FBXW7. Functional studies have shown that there are four common N-MYC substi-
tutions (T58A, P59L, P60L and P63L) that impair binding to FBXW7 and result in 
excess N-MYC protein expression [72].

2.4.5 TERT-promoter

Telomerase is a ribonucleoprotein complex. It maintains telomere length by 
telomere DNA repeats (TTAGGG) synthesized at the 30 ends of chromosomes 
to reverse the progressive shortening of DNA with each cell division. Telomerase 
consists of a reverse transcriptase protein (TERT) encoded by the hTERT gene 
and an RNA component (hTERC) that serves as a template for DNA telomere 
synthesis. Activation of the promoter-mediated hTERT gene has been shown to 
generate de novo binding sites for the family of E26 transformation-specific (ETS) 
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transcription factors, thereby increasing telomerase expression and preventing can-
cer cell senescence or apoptosis [75]. TERT promoter mutations have been detected 
in high frequency in many different cancers such as melanoma, non-melanoma skin 
cancer, bladder cancer, and glioma, as they negatively affect TERT gene expression 
[76]. UV-related mutations of the TERT gene affecting the promoter region are 
found in 39–74% of patients with BCC [20].

2.4.6 DPH3-OXNAD1 bidirectional promoter

Similar to TERT, recurrent mutations were also found in the bidirectional 
promoter of the diphthamide biosynthesis protein 3 (DPH3) and NAD-binding 
domain containing 1 (OXNAD1) genes at non-coding positions close to the tran-
scription start site. The DPH3 gene diphthamide, a modified histidine residue found 
in eukaryotic elongation factor 2, is required for protein synthesis [39]. Inactivation 
of DPH3 is characterized by the loss of a tumor cell’s ability to metastasize; thus, the 
gene has a tumor-suppressive effect [77]. UV-signed genetic somatic mutations in 
the DPH3 and OXNAD1 genes have been detected in 42% of BCC [78].

2.4.7 Other potential BCC-associated genes

In a large cohort study, mutations in two cancer-associated genes, PPP6C and 
STK19, were observed to be associated with BCC tumorigenesis at high frequency 
[72]. PPP6C regulates cell cycle progression in human cells by controlling cyclin D1. 
STK19 is a kinase with an unknown function involved in transcriptional regula-
tion [20, 77]. The PPP6C mutation was observed in 15% of patients with BCC 
and the STK19 mutation in 10%. Other genes commonly mutated in BCC include 
ARID1A, CASP8, CSMD1, GRIN2A, KRAS, NOTCH1, NOTCH2, NRAS, PIK3CA, 
PREX2, and RAC1. However, no statistically significant association was demon-
strated between these genes and BCC. Two independent exome sequencing studies 
reported a high frequency of loss-of-function mutations in NOTCH1 (29% and 
50%, respectively) and NOTCH2 (26% and 67%, respectively) genes, suggesting 
that they play a tumor-suppressive role in BCC [22, 72].

2.5 Epigenetic modifications

MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are small regulatory RNAs that act at multiple transcrip-
tional, posttranscriptional, and epigenetic levels. Expression levels of altered miR-
NAs are associated with BCC progression and non-coding RNA (ncRNA) regulation 
and play a role in tumor promotion [15]. Studies have found that the expression 
levels of miRNAs differ in different BCC subtypes. For example, the expression of 
miR-183, a miRNA that inhibits metastasis to other organs, is significantly lower in 
infiltrative BCC than in nodular BCC [79]. In nodular BCC, the upregulated miR-
141 is associated with the 200a and 200c, C-MYC-, WNT and beta-catenin signaling 
pathways [79]. MiR-203 and miR-451a function as tumor suppressors. HH and 
epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) signaling suppress the effect of miR-203 
on c- JUN and thus cell proliferation [80]. The expression of miRNA-451a has been 
shown to decrease significantly in both human and mouse BCC patients. Inhibition 
of primary miRNA-451a increases cell growth via its target TBX1. Conversely, 
overexpression of miRNA-451a in tumor cells leads to cell cycle arrest by suppress-
ing cell growth [81]. The OncomiR-1 cluster (miR-17-92) shows a regulatory role 
in SHH signaling in a mouse model of PTCH1, and the corresponding miRNAs 
were overexpressed in human BCCs [82]. Some long ncRNAs (lncRNAs) (such as 
ANRIL) are differentially expressed in BCCs [83].
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2.6 Tumor microenvironment

Most BCC tumors develop from a surrounding fibromyxoid stroma. It likely 
provides a permissive tumor microenvironment (TME) by protecting the tumor 
from the immune system [84]. Indeed, an enhanced tumor-stromal response and 
local host immunosuppression have been noted in BCCs with high-risk histopatho-
logical subtypes [85]. Previous studies have shown a shift toward a Th2 response, 
an increase in T-regulatory lymphocytes, and the presence of cancer-associated 
fibroblasts in BCC TME [86]. However, high-throughput sequencing of T-cell 
receptors has not identified clonal tumor-specific populations of tumor-infiltrating 
lymphocytes in BCC [87]. The recent study by Lefrançois et al. [86] supports the 
above information. This study also found that tumor inflammation induced by 
macrophage activity is associated with advanced BCCs and lymphocytic infiltration 
plays an important role in nonadvanced tumors, possibly related to an adaptive 
antitumor response. In TMJ studies related to HH, the major pathway in the patho-
genesis of BCC, the paracrine HH pathway is thought to be a complex mechanism 
involving cancer-related fibroblasts, leading to angiogenesis, fibrosis, immune 
evasion, and neuropathic pain [88]. Further studies are needed to clarify this issue. 
In summary, the cancer-associated genes and the various pathways contributing 
to BCC carcinogenesis suggest a heterogeneous genetic origin. Understanding the 
molecular genetics of BCC carcinogenesis is important for developing new targeted 
therapies, increasing treatment efficacy, and overcoming tumor resistance.

3. Cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma

Cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma is the second most common KC [89]. Data 
from the Rochester Epidemiology Project, conducted by the Mayo Clinic, show an 
overall 263% increase in cSCC incidence between 1976 and 1984 and 2000–2010 
[90]. In the United Kingdom, the age-standardized incidence of primary cSCC was 
77 per 100,000 between 2013 and 2015, with an average annual increase of 5% [91]. 
This increase has been associated with higher sun exposure levels, tanning bed use, 
an increase in the aging population and advances in skin cancer detection [92, 93]. 
The incidence of cSCC is higher in men than in women (3:1 ratio) and increases 
significantly with age [75, 94]. cSCC results from the uncontrolled proliferation of 
atypical epidermal keratinocytes due to mutations in genes involved in epidermal 
homeostasis. It is well known that tumor development is a gradual process that 
defines different histological and pathological stages, from a premalignant lesion, 
actinic keratosis (AK), to invasive cSCC [95]. However, similar mutations can 
also be found in normal keratinocytes, especially in chronically sun-exposed skin 
[96]. Therefore, other factors-including epigenetic alterations, viral infections, or 
microenvironmental changes-promote the development and progression of cSCC 
[97]. cSCC lesions typically occur on chronically sun-exposed sites such as the face, 
lips, ears, and bald scalp and are characterized by hyperkeratotic, often ulcerated 
plaques or nodules [75]. The histopathologic classification of cSCC includes kera-
toacanthomas, acantholytic, spindle cell, verrucous, adenosquamous, and clear 
cell cSCC [14]. Tumors classified as desmoplastic, acantholytic, and de nova are 
at higher risk of metastasis to the skin. In addition, less differentiated tumors are 
associated with a poorer prognosis [98]. In addition to histopathological features, 
other features determine the high risk of cSCC and the risk of metastasis: 1. subclin-
ical metastasis, 2. depth of invasion (>2 mm), 3. high-risk anatomical localization 
(face, ear, pre/postauricular, genital, hands and feet), 4. perineural involvement, 
5. recurrence, 6. multiple cSCC tumors, 7. immunosuppression [98, 99]. It is well 
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known that the mortality rate for cSCC in the south and the central United States is 
similar to that for renal and oropharyngeal carcinomas and melanomas [94].

3.1 Etiopathogenesis

The etiology of cSCC is multifactorial. Environmental, immunologic, and 
genetic factors all play a role [95]. Cumulative exposure to ultraviolet radiation 
under the influence of the sun and/or tanning devices is the most important caus-
ative factor [100, 101]. Epidemiological studies suggest that cumulative sun expo-
sure (mainly UVB radiation) is the most important environmental cause of cSCC. 
In contrast, intense, intermittent sun exposure (e.g., sunburn, childhood exposure) 
is the most important risk factor for BCC and melanoma [102, 103]. Although, 
ionizing radiation is considered a potential risk factor for cSCC, studies have not 
fully proven this [37]. One study found that therapeutic radiation increased the 
total number of BCCs but had no effect on SCCs [36]. Another study found an 
increased risk of both BCC and SCC at sites with prior radiation [104]. Chronic 
immunosuppression due to organ transplant medications, chronic leukemias and 
lymphomas, and HIV infection has been shown to be a major risk factor for cSCC 
and, to a lesser extent, BCC [105–107]. In contrast to the general population, heart 
and lung transplant recipients, in particular, tend to develop cSCC more frequently 
than BCC [108]. The tumorigenic effect of immunosuppression is thought to be 
related to weak immune surveillance of keratinocytes that do not clear precancerous 
lesions [109]. While class I HLA proteins are expressed in patients with cSCC, these 
proteins are not expressed in patients with BCC; therefore, potential immunosup-
pression has been reported to lead to the development of more cSCC [110]. Patients 
with chronic lymphocytic leukemia who lack competent cell-mediated and humoral 
immunity also have an 8- to 10-fold increased risk of developing cSCC [111]. 
Chronic inflammation increases the risk of cSCC development and progression 
[37]. 1% of all skin cancers and 95% of patients with cSCC develop on chronically 
inflamed skin such as scars, burns, and ulcers [112]. Chronic inflammation produces 
ROS and reactive nitrogen intermediates that lead to DNA damage, which leads to 
genomic instability and tumorigenesis, resulting in the development of cSCC [113].

Human Papillomavirus (HPV) is a double-stranded DNA virus that infects 
the squamous epithelium. HPVs are classified into 5 genera (alpha, beta, gamma, 
mu, and nu) [95]. The β-subtype of HPV has been associated with an increased 
risk of cSCC [114]. A meta-analysis study reported increased rates of cSCC with 
HPV types 5, 8, 15, 17, 20, 24, 36, and 38 [115]. However, a study comparing HPV 
viral load and HPV mRNA expression in tumorous and normal tissues found no 
difference in HPV viral load between tumors from individuals with cSCC and 
healthy tissues, and HPV mRNA expression was not detected in tumorous tissues 
[116]. Nevertheless, HPV is not transcriptionally active in cSCC. HPV likely plays 
an important role in the pathogenesis of cSCC, during the onset of the disease, not 
during its progression [117]. In HIV-infected individuals, the development of cSCC 
depends on the number of CD4+ T cells and viral load. A 2017 study found that 
the risk of developing SCC increased by 222% in patients with a CD4+ T-cell count 
<200 cells/mL and a viral load ≥10,000 copies/mL [107].

Medications also increase the risk of developing cSCC. We can examine drugs in 
three categories: immunosuppressive drugs, B-Raf proto-oncogene, serine/threo-
nine kinase (BRAF) inhibitors, and photosensitive drugs. Several immunosuppres-
sive agents increase the risk of KC through direct mutagenic effects, regardless of 
their immunosuppressive role [37]. Because of the increasing effect of azathioprine 
on UVA photosensitivity, the KC risk is increased by increased oxidative DNA 
damage [118]. In a large whole-exome sequencing study of 40 primary cSCCs from 
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immunosuppressed and immunocompetent patients, a novel signature mutation 
(signature 32) associated with chronic exposure to azathioprine was identified 
in 27 of the tumor samples. The calcineurin inhibitor cyclosporine has a direct 
tumorigenic effect [119]. Cyclosporine has been observed to increase tumor growth 
in mice with severe combined immunodeficiency [120]. Another study showed 
that cyclosporine-mediated inhibition of calcineurin (and thus a nuclear factor 
of activated T cells) prevents p53-dependent cellular senescence [121]. Patients 
receiving BRAF inhibitors, targeted therapies for the treatment of melanoma, have 
been found to have an increased development of cSCC, approximately 15–30%. The 
mechanism of carcinogenesis for these inhibitors is likely to be those pre-existing 
mutations in RAS or RTK that lead to the proliferation of cancer cells, secondary 
to activation of the MAPK pathway [122]. cSCC has been associated with photo-
sensitive drug use. Long-term treatment with voriconazole, an antifungal drug, 
leads to SCC development in immunocompromised patients, including children 
[123]. Phototoxic eruptions due to voriconazole have been documented in almost 
all patients who develop SCC [123, 124]. The use of thiazide, an antihypertensive 
drug among photosensitive drugs, and cSCC development should be discussed. 
Although, Gandini et al. [125] found no association between this treatment and 
SCC in their meta-analysis, Tang et al. [126] defined a possible association in their 
meta-analysis. In addition, treatments with PUVA are known to increase cSCC risk 
due to their mutagenic and immunosuppressive effects. The risk of SCC increases 
moderately in those receiving fewer than 150 PUVA treatment sessions, whereas the 
risk of SCC increases greatly in those receiving more than 350 treatment sessions 
[127]. Epidemiologic studies have yielded conflicting results regarding the role of 
smoking as a risk factor for SCC. A 2012 systematic review and meta-analysis found 
that smoking was associated with a 50% increased risk of SCC in never smokers 
[128]. In 2017, an Australian cohort study reported that the rate of SCC was twice 
as high in smokers compared with never smokers after adjusting for factors such as 
age, gender, education, skin color, tanning ability, number of freckles, childhood 
sunburn, and cumulative sun exposure [129]. Further studies are needed to investi-
gate the effects of cigarette smoking on KC risk.

3.2 Inherited susceptibility to cSCC

A large cohort study in Sweden concluded that people whose siblings or parents 
had invasive cSCC had a two- to three-fold higher risk of receiving the same diag-
nosis [130]. Similar skin phenotypes, shared environmental exposures, and genetic 
factors may contribute to familial risk [131]. In a population-based study, after 
adjusting for phenotypic and environmental risk factors for cSCC, individuals with 
a family history of KC were found to have a 4-fold higher risk of cSCC [132]. The 
genetic syndromes associated with cSCC are summarized in Table 2. Epidermolysis 
bullosa syndromes (EBS) are a group of mechanobullous skin diseases characterized 
by bullae that occur with little or no trauma. EBS-associated SCCs usually develop 
over chronic wounds or scars, tend to be multiple and aggressive, and increase 
with age [133]. Oculocutaneous albinism (OCA) is a group of autosomal recessive 
melanin biosynthesis disorders characterized by generalized pigment reduction 
of the skin, eyes, and hair. Patients with OCA are at increased risk for early-onset 
skin cancers, most commonly SCC [134]. Epidermodysplasia verruciformis is a rare 
disease characterized by hypersensitivity to HPV strains 5 and 8 and SCC [135].

In 2016, three GWAS cSCC risk studies of European origin were published, 
identifying 16 genetic risk loci [136–138]. In the first GWAS study, 11 loci associated 
with cSCC risk were reported at the genome-wide significance level (P < 5 × 10–8). 
These included FOXP1, TPRG1/TP63, SLC45A2, IRF4, HLA-DQA1, BNC2/CNTLN, 
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TYR, OCA2, HERC2, DEF8, and ASIP/RALY [136]. The second study focused 
on the DEF8 locus [138]. The third and most recent GWAS study determined 
SLC45A2, IRF4, BNC2/CNTLN, TYR, OCA2, HERC2, and ASIP/RALY, as well as 
the intergenic region on chromosome 2p22, AHR, SEC16A, CADM1, and MC1R 
[137]. As a result of these studies, cSCC-related nucleotide polymorphisms were 
identified in MC1R, ASIP/RALY, TYR, SLC45A2, and OCA2 genes, CADM1 in the 
metastasis suppressor gene, and AHR, a transcription factor regulating cell prolif-
eration, in SEC16A’a gene associated with secretion and cellular proliferation [101]. 
SLC45A2, IRF4, TYR, HERC2, DEF8, and RALY identified for cSCC are known 
to be multiple risk loci near the pigmentation gene, supporting the role of lighter 
pigmentation and exposure to UV radiation in the developmental risk of cSCC 
[137]. The relationship between genetic variants in the FOXP1 and IRF4 regions is 
also associated with Notch signaling in cSCC [37].

3.3 Somatic mutations

Recent studies have shown that somatic mutations are much more common in 
cSCC than in other SCCs and melanomas [139]. cSCC has 5 times more mutations 

Syndrome Gene(s) Gene function(s)

Epidermolysis bullosa KRT5, KRT14, LAMB3, COL17A1, 
COL7A1, FERMT1 KIND1

Keratinization, collagen 
formation, cell junction 
organization, extracellular 
matrix organization

Fanconi anemia BRAC1, BRAC2, BRIP1, ERCC4, 
FAAP20, FAN1, FANCA-FANCM, 
MAD2L2, PALB2, RAD51, RAD51C, 
SLX4, UBE2T, and XRCC2

Fanconi anemia pathway

Dyskeratosis congenita 
(Zinsser-Engman-Cole 
syndrome)

ACD, CTC1, DKC1, NHP2, NOP10, 
PARN, RTEL1, TERC, TERT, TINF2, 
and WRAP53

Telomere maintenance and 
trafficking

Multiple self-healing squamous 
epithelioma (Ferguson-Smith 
disease)

TGFBR1 TGF-β signal transduction

Huriez syndrome Unknown Unknown

Xeroderma pigmentosum XPA-XPG, XPV, POLH Nucleotide excision repair

Bloom snydrome BLM (RECQL3) Chromosomal stability

Werner syndrome WRN (REC0L2), LMNA Chromosomal stability

Rothmund-Thomson syndrome REC0L4, C160rf57 Chromosomal stability and 
telomere maintenance and 
trafficking

Schöpf-Schultz-Passarge 
syndrome

WNT10A WNT/β-catenin signaling 
pathway and cell proliferation 
and migration

Epidermodysplasia 
verruciformis (Lewandowsky-
Lutz dysplasia)

TMC6 (EVER1), TMC8 (EVER2 Immune response and signal 
transduction in endoplasmic 
reticulum

Oculocutaneous albinism TYR, OCA2, TYRP1, SLC45A2 
(MATP), SLC24A5, C10orf11, 4q24

Melanin synthesis

Hermansky-Pudlak syndrome HPS1-HPS8 Melanin synthesis

Table 2. 
Genetic syndromes associated with inherited susceptibility to cSCC.
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than other malignancies, such as lung mutations, and 4 times more mutations than 
melanomas [139, 140]. The accumulation of these mutations and other cellular 
alterations transforms the skin into cSCCs with an increased degree of dysplasia 
[94]. Most cSCCs carry a UV mutational signature with characteristic C > T or 
CC > TT dinucleotide mutations, although some may be passenger mutations also 
found in surrounding photoaged skin [141]. Genes altered in cSCC include muta-
tions in UV-induced TP53, CDKN2A, NOTCH1, and NOTCH2, which are involved 
in cell cycle control, and in epigenetic regulators KMT2C, KMT2D, TET2, and 
TGF-β receptors, leading to their inactivation [101]. The most frequently altered 
tumor suppressor genes in cSCC are TP53, CDKN2A, NOTCH1, and NOTCH2. In 
addition, a network of dysregulated molecular signaling pathways, including EGFR 
signaling cascades affecting RAS/RAF/MEK/ERK and PI3K/AKT/mTOR signaling 
pathways, has been shown to play a critical role in the carcinogenesis of cSCC [75].

3.3.1 TP53, CDKN2A, NOTCH1, NOTCH2 molecular alterations

TP53 mutations occur in 54–95% of cSCC and often show a consistent C > T 
or CC > TT UV signature. Resistance to apoptosis and clonal growth in keratino-
cytes in the TP53 gene as a consequence of UV-mediated DNA damage [142, 143]. 
Variants in the TP53 gene frequently occur in AKs and precancerous lesions such as 
cSCC in situ and thus represent the first event of carcinogenesis. The CDKN2A gene 
encodes the alternatively spliced proteins p16INK4a and p14ARF. These proteins 
regulate cell cycle progression and are involved in retinoblastoma and proliferation 
by TP53, respectively. Loss of this locus with heterozygous or point mutations has 
been detected in 21–62% of cSCC patients [119, 139, 144–146]. Hypermethylation 
of the CDKN2A promoter was reported in 35–78% of patients [147].

NOTCH receptor mutations are an important tumor suppressor mechanism 
in cSCC and appear to play an important role in HRas proto-oncogene, GTPase 
(HRAS)-induced skin carcinogenesis [146]. The NOTCH family includes the 
single-pass transmembrane receptor. This receptor consists of an extracellular 
ligand-binding domain containing multiple EGF-like repeats (EGF-LR) and an 
intracellular domain that mediates transcription of the target gene. Loss of NOTCH 
signaling leads to impaired differentiation, increased stem cell activity, and the 
development and progression of cSCC [56, 139, 146]. NOTCH1 or NOTCH2 muta-
tions have been identified in approximately 80 percent of cSCC and occur early in 
cSCC carcinogenesis [146, 148]. Activating HRAS mutations, NOTCH1 mutations, 
and CDKN2A mutations have been found in high frequency in cSCC from patients 
treated with BRAF inhibitors [146].

3.3.2 Overexpression of EGFR and MET tyrosine kinases receptors

The EGFR gene encodes the ErbB transmembrane glycoprotein receptor, which 
belongs to the tyrosine kinase receptor family. Ligand binding to EGFR causes 
the receptor to downregulate several signaling pathways such as MAPK/ERK and 
PI3K/AKT/mTOR. These signaling pathways control cell maturation, prolifera-
tion, inhibition of angiogenesis, and apoptosis [75]. The overall incidence of EGFR 
mutations in cSCC varies from 2.5 to 5% [144, 149, 150]. Overexpression of EGFR 
protein has been associated with poor prognosis and lymph node metastases in 
cSCC [151]. In recent studies, overexpression of this protein has been associated 
with a reduction in degradation and dephosphorylation mechanisms [152]. MET 
is a tyrosine kinase receptor that upregulates the RAS/RAF/MEK/ERK signaling 
pathway and its overexpression [75]. This signaling pathway has been shown to 
contribute to proliferation, invasion, migration, drug resistance, and angiogenesis 
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in a variety of human tumors [153]. A recent study pointed out that treatment with 
capmatinib, a selective MET inhibitor, was able to prevent the upregulation of 
hepatocyte growth factor- stimulated EGFR protein, demonstrating the coopera-
tion of MET and EGFR in cSCC carcinogenesis [154].

3.3.3 RAS-RAF-MEK-ERK pathway

RAS molecules are a family of GTP-binding proteins and are among the most 
frequently mutated genes in human cancers. RAS is an up-activator of the RAF/MEK/
ERK1/ERK2 kinase pathway, and activating mutations in RAS promote SCC forma-
tion [155]. The active GTP-RAS complex promotes the formation of RAF dimers, 
which in turn activate the MEK-ERK cascade through phosphorylation. ERK interacts 
with multiple cytosolic targets and many nuclear substrates, including kinases, cyto-
skeletal proteins, and transcription factors. Signals for cell proliferation, differentia-
tion, survival, migration, angiogenesis, and chromatin remodeling are triggered [75]. 
Recycling cycles are controlled by the MAPK cascade [156]. The MAPK pathway has 
been shown to play a role in cSCC development, and the MAPK inhibitor sorafenib 
has been associated with cSCC development in patients using BRAF inhibitors 
such as vemurafenib and dabrafenib [157, 158]. As for RAS genes, harbor activat-
ing RAS mutations (HRAS) are associated with cSCC. According to recent data,  
21% of cSCC-associated somatic mutations were associated with HRAS [159].

Macrophage migration inhibitory factor (MIF) is a proinflammatory cytokine that 
contributes to cell proliferation by inducing ERK phosphorylation and MAPK pathway 
activation [160]. MIF also functions as a negative regulator of P53 [161]. MIF has been 
determined to be overexpressed in cSCC lesions compared to normal tissue [162]. In 
addition, ERK is involved in regulating the transcriptional activity of E-twenty-six 
1 (ETS) 1 [163]. ETS-1 belongs to the family of ETS transcription factors, which 
are characterized by the presence of a conserved ETS DNA-binding domain. ETS-1 
transcribes numerous target genes, including metalloprotease family members critical 
for extracellular matrix remodeling and angiogenesis, and regulates genes required for 
cell proliferation and survival [4]. ETS-1 has been detected to be immunohistochemi-
cally overexpressed in its poorly differentiated and metastatic form in SCC [164].

3.3.4 PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathway

The PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathway has common inputs and interacts with the MAPK 
pathway. Once activated, PI3K converts PIP2 to PIP3, which leads to activation of 
the serine/threonine kinase AKT, also known as protein kinase B, which in turn 
activates mTOR [75]. mTOR functions as a physiological sensor for nutrients and cell 
division and regulates growth by promoting RNA translation and protein synthesis 
[75, 165]. The PI3K/AKT/mTOR signaling cascade is negatively regulated by PTEN 
[166]. Activation of this signaling pathway results in SCC development and progres-
sion [167]. This condition is mainly controlled by loss of function of the PTEN gene 
or activation or amplification of mutations in the PIK3CA gene, which encodes the 
catalytic subunit of PI3K [75]. In the PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathway, molecular altera-
tions of PTEN are observed in 7–25% of patients with cSCC due to inactivating 
mutations and resulting hyperactivation and homozygous loss [119, 145].

3.3.5 Telomerase pathway

Telomerase consists of reverse transcriptase (TERT) protein component 
encoded by the hTERT gene. The activation of the hTERT gene that occurs through 
promoter mutations has been shown to create de novo binding sites for the ETS 
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transcription factors family, thus promoting telomerase expression and preventing 
senescence or apoptosis of cancer cells [75]. TERT promoter mutations were found 
in 31.6% of cSCC and are frequently associated with recurrent (OR = 6.75) and 
metastatic (OR = 15.89) lesions [75, 168].

3.4 Genetic polymorphisms

In cSCC, nearby loci, including the human leukocyte antigen locus at 6p21, 
and loci containing genes involved in germline pigmentation pathways with SNPs, 
GWAS studies identified an intronic SNP in non-pigment loci such as FOXP1 
(3p13), an intergenic SNP at 3q28 near T63, an intergenic SNP at 9p22, and the SNP 
rs12203592 in IRF4 [136, 137, 169, 170]. In a study using 21 published SNPs based 
on GWAS, the risk attributable to the multilocus population was calculated to be 
62%, suggesting that the risk for cSCC would be reduced by 62% if the effects 
of all risk alleles were removed from a population [171]. In the new GWAS meta-
analysis conducted in 2020, eight new susceptibility loci for cSCC were discovered. 
These loci included genes involved in cancer progression (SETDB1: rs10399947, 
CASP8/ALS2CR12: rs10200279, WEE1: rs7939541), immune regulation (BACH2: 
rs10944479), keratinocyte differentiation (TRPS1:rs7834300, KRT5: rs11170164 
and rs657187) and pigmentation: rs1325118) [170]. Another polymorphism that 
increases cSCC development is methylenetetrahydrofolate reductase polymor-
phisms related to the folate mechanism [172]. In a cohort of renal transplant 
recipients, the risk of developing cSCC was statistically significantly increased in 
those carrying the common MTHFR:C677T polymorphism in the folate pathway 
[173]. In a cohort of 694 transplant patients, cSCC was reported to develop earlier in 
these patients due to a polymorphism in the rs12203592 T allele of the gene encoding 
IRF4, which plays a role in the activation of melanin synthesis via tyrosinase [169]. 
Polymorphisms in thiopurine S-methyltransferase, which regulates azathioprine 
inactivation, have not been found to increase cSCC risk in studies [172].

3.5 Epigenetic modifications

Environmental factors can alter the epigenetic state of cells. Epigenetic changes 
include DNA methylation and histone modification (i.e., methylation, acetyla-
tion, phosphorylation, ubiquitination, and chromatin remodeling) [174]. A link 
between cSCC and gene-specific promoter hypermethylation has been established. 
Specifically, the CDKN2A gene is involved in positive cell cycle regulation, ASC 
is associated with apoptosis in G0S2 and the DAPK1 gene, and SFRPs and FRZBs 
are associated with Wnt signaling in the transcription factor and the adhesion 
molecules cadherin CDH1 and CDH13 [175–178]. PE-cadherin (CDH1) promoter 
hypermethylation was found in cSCC (85%), in situ cSCC (50%), AK (44%), 
and normal skin (22%). Downregulation of E-cadherin has been associated with 
increased tumor invasion, increased metastatic potential, and advanced stage of 
cSCC [178, 179]. Several enzyme families catalyze different types of histone modi-
fications. The best known are the modifications, acetylation and methylation of 
H3 histones; it is H4 that directly alters chromatin condensation and gene tran-
scription. Acetylation is catalyzed by histone acetyltransferases (HATs); histone 
deacetylases (HDACs) remove the acetyl group, allowing chromatin condensation 
and thus gene inactivation [95]. HAT up-regulation of p300 plays an important role 
in the development and progression of cSCC [180].

Methylation of the amino acids lysine and arginine occurs by histone methyl-
transferases, and the effect of the modification depends on which residue is modi-
fied. For example, trimethylation of histone H3 on lysine 4 (H3K4me3) activates 
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transcription, whereas lysine 27 or lysine 9 on histone H3 represses transcription 
[181]. Polycomb group proteins (PcG) are an important family of histone modi-
fiers that have been extensively studied in skin cancer. The PcG enzyme EZH2 is 
the primary histone methyltransferase and controls the proliferative potential of 
self-renewing keratinocytes by suppressing the CDK2A locus. EZH2 is frequently 
mutated in cancer and its overexpression is associated with cSCC progression 
[182–184]. Type 2 lysine methyltransferase, together with the enzymes KMT2C and 
KMT2D, forms a transcriptional core complex and provides histone H3 modification. 
Mutations in KMT2C and KMT2D have been found in both primary cSCC (36% and 
31%, respectively) and metastatic tumors (43% and 62%, respectively) [185].

3.6 Tumor microenvironment

The tumor microenvironment, age-associated secretory phenotype, or SASP 
(i.e., cytokines, growth factors, and metalloproteinases) is a complex molecular 
system composed of a heterogeneous population of cells (tumor cells and adjacent 
stromal cells (fibroblasts, endothelial cells, inflammatory and immune cells) [95]. 
The TME plays an important role in the carcinogenesis of cSCC. The newly devel-
oping neoplastic keratinocytes of cSCC interact with other stromal cell types. It 
interacts with the local microenvironment and regulates the cell-cell relationship 
by acting as a tumor promoter and via epigenetic reprogramming, DNA damage, 
promotion of hypoxia, angiogenesis, activation of cancer-associated fibroblasts 
(CAFs), recruitment of regulatory immune cells, and inhibition of antitumor 
immune surveillance [97, 186, 187]. Organotypic culture studies have shown that 
the epidermal component formed by epidermal hyperplasia of aged epidermal 
keratinocytes requires the presence of CAF to penetrate the matrix [188].

Human leukocyte antigen variants and the programmed cell death protein 1/
programmed cell death ligand-1 axis (PD-1/PD-L1) also play a role in the tumor 
microenvironment [189, 190]. Expression of PD-L1 is also involved in primary 
cSCC. PD-L1 has been detected in approximately 26% of primary cSCC and 50% of 
metastatic lesions [101]. In cSCC, p63 regulates the transcriptional expression of the 
proinflammatory cytokines IL -1, IL -6, IL −8, tumor-associated angiogenesis, and 
lymphangiogenesis by altering the expression of human beta-defensins. All these 
findings suggest that p63 contributes globally to cSCC development by regulating 
the tumoral environment [191–193].

4. Conclusion

In conclusion, the development and progression of BCC and cSCC are associ-
ated with various alterations such as genetic mutations, epigenetic modifications, 
viral infections, or microenvironmental changes that affect epidermal hemostasis. 
Future studies will better explain the etiopathogenesis of BCC and cSCC, and thus 
contribute to the development of disease prevention and targeted therapies.
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BNC2 basonuclin 2
CADM1 cell adhesion molecule 1
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CDKN2A cyclin dependent kinase inhibitor 2A
C-MYC transcriptional regulator Myc-like
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DAPK1 death-associated protein kinase 1
DEF8 differentially expressed in FDCP 8
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IRF4 interferon regulatory factor 4
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LATS1 large tumor suppressor kinase 1
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NABP2 nucleic acid binding protein 2
NOTCH1 Notch receptor 1
NOTCH2 Notch receptor 2
NRAS NRAS proto-oncogene, GTPase
PI3K/AKT/Mtor  phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase/serine/threonine- specific 

protein kinases/mammalian target of rapamycin
PI3K phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase
PIK3CA  phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate 3-kinase 

 catalytic subunit alpha
PIP2 phosphatidylinositol (4,5)-bisphosphate
PIP3 phosphatidylinositol (3,4,5)-trisphosphate
PKA cAMP dependent protein kinase
PKC-α protein kinase C-alpha
PKC-δ protein kinase C-delta
PREX2  phosphatidylinositol-3,4,5-trisphosphate-dependent 

Rac exchange factor 2
RALY RALY heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein
RAS/RAF/MEK/ERK  Ras/Raf/mitogen-activated protein kinase/extracellular-

signal-regulated kinase (ERK)
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Chapter 3

Head Neck Squamous Cell Cancer 
Genomics: Oncogenes, Tumor 
Suppressor Genes and Clinical 
Implications
Anand B. Pathak and Satyam Satyarthi

Abstract

Head Neck Squamous Cell Cancer is genomically heterogenous. Common somatic 
mutations involve TP53, CDKN2A, FAT1, NOTCH1, PIK3CA, KMT2D and NSD1, less 
frequently others. Epigenetic changes also contribute to HNSCC biology. Alterations 
in tumor suppressor genes is a major oncogenic event in HNSCC. Genomic heteroge-
neity exists between different subsites within head neck region and also between the 
primary and metastatic disease. Intratumor heterogeneity has also been recognized. 
Based on key genomic alterations, four major molecular subtypes have been identi-
fied. Multi-omics analysis has provided further insights into HNSCC biology and 
shed light on EGFR pathway and immunogenomics. Corelative genomics of tumor 
cells, stromal cells and immune cells have led to emergence of distinct immune 
molecular subtypes of HNSCC. Major tumor suppressor genes and oncogenes have 
a correlation with prognosis, survival and treatment resistance. EGFR pathway is 
in focus for renewed understanding of resistance to EGFR targeted treatments and 
novel ways to target EGFR pathways. Increasingly genomic data is being leveraged 
towards clinical use including HNSCC prevention, prediction of metastases, survival 
and prognostication, fine tuning use of surgery, chemotherapy and radiation therapy, 
identifying patients for using immunotherapy, predicting drug resistance and gaining 
new information from radiological studies. Several novel targeted therapies are being 
pursued in clinical trials. Molecular co targeting strategies are being developed. 
Understanding the way tumor suppressor genes and oncogenes shape HNSCC biology 
and clinical behavior is bringing the much-needed therapeutic breakthrough in this 
tough to treat disease.

Keywords: Head Neck, Squamous, genomics, clinical, profiling, applications

1. Introduction

Head neck squamous cell carcinomas (HNSCC) include cancers arising in the 
mucosa of oral cavity, pharynx, larynx, hypopharynx. According to GLOBOCAN 
2020 report, worldwide head neck cancer statistics indicate that there are 
1,518,133 cases of head neck cancers per year, resulting in approximately 510,771 
deaths per year. In Asia there are 944,946 cases of head neck cancers per year, 
resulting in approximately 347,870 deaths per year. High incidence rates have 
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been reported from developing countries including India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, 
Taiwan, and Sri Lanka [1].

Treatment of HNSCC is guided uniformly by anatomic location, tumor size, 
presence or absence of nodal and distant metastases. Oral cavity cancers are pri-
mary treated with surgery followed by adjuvant radiation or chemo-radiation based 
on pathological features. Cancers in the oropharynx, larynx and hypopharynx 
are primary treated with chemo-radiation with function preservation as the main 
goal of therapy. Neo-adjuvant chemotherapy is used in locally advanced tumors 
to improve resectability. EGFR targeting drugs afatinib, Cetuximab and immune 
check point inhibitors pembrolizumab, nivolumab are the only FDA approved 
biological treatments today.

Clinicians managing HNSCC face number of challenges today. Some of these 
include.

• High mortality in spite of optimal use of currently existing therapeutics.

• Lack of clinically meaningful biological classifier of HNSCC other than 
HPV status.

• Continued emergence of treatment resistance.

• Great variability in clinical outcome despite uniformity in approach.

• Continued reliance on anatomical factors (TNM) to guide treatment.

• High morbidity and poor quality of life after conventional treatments

• Lack of robust biomarkers to select EGFR targeted therapy which seems to be 
the only existing targeted therapy for HNSCC.

• Lack of effective systemic adjuvant systemic therapies in high-risk patients.

• Lack of genomically directed therapies similar to other oncogene addicted 
cancers.

• Lack of effective later lines of therapies

• Low response rates to currently approved immune check point inhibitors

• Lack of robust biomarkers to predict nodal, distant metastases and recurrence

• And even lack of predictive biomarkers for selection of conventional treat-
ments, not to mention lack of robust biomarkers for prognosis.

Considerable work has been done on deciphering HNSCC at genomic level. 
Major alterations in tumor suppressor genes and oncogenes in HNSCC have been 
identified. Multi-omics studies have shed considerable light on how genomic altera-
tions shape HNSCC biology and clinical behavior. Number of studies are addressing 
how knowledge about HNSCC genomics/multi-omics can leveraged to address 
some of the challenges faced by clinicians managing HNSCC. The need to break the 
ground in HNSCC prevention and therapy has never been so urgent.

This chapter attempts to review key alterations in tumor suppressor genes and 
oncogenes in HPV negative HNSCC and the potential clinical implications of these 
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alterations. Key insights gained from multi-omics studies will also be highlighted. 
This review also quotes some of the novel targeting therapies and novel strategies. 
Specifically, insights gained in EGFR targeting and immune therapies will also be 
discussed in the context of genomics. Since the amount of literature being pub-
lished is so large, it is beyond the scope of this review to provide exhaustive cover-
age on each aspect of head neck cancer genomics. Hence few indicative studies are 
quoted to elaborate each point to give the reader a basic orientation. This review will 
focus on HPV- HNSCC.

2.  Head neck squamous cell cancer (HNSCC): oncogenes and tumor 
suppressor genes

The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) provided landscape of somatic genomic 
alterations by profiling 279 head neck squamous cell carcinomas. Tobacco related 
head neck squamous cell cancers showed loss of function mutations of TP53, 
CDKN2A inactivation, Copy number alterations of 3q26/28, 11q13/22. Few 
subgroups showed alterations in NSD1, WNT pathway genes AJUBA and FAT1, 
NFE2L2 [2]. HPV positive cases showed mutations of PIK3CA, loss of TRAF3 and 
amplification of cell cycle gene E2F1.Whole exome sequencing and microarray data 
showed unstable HNSCC genome showing high copy number alterations including 
copy number loss and copy number gains. Co amplifications of CCND1, FADD 
and CTTN and BIRC2 and YAP1 were found. Focal deletions were found in NSD1 
and tumor suppressor genes including FAT1, NOTCH1, SMAD4, CDKN2A. Focal 
amplifications were found in receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs) like EGFR, ERBB2, 
FGFR1. There was a small subset of oral cavity cancer characterized by activating 
mutations in HRAS, inactivating mutations in CASP8 and wild type TP53. This 
subset has been labeled as ‘M’ class which is driven by mutations rather than copy 
number alterations with tumorigenesis involving RAS, cell death pathway and 
NFkB. Fusion oncogenes like ALK, ROS or RET were not observed. MET exon 14 
skipping mutation was uncommon. Loss of tumor suppressor function was more 
common than protein coding fusion events.

TCGA identified genes which can be grouped into (1) genes responsible for cell 
survival and proliferation (TP53, HRAS, EGFR, PIK3CA), (2) cell cycle control genes 
(CDKN2A AND CCND1), (3) cellular differentiation (NOTCH1) and (4) adhesion 
and invasion signaling (FAT1). Out of the most commonly mutated genes, TP53, 
CDKN2A, CASP8 AND NSD1 are differentially mutated across anatomic sites in the 
head neck region.

Frequency wise the common mutations in HNSCC are listed in Table 1.
More than 70% of HNSCC harbor mutations in the tumor suppressor p53 

(TP53). TP53 mutations have been characterized in several ways. These muta-
tions could be somatic or missense mutations, functional, partially functional or 
non-functional, and based on the alteration of DNA binding, as disruptive and 
non-disruptive.

TP53 mutations influence cell cycle, genomic integrity causing aberrant prolifera-
tion, disrupted apoptosis and defective DNA repair. TP53 mutation is probably the 
main actor in HNSCC pathogenesis and occur early in carcinoma. These mutations 
are also very high in metastatic HNSCC. Mutation rates of TP53 vary across different 
subsites in head neck. Larynx and hypopharynx have the highest TP53 mutation rate 
(83.5%), oral cavity and tongue 75.6%. oropharynx including tonsils and base of 
tongue have the lowest mutation rate 28.6% [3].

CDKN2A is the second most commonly altered gene in HNSCC CDKN2A 
encodes a CDK4/CDK6 kinase inhibitor which constrains cells from progressing 
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through G1 restriction point. CDKN2A mutations are rare in HPV+ HNSCC [3]. 
Mutations involving NOTCH gene are third most common in HNSCC [3, 4]. 
NOTCH family members are transmembrane proteins (NOTCH 1-4) and two 
family of ligands the Jagged and the Delta-like proteins, involved in cell to cell com-
munication and regulations of squamous differentiation.

CCND1 encodes cyclin D1 and regulates G1-to-S phase transition by formation 
of complexes with cyclin dependent kinases like CDK4 and CDK6. CCND1 is ampli-
fied in 30-40% of HNSCC with cyclin D1 overexpression [3]. AJUBA regulates cell 
division, vertebrate ciliogenesis and left–right axis determination. NSD1 is a tumor 
suppressor gene. Mutations in KMT2D and HLA-A contribute to a defective immu-
nosurveillance. EGFR is commonly overexpressed in HNSCC and has been explored 
as a therapeutic target. PIK3CA alterations are common in HNSCC especially in 
HPV+ cancers. PIK3CA are seen in patients with advanced HNSCC harboring 
multiple PI3K pathway mutations [3]. MET is a Hepatocyte Growth Factor (HGF) 
receptor which regulates cancer cell plasticity through reversible programming of 
epithelia-mesenchymal transition (EMT) [3]. MET overexpression leads to MET/
HGF pathway activation and corelates with worse outcome.

2.1 Epigenetics in HNSCC

Epigenetic changes such as DNA methylation, histone acetylation and expres-
sion of small non coding RNAs affect gene expression. There is some evidence of 
importance of epigenetic changes in HNSCC. Global hypomethylation has been 
linked to poor prognosis. Epigenetic changes is one major method for tumor resis-
tance. Many tumor suppressor genes like CDKN2A, CDH1, MGME, RASSF1A show 
promoter hypermethylation [5].

Mutations Percentage

TP53 72

CDKN2A 22

FAT1 23

NOTCH1 19

PIK3CA 21

KMT2D 18

NSD1 10

CASP8 9

NFE2L2 6

FBXW7 5

TGFBR2 4

HRAS 4

CUL3 4

RB1 3

HLA-A 3

PTEN 2

TRAF3 1

Table 1. 
Somatic mutations (TCGA findings).
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2.2 Key oncogenic events in HNSCC

In terms of key driver oncogenic events in HNSCC can be summarized as  
follows; (Table 2).

In the TCGA dataset, most of the tumors that were sequenced were from 
early-stage surgical samples. The genomic profile of recurrent/metastatic HNSCC 
could be different. The American Association for Cancer Research has under-
taken a project Genomic Evidence Neoplasia Information Exchange (GENIE) 
which is an international data sharing project allowing multiple international 
institutions to share their data of cancer sequencing. This combined dataset 
includes 700 patients with HNSCC, 40% representing patients with metastases. 
The frequency of common mutations in HNSCC in the three datasets TCGA, 
AACR GENIE and COSMIC are found comparable and has paved the way for 
developing targeted therapies [6].

2.3  Genomic heterogeneity of HNSCC at different subsites and between 
primary and recurrent metastatic tumor

In addition to HPV status as one important biological differential, different 
subsites of HNSCC seem to harbor differences at genomic level. TP53 mutations are 
most frequent in Laryngeal/hypopharyngeal sites followed by oral cavity followed 
by oropharynx [3]. David Vossena et al. did DNA sequencing on 111 HPV negative 
HNSCC, 55 oral and 56 laryngeal/pharyngeal cancers and identified somatic point 

Function Gene Event

Tumor Suppressor TP53 Loss of function mutation

Tumor suppressor CDKN2A Mutation, homozygous deletion, protein down 
regulation

Tumor suppressor NF1 Mutation, amplification

PI(3)K PIK3CA Amplification, mutation

PI(3)K PTEN Mutation, protein downregulation

PI(3)K PIK3R1 mutation

Oncogenes CCND1 amplification

Oncogenes MYC Amplification

Oncogenes HRAS Mutation

Receptor Tyrosine Kinases 
(RTKs)

EGFR Amplification, mutation, protein up regulation

RTKs FGFR1 Mostly amplification, rarely mutation

RTKs ERBB2 Amplification, protein up regulation, mutation

RTKs IGF1R Amplification, mutation

RTKs EPHA2 Mutation

RTKs DDR2 Amplification, mutation

RTKs FGFR2 Amplification, mutation

RTKs FGFR3 Amplification, mutation

RTKs MET Amplification, exon 14 skipping mutation

Table 2. 
Oncogenic events in HNSCC.
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mutations and copy number alterations. They also included sample data from TCGA 
to expand analysis. Mutational profiles of oral and laryngeal pharyngeal squamous 
cell carcinoma showed many similarities. However, oral squamous cell carcinoma 
was significantly enriched for CASP8 and HRAS mutations. Laryngeal/pharyngeal 
squamous cell cancers were enriched in LAMA and NSD1. Overall, oral squamous 
cell carcinoma had fewer somatic point mutations and copy number alterations. 
Laryngeal/pharyngeal squamous cancer scored higher on mutational and genomic 
scar signatures associated with homologous recombination DNA repair defects 
explaining differential response to chemoradiation [7].

Recurrent and metastatic HNSCC do share driver mutations with their pri-
maries in addition to accumulating new mutations. High rates of TERT promoter 
mutations are found in recurrent or metastatic HPV- HNSCC. HPV+ HNSCC may 
also start exhibiting mutational landscape of HPV- negative tumors after recur-
rence and metastases. Recurrent HPV+ positive tumors may get enriched in TP53 
mutations and lack PIK3CA mutations as compared to primary HPV+ primary 
tumors [8].

As noted earlier, head neck mucosal squamous cell carcinoma occurs at several 
subsites. Clinical behavior heterogeneity in terms of response to therapy, metastatic 
rate is commonly observed. Clinical heterogeneity is observed even within a single 
subsite. Tumor cells are known to accumulate genetic alterations over time. Some 
of these are driver mutations and some are passenger mutations. Heterogenic cell 
clones undergo selection leading to development of aggressive clones with growth 
advantage. This is one main reason for development of resistance to chemotherapy 
and radiation therapy. High degree of intratumor heterogeneity leads to tumor 
progression, inferior treatment outcome and reduced survival. Whole genome 
analysis of 74 cases of HNSCC used to calculate Mutant Allele Tumor Heterogeneity 
(MATH) can be a genetic biomarker of high-risk disease. High MATH has been 
found to have shorter overall survival [9, 10]. Targeted monotherapies are unlikely 
to be major breakthrough in HNSCC. Rational combination of two or several 
therapies or effective co-targeting seems to be the way forward.

2.4 Molecular subtypes of HNSCC cancers based on gene expression profiles

Chung et al. and Walter et al. described four distinct molecular classes in 
HNSCC based on gene expression patterns: basal, mesenchymal, atypical, and 
classical (Table 3) [11, 12]. The basal subtype is characterized by over-expression 
of genes functioning in cell adhesion including COL17A1, and growth factor and 
receptor TGFA and EGFR, high expression of transcription factor TP63. The 
mesenchymal subtype shows over expression of genes involved in immune response 
and genes associated with epithelial to mesenchymal transition including vimentin, 
desmin, TWIST1, and HGF. The classical subtype is shows over-expression of 
genes related to oxidative stress response and xenobiotic metabolism. The atypical 
subtype shows elevated expression of CDKN2A, LIG1, and RPA2, low expression 
of EGFR.

2.5 Multi-omics analysis of HNSCC and novel insights

Huang et al. did proteogenomic study on 108 HPV negative HNSCCs in order to 
gain biological insights and novel treatment strategies [13]. They found correlation 
between 263 proteins, 173 phosphoproteins and overall survival. Poor prognosis 
associated proteins/phosphoproteins were enriched in pathways for somatic copy 
number alteration drivers, DNA replication, cell cycle and RNA processing. They 
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also found poor prognosis associated with FAT1 truncation or 11q13.3 amplification. 
Analysis of Rb pathway showed interesting observations. CDKN2A and CCND1 
alterations do not always result in increased CCND1 protein and CDK4/6 activity. Rb 
status was found more effective indicator of CDK4/6 dependent cell cycle activity 
than genomic or transcriptomic markers.

Similarly, novel insight was obtained in EGFR pathway. EGFR amplification 
activates EGFR in a ligand independent manner. The EGFR monoclonal antibody 
works by binding to the extracellular domain of EGFR to prevent ligand induced 
activity. Therefore, EGFR ligand abundance is more important to activity of anti 
EGFR moAbs than EGFR amplification or overexpression.

Immune-proteogenomic analysis revealed immunosuppressive somatic copy 
number alterations. Higher immune cell infiltration was linked to low clinical  
stage, less smoking and better prognosis. Immune hot tumors showed both cyto-
toxic immune enzymes and immunosuppressive proteins. This explains why the 
response to immune check point inhibitors in PD L1 positive HNSCC patients 
is modest. In immune cold tumors, the low immune infiltration was not driven 
by lack of tumor antigen sources but deficient Antigen Presentation Machinery 
(APM) pathway.

Further Huang et al. divided HNSCC tumors into three clusters using multi-
omics data. Cluster I was associated with laryngeal site, strong smoking and 
high chromosome instability (CIN). Proteomic data suggested linkage between 
aberrant epigenetic activity, smoking and high CIN. This cluster had the worst 
prognosis. Cluster II showed elevation of several basal factors and high trans-
lational activity. Cluster III showed tumors with weak smoking history, higher 
immune scores and higher stromal scores. So, cluster I, II and III were CIN, Basal 
and Immune subtypes respectively. In terms of treatment selection, CIN subtype 
was associated with frequent aberrations of CCND1, CDKN2A and Rb hyper-
phosphorylation indicating potential for CDK 4/6 inhibitors. Basal subtype was 
associated with high EGFR ligand activity suggesting a potential role for anti-
EGFR mAbs. The immune subtype could be appropriate for immune checkpoint 
blockade. Frequency of high level of biomarkers were 32% in CIN tumors, 62% in 
Basal tumors and 83% in Immune tumors emphasizing the tremendous potential 
to select appropriate therapy.

Molecular subtype Key features

Classical TP53 mutation
CDKN2A loss
3q amplification
Alterations in oxidative stress genes like KEAP1, NFE2L2, CUL3,
Smoking history
Laryngeal subsite

Basal NOTCH1 inactivation
Decreased SOX2 expression
HRAS-CASP8 co-mutation
Co-amplified 11q13/q22

Atypical Lack of chromosome 7 amplification
Activating exon 9 mutations (PIK3CA domain)

Mesenchymal Alterations in innate immunity genes,
High expression of CD56
Low frequency of HLA class I mutations

Table 3. 
Molecular subtypes of HNSCC and key features.
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New targets for therapy were also identified including KIT, ECER1G, PLAU, 
SERPINE1, TOP2A, MMPs, several cell cycle and DNA damage related kinases. 
Multiple C/T and neoantigens were also found in their analysis which could be 
potential immunotherapy targets.

2.6 Immunogenomics

Thorsson et al. and Tamborero et al. did extensive immunogenomic analysis of 
many tumors and came out with six molecular immune subtypes: wound healing 
(C1), IFN gamma dominant (C2), inflammatory (C3), lymphocyte depleted (C4), 
immunologically quiet (C5) and TGF-beta dominant (C6) [14, 15]. In the TCGA 
HNSCC cohort, most tumors were C1 with elevated expression of angiogenic genes, 
high proliferation rate and a Th2 cell bias to the adaptive immune infiltrate or C2 
with the highest M1/M2 macrophage polarization, a strong CD8 signal and promi-
nent TCR diversity.

Genomic and neoantigen evolution from primary to first metastases was studied 
by Charles Schutt et al. between 23 paired primary and recurrent HNSCC tumors 
[16]. They found 6 genes which predicted neoantigens in 4 or more patients. 
Neoantigens in shared genes had increased CD3+ and CD8+ T cell infiltration and 
duration of survival with disease.

Yao Yao et al. in a study involving 5 HNSCC tumors and normal tissue found 
four immune related genes, PVR, TNFRSF12A, IL21R, SOCS1 to be significantly 
associated with overall survival [17]. They tried to integrate these four genes with 
pathological N stage to better predict overall survival. High expression of PVR AND 
TNFRSF12A indicated poor overall survival whereas high expression of IL21R and 
SOCS1 indicated better overall survival.

Chen et al. characterized the immune landscape of HNSC by their tumor and 
stromal compartments to identify novel immune molecular subgroups [18]. In their 
study, a training cohort of 522 HNSC samples from the Cancer Genome Atlas profiled 
by RNA sequencing was analyzed. Gene patterns from tumor, stromal, and immune 
cell genes were separated. Correlations were studied between the expression pat-
terns with a set of immune-related gene signatures, potential immune biomarkers, 
and clinicopathological features. Validation was done with six independent datasets 
containing 838 HNSC samples.

Approximately 40% of HNSCs were labeled as immune class based on enriched 
inflammatory response, enhanced cytolytic activity, and active interferon-c signal-
ing. Within this, some samples had markers of exhausted immune response and 
some had markers of active immune response. The Exhausted Immune Class was 
characterized by enrichment of activated stroma and anti-inflammatory M2 macro-
phage signatures, WNT/transforming growth factor-b signaling pathway activation 
and poor survival. Active immune class showed enriched proinflammatory M1 
macrophage signature, enhanced cytolytic activity, abundant tumor-infiltrating 
lymphocytes, high human papillomavirus (HPV) infection, and favorable prog-
nosis. Such a subgrouping might help in tailoring immune therapies to appropriate 
subsets of patients.

Several genomic features may influence response to immune check point 
inhibitors [19]. High tumor mutational burden is associated with neoepitope pre-
sentation and immune hot phenotype leading to enhanced benefit with immune 
check point inhibitors. NSD1 inactivating mutations, global DNA hypomethyl-
ation, aneuploidy, may lead to impaired chemokine signaling and immune effector 
response leading to an immune cold phenotype and low benefit from immune 
checkpoint inhibitors. Groups led by Many HNSCC specific studies tried to sub-
type patients as immune molecular subtypes. Considerable work is also being done 
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to understand immune events occurring in the areas of field cancerization around 
an oral premalignant lesion raising the hope for using immunotherapy as immuno-
prevention. Integrated omics studies are also being pursued to understand occur-
rence of immune related adverse events and development of immune resistance.

3. Head neck cancer genomics: clinical implications

3.1  Clinical and therapeutic implications of major tumor suppressor genes and 
oncogenes in HNSCC

TP53 mutation which is common in HNSCC has predictive value for disease free 
and overall survival. There is a correlation between TP53 mutations and resistance 
to chemotherapy drugs like cisplatin, doxorubicin, paclitaxel also leading to lower 
rates of pathological complete responses to neoadjuvant chemotherapy. Absence of 
TP53 mutated DNA in the surgical margins has been found to improve local recur-
rence free survival. Patients with no TP53 mutated DNA in the surgical margins 
may be spared post-operative radiation therapy. Disruptive TP53 mutations predict 
locoregional recurrence.

Mutant TP53 could be targeted in several ways; (1) introduction of wild type 
TP53 inside the cancer cells, (2) reactivation of some function of wild type TP53 
in mutant cancer cells, (3) degradation of mutant TP53, or (4) targeting coexist-
ing genetic alterations such as CDKN2A deletions or PIK3CA activation to induce 
synthetic lethality.

CDKN2A It is associated with worse survival in recurrent metastatic HNSCC. 
Frequent alterations of PI3K-AKT- m TOR pathway has raised the hope for thera-
peutic targets. However, the results with PI3K/AKT/m TOR pathway targeting have 
been inconsistent.

There could be a scope for combination of PI3K inhibition with chemotherapy 
and/or radiation. Currently there are trials underway combining buparlisib, 
copanlisib and alpelisib in combination with radiation, cisplatin and/or cetuximab. 
mTOR inhibitors sirolimus, everolimus and temsirolimus have limited efficacy 
in HNSCC. Further work is needed in this area to develop effective strategies. 
Activated PI3K/Akt also confers resistance to MET inhibition. Therefore, combin-
ing MET/PI3K inhibition might be a good strategy. CCND1 amplification has 
been associated with recurrence and metastases. It may also confer resistance to 
cisplatin and EGFR inhibitors. CDK4/6 inhibitors abemaciclib and palbocilib are 
being tested in combination with cetuximab and IMRT in locally advanced HNSCC. 
Oral squamous cell carcinoma patients with NOTCH pathway mutations are three 
times more likely to die with recurrent disease. NOTCH1 mutation may sever as 
biomarker for identification of HNSCC with higher sensitivity to radiotherapy and 
chemotherapy. Activated NOTCH1 also contributes to resistance of PI3K inhibitors. 
NOTCH1 inhibition may enhance efficacy of conventional chemotherapeutic agents 
by targeting head neck cancer stem cells. Exposure to chemotherapeutic agents may 
lead to selection of recurrent tumors enriched in cancer stem cells. NOTCH1 inhibi-
tion may attenuate such an effect [4].

EGFR is commonly overexpressed in HNSCC [20]. It is associated with 
resistance to radiation therapy and chemotherapy and worse locoregional and 
disease-free survival. Two agents Cetuximab a monoclonal antibody binding to the 
extracellular domain of EGFR and Afatinib a small anti molecule tyrosine kinase 
inhibitor have been approved by FDA [21, 22]. However, currently there is no 
biomarker to select patients for these drugs. Considerable work has been done to 
understand resistance mechanisms to anti-EGFR monoclonal antibodies and -EGFR 
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tyrosine kinase inhibitors. These include (1) Metabolic pathways, (2) cross talk 
with other signaling pathways, (3) dysregulation of EGFR pathway, (4) epithelial 
mesenchymal transition and nuclear translocation of EGFR. This understanding 
will help in overcoming EGFR resistance.

There could be several ways to augment EGFR targeting such as (1) combination 
of EGFR Mab and EGFR TKi, (2) Horizontal targeting multiple HER receptors, 
(3) Vertical targeting with inhibition of EGFR and other RTKs involved in nuclear 
translocation of EGFR.

MET alterations are low but important in terms of serving as a target for 
therapy. Several drugs are available such as tivantinib, cabozantinib, crizotinib to 
target MET. MET mutations are also associated with EGFR inhibitor resistance and 
reduced sensitivity to VEGFR TKIs. Dual VEGFR/c-MET inhibition or dual block-
ade of MET/EGFR could enhance efficacy.

3.2 Genomic data to improve head neck cancer prevention

We know that progression from normal epithelium to fully developed squamous 
cell cancer occurs through a multistep process often involving a stage of pre-
malignant lesions. It has been found that these stages of normal epithelium, pre-
malignant lesions and malignant lesions are not only different histologically, but are 
different in terms of genomics. Some earlier studies using Affymetrix Gene Chips 
found that progression from normal epithelium to pre-malignant lesions are associ-
ated with more transcriptional alterations than progression from pre-malignant 
lesions to malignant lesions. Moreover, the normal, pre-malignant and malignant 
lesions cluster differently. Based on this, there could be potential to classify pre-
malignant lesions into low risk and high risk with appropriate treatment approach 
of aggressive treatment of high- risk lesions to prevent occurrence of HNSCC [23].

3.3 Prediction of metastases based on genomic profiling

Currently, presence or absence of neck nodal metastases is the only robust pre-
dictor of recurrence and metastases. Therefore, in most cases clinical N0 necks are 
addressed with surgical neck dissection. This often means treating a great majority 
of patients with unnecessary surgery. Currently, there is no single gene mutation or 
genomic profile which can predict recurrence and metastases as effectively as neck 
nodal status. This could be due to the fact that occurrence of metastases involves 
multiple genetic, molecular and metabolic pathways in addition to influence of host 
immune system. Genomic changes necessary for metastases may exist in majority 
of primary tumor at diagnosis paving the way to develop a robust metastatic gene 
signature.

Cromer et al. studied patients with hypopharyngeal squamous cell cancers using 
gene expression and found metastatic prediction accuracy of 92% using 168 gene 
targets [24].

Roepman et al. studied expression profiles of 82 primary oral cavity and oro-
pharynx squamous cell cancers using 102 genes as predictors and observed predic-
tive accuracy of 86% in comparison to clinical staging accuracy of 68% [25].

In view of the different lymphatic drainage patterns of different anatomical 
subsites, probably each anatomic subsite will need different genetic signature to 
predict nodal metastases.

Karpothiou et al. studied 18 HNSCC and corresponding node metastases and 
non-neoplastic tissue for RT-qPCR for EGFR, VEGF, Claudin7, Maspin, Survivin 
and SCCA [26]. They found differential gene expression levels in node metastases 
compared to the primary tumor and some correlation with prognosis.
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Zevallos et al. did a retrospective study applying four molecular subtypes of 
HNSCC namely Basal (BA), Mesenchymal (MS), Atypical (AT) and Classical (CL) to 
oral cavity and laryngeal squamous cell cancers [27]. They found that early-stage oral 
cavity cancer with MS subtype was associated with high risk of nodal metastases. In 
laryngeal cancer, CL subtype was associated with worse overall survival. Oral cavity 
squamous cell cancers were predominantly BA and MS whereas laryngeal cancers 
were predominantly CL and AT subtype.

Ribeiro et al. used array comparative genomic hybridization data from HNSCC 
patients to develop a model to predict HNSCC recurrence/metastasis [28]. In 
their study of 104 HNSCC patients, this predictive model showed a good accuracy 
(>80%). Validation was done in an independent population from TCGA data portal. 
The genomic model included chromosomal regions from 5p, 6p, 8p, 9p, 11q, 12q, 
15q and 17p, containing many upstream and downstream signaling pathways asso-
ciated with cell proliferation and invasion. This model will need further large-scale 
study and has the potential to individualize clinical management and also identify 
potential therapeutic targets.

3.4 Survival and prognostication

There is considerable heterogeneity in the outcome of HNSCC patients with 
similar TNM stage. Number of studies are addressing this question. Investigators 
from China came out with a six gene signature (PEX11A, NLRP2, SERPINE1, UPK, 
CTTN, D2HGDH) using bioinformatics analysis of TCGA dataset, as a new prog-
nostic marker for predicting survival of HNSCC patients [29]. They also did Gene 
Set Enrichment Analysis and found some pathways significantly enriched between 
high risk and low risk groups. Clinical trials testing such signature will be helpful.

Reddy et al. in a meta-analysis approach identified respective differentials 
(tongue: 3508, laryngopharynx: 4893, oropharynx: 2386) [30]; validation in TCGA 
revealed markers with high incidence (altered in >10% of patients) in tongue 
(n = 331), laryngopharynx (n = 701) and oropharynx (n = 404). Assessment of 
these genes in clinical sub-cohorts of TCGA indicated that early stage tongue 
(MTFR1, C8ORF33, OTUD6B) and laryngeal cancers (TWISTNB, KLHL13 and 
UBE2Q1) were defined by distinct prognosticators. Similarly, correlation with peri-
neural/angio-lymphatic invasion, identified discrete marker panels with survival 
impact (tongue: NUDCD1, PRKC1; laryngopharynx: SLC4A1AP, PIK3CA, AP2M1). 
Alterations in ANO1, NUDCD1, PIK3CA defined survival in tongue cancer patients 
with nodal metastasis (node+ ECS-), while EPS8 is a significant differential in 
node+ ECS- laryngopharyngeal cancers.

3.5 Genomics and surgery in HNSCC

Goal of head neck cancer surgery includes wide resection of the primary tumor, 
neck dissection in clinically selected patients with the goal of obtaining adequate 
negative margins and acceptable functional outcome. Adjuvant therapy depends 
upon presence or absence of certain histopathological findings like positive mar-
gins, angiolymphatic space invasion, perineural invasion, nodal metastases, nodal 
metastatic burden, extracapsular extension in the involved nodes. How can HNSCC 
genomics help in precision surgery [31]?

1. Refining indications for surgery: There is often a dilemma in early - stage oral 
cavity cancers that are clinically N0, whether to do elective neck node  
dissection. Here genomic characterization of the primary tumor might help in 
prediction of nodal metastases and help in selection of patients for neck  
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dissection [32]. Similarly, negative predictive value of transcriptomic signature 
in early - stage oral cavity cancer might help in avoiding unnecessary neck  
dissection [33].

2. Surgery for pre-malignant lesions.

Some premalignant lesions progress to malignant lesions. Molecular  
genomic studies might help to identify such lesions so that they can be resected  
immediately [34].

3. Some patients with oligometastatic cancer with indolent behavior might be 
surgical candidates. Genomic studies on tumor dormancy might help identify 
such patients who could benefit by metastasectomy [35].

4. Genomic prediction of radiosensitivity (discussed below) might help avoid 
surgery in such patients.

5. Markers of aggressiveness: Genomics might predict for occurrence of  
extracapsular spread in involved and hence help allocate patients for adjuvant 
chemoradiation [36].

6. Perineural invasion is a known pathological marker of aggressiveness. Genomic 
expression profile of perineural invasion indicating aggressiveness might help 
triage patients for appropriate adjuvant therapies after surgery [37].

7. Genomic analysis of surgical margins.

In-spite of clear surgical margins about 15% patients do recur after surgery. 
Molecular analysis of the surgical margins might identify such patients and improve 
surgical resectability [38–41].

8. Many oral cavity cancers involve mandible. Mandibular resections add 
considerable morbidity and impair quality of life. Genomic studies might 
help in deciding extent of mandibular resections based on tumor tropism to 
involve bone [42].

9. Neoadjuvant immunotherapy is being increasing pursued in clinical trials with 
it’s potential to real down stage the tumor and prevent metastases. This might 
redefine approach to surgery in near future [43–46].

10. Follow up of patients after cancer surgery: Functional genomics might help 
in optimizing follow of patients after curative surgical resection by identify-
ing markers of aggressiveness. Genomic profile identification of perineural 
invasion might help in enhanced surveillance of such patients [47]. Patients 
with intratumor heterogeneity might be at risk of recurrence. Such patients 
can be identified prospectively [48]. Genomics may also help in prediction 
of loco-regional relapse. Group led by Davide Gissi analyzed DNA methyla-
tion for the following genes: ZAP70, ITGA4, KIF1A, PARP15, EPHX3, NTM, 
LRRTM1, FLI1, MIR193, LINC00599, MIR296, TERT, and GP1BB in the 
brushings from the tumor area at diagnosis and from the regenerating area 
6 months after surgery in 49 consecutive patients [49]. As per a predefined 
cut-off value, sample was labeled as positive or negative. At diagnosis 47 out 
of 49 specimens were found positive. 16 out of 49 patients had positive scores 
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at six months after resection. 7 patients relapsed and out of these 6 patients 
had a positive score in the regenerative area after surgery. The presence of 
a positive score after oral cancer treatment was the most powerful variable 
related to the appearance of locoregional relapse. The authors concluded that 
13-gene DNA methylation analysis by oral brushing may have a clinical appli-
cation as a prognostic non-invasive tool in the follow-up of patients surgically 
treated for oral cavity squamous cancers.

3.6 Genomics to help using radiation therapy in HNSCC

Radiation therapy is mainstay of therapy in majority of HNSCC either as an 
adjuvant after surgery in oral cavity cancers, as principal treatment with or without 
chemotherapy in non-oral cavity cancers, as palliative or salvage therapy. Currently, 
radiation therapy strategies are same across anatomic sites based purely on TNM 
stage. There are no robust biomarkers of prediction of response, resistance and 
outcome in HPV- HNSCC.

Genomics have the potential to guide radiation response/resistance and 
predict toxicities. SF2, survival fraction at 2Gy in cell lines was published by 
Torres-Roca et al [50].

Pramana et al. also found potential to use gene expression profiling to predict 
outcome after chemo-radiation in head neck cancer [51].

Radiosensitivity index has been shown to predict clinical outcome in HNSCC 
patients treated with chemo-radiation in clinical trials, with 2 year survival of 86% 
in radiation sensitive signature versus 61% in resistant signature [52].

Concept of GARD (Genomic adjusted radiation dose) was developed by Jacob 
Scott et al., using a gene expression-based radiation-sensitivity index and linear 
quadratic model to derive GARD. GARD based clinical module potentially can allow 
individualization of radiation therapy and guide new design for genomically guided 
clinical trials [53].

Tumor hypoxia is known to lead to radiation resistance. Work has been to 
develop genomic signature to predict tumor hypoxia so that appropriate interven-
tion strategies targeting tumor hypoxia can be developed [54].

Along the same lines immunogenomics might be used to predict outcome of 
radiation and immune therapies given in different combinations. Biology based 
radiation adaptation trials are already going in HPV positive HNSCC.

Gene alterations can also predict radiation induced toxicity and identify patients 
who are super sensitive to radiation therapy. Whitney Sumner et al. analyzed 37 
HNSCC patients and found that genetic alterations in BRCA2, ERBB3, NOTCH1, and 
CCND1 were associated with higher mean grad radiation toxicity [55]. Alterations 
in TNFAIP3, HNF1A, SPTA1 and CASP8 were found in radiation supersensitive 
patients. Such an approach will help in improving therapeutic index of radiation 
therapy in HNSCC.

Overexpression of FOXC2, MDR1, MRP2, ERCC1. PDGF-C, NRG1, survivin 
are linked to treatment resistance. Amongst the miRNAs, overexpression of miR-
371a-p, miR- 34c-50, miR-1323 and downregulation of miR-324-3p, miR-93-3p, 
miR-4501 has been linked to radio-resistance in nasopharyngeal carcinoma [56].

3.7 Genomics and chemotherapy in HNSCC

Cisplatin remains the most common chemotherapy drug used in HNSCC. 
However, resistance to cisplatin is common. Number of genomic correlates of 
cisplatin response/resistance have been identified. Sanne et al. employed an array of 
21,121 pools of siRNAs targeting unique human genes in the NCBI RefSeq database 
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and performed in vitro genome-wide functional genetic screen to identify genes 
that influence the response to cisplatin in HNSCC cells [57]. By siRNA-mediated 
knockdown, Fanconi anemia/BRCA pathway emerged as the predominant pathway 
for cisplatin response in HNSCC cells. Goretti Duran et al. investigated thirty-six 
selected single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in 29 genes in 110 patients treated 
with cisplatin-based chemoradiotherapy and found that genetic polymorphisms 
with activity in intracellular detoxification (GSTP1), DNA repair (ERCC1, ERCC4, 
ERCC5, RAD51), and multidrug resistance-associated protein (ABCB1, ABCC1, 
ABCC2) affect drug toxicity in patients with head and neck who received platinum-
based CRT [58]. Gene variants and haplotypes of ERCC1 were associated with the 
risk of developing hematologic toxicity.

Hiroyuki Shimomura et al. examined Non-SMC Condensin I Complex Subunit H 
(NCAPH) expression in OSCC and performed a functional analysis of human Oral 
Squamous Carcinoma Cells (OSCC) and found that resistance to cisplatin, carbo-
platin, and nedaplatin was enhanced by NCAPH in OSCC cells. NCAPH silencing 
combined with platinum decreased multidrug resistance [59]. There was no associa-
tion between NCAPH and resistance to paclitaxel, docetaxel, and 5-fluorouracil.

Lot of studies are looking at potential of using circulating tumor cells and circu-
lating tumor DNA to monitor for recurrence and evolution of treatment resistance.

3.8 Genomics and immunotherapies in HNSCC

Immunotherapy is a promising approach and seems to have added a new 
paradigm to several cancers including HNSCC. However, with currently available 
immune checkpoint inhibitors, the response rate is low, very few patients derive ben-
efit, many patients fail to respond, some patients develop hyper-progressive disease 
and patients may develop immune related adverse events in an unpredicted fashion.

In 2016, FDA approved anti PD1 antibodies pembrolizumab and nivolumab  
[60, 61]. With establishment of nivolumab and pembrolizumab in the treatment 
of recurrent metastatic HNSCC, there are several studies looking at different ways 
to combine them with established treatments like surgery, radiation therapy and 
chemotherapy including cetuximab. These molecules are being tested in the neoadju-
vant, concurrent and adjuvant therapeutic spaces in HNSCC. Ipilimumab an anti-
CTLA-4 antibody which works well has been shown to reverse resistance to treatment 
in HNSCC. Ipilimumab given after cetuximab has been shown to reverse resistance to 
cetuximab. It has been observed that there is increased infiltration with Treg cells fol-
lowing exposure to cetuximab. Ipilimumab eliminates these Treg cells. Several trials 
are underway looking at combinations of ipilimumab, radiation and nivolumab.

Several genomic features may influence response to immune check point inhibi-
tors [19]. High tumor mutational burden is associated with neoepitope presentation 
and immune hot phenotype leading to enhanced benefit with immune check point 
inhibitors. NSD1 inactivating mutations, global DNA hypomethylation, aneuploidy, 
may lead to impaired chemokine signaling and immune effector response leading to 
an immune cold phenotype and low benefit from immune checkpoint inhibitors.

3.9 Genomics and drug resistance

3.9.1 Co-relation between genomic alterations and drug resistance

Several studies have found association of drug resistance and genomic altera-
tions listed below. This knowledge might help in selecting appropriate patients for 
chemotherapy/drugs including targeted drugs and avoiding un-necessary treatment 
in those who may not benefit from it [3].
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3.10 Genomics and radiomics

Imaging including contrast enhanced CT scan, MRI scans and recently PET scans 
are commonly used to accurately stage the patient at diagnosis and also to monitor 
response and recurrence. Radiomics based on image texture analysis has the potential 
to provide valuable real time information about tumor biology and response/resis-
tance to treatment. Studies are looking at correlation between radiomics and genom-
ics. Group led by Kerstin Zwirner at Eberhard Karls university in Germany looked at 
genetic tumor profiles and radiomic features in 20 HNSCC patients treated with pri-
mary radio-chemotherapy [62]. They did NGS of the tumor and corresponding nor-
mal tissue and analyzed 327 genes. TP53, FAT1 and KMT2D were the most frequently 
mutated driver genes in their cohort. They found good correlation between reduced 
radiomic intra-tumor heterogeneity and somatic mutations in FAT1 with small tumor 
volumes. Radiomic features of heterogeneity did not corelate with somatic mutations 
in TP53 or KMT2D. Radiomics and genomics remain work under progress.

4.  Head neck cancer genomics and newer targets, drugs and strategies in 
HNSCC

4.1 New targets, ways and drugs in HNSCC

In addition to focusing on common mutations, there are rare mutations with 
druggable targets worth exploring [6].

1. Rearrangement of Neutrotrophic Tropomyosin Receptor Kinase (NTRK) 
gene. NTRK 1,2 and 3 fusions are found in 3%, 1.6% and 3% of HNSCC in the 
AACR GENIE data set. Pan TRK inhibitor Larotrectinib is being tested in these 
patients.

2. HRAS

HRAS is a farnesyl transferase substrate depending exclusively on farnesylation. 
HRAS mutations have been found in 4% of HNSCC patients in the GENIE data set. 
Tipifarnib which is highly selective inhibitor of farnesyl transferase is being tested 
in HRAS mutated HNSCC.

3. Antibody Drug Conjugate (ADC) are monoclonal antibodies conjugated to 
cytotoxic agents. Antibody targets a particular cell surface protein and the 
drug payload is delivered inside the cell. Several ADCs are being tested in 
HNSCC including ABBV-221, AVID100 which target EGFR, BAY1129980 

Genomic marker Therapy resistance

TP53 Cisplatin resistance

EGFR Radiation resistance

CCND1 Gefitinib resistance

NOTCH1 PI3K inhibitor

MET Resistance to Cetuximab, Erlotinib

PIK3CA Bio-radiation with cetuximab, PI3K inhibitors
MET inhibitors
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targeting C4.4a, IMMU-132 which targets TROP-2 antigen and tisotumab 
vedotin targeting human tissue factor.

4. DNA damage repair. DNA damage response (DDR) pathway is a druggable 
target. The most glaring example is PARP inhibitors in BRCA1/2 mutated 
cancers. About 8% of HNSCC cases have alterations in the DDR related genes. 
There are several DDR pathway inhibitors targeting DNA damage signaling 
proteins like ATM, ATR, DNA-PK, WEE1, CHK1 and 2.

5. Tumor Mutational Burden (TMB). High tumor mutational burden is associ-
ated with increased expression of tumor specific antigens on the cancer cell 
surface making the cancer more immunogenic. About 25% HNSCC patients 
have high TMB having >20 mutations per mega-base of DNA making them 
susceptible to immunotherapy.

6. Dynamic Monitoring of tumor using ctDNA. As the cancer clinically evolves, 
it’s genomic and molecular landscape changes. ctDNA are short fragments of 
double stranded DNA shed in the blood by the tumor undergoing necrosis and 
apoptosis. ctDNA may have mutational profile not seen in the normal cells and 
could represent the changing genomic landscape of tumor in vivo. Serial moni-
toring of ctDNA could help in detecting early relapse and help appropriately 
matched therapies to be delivered in real time.

7. FGFR2 and FGFR3 fusion occurs in 1-3% of HNSCC. These patients might 
benefit by FGFR inhibitors.

Several targeted drugs are being tested in clinical trials. Exhaustive review of 
these are beyond the scope of this chapter.

4.2 Molecular co-targeting strategies

HNSCC are genetically highly heterogenous. Monotherapies with targeted thera-
pies yield modest benefit with eventual development of resistance. So, combining 
two or more molecularly targeted agents might emerge as effective therapy.

There could be several ways to do this; (1) targeting molecules within conver-
gent signaling pathways, (2) targeting molecules with non-overlapping mechanisms 
of action, (3) targeting anti-tumorigenic molecules working synergistically with 
conventional chemotherapy or radiation therapy. Several clinical trials evaluating 
this strategy are listed below (Table 4) [5].

4.3 Molecular tumor boards in HNSCC

Most HNSCC will have complex genomes making it difficult to select therapy. 
This might not be corelating with traditional risk factors. There could be multiple 
driver mutations in a case or part of a tumor. E. g. a patient might be NOTCH1/
PIK3CA double mutant. The question could be should this patient receive a WNT 
pathway inhibitor or PIK3CA inhibitor or both? The treating Head neck cancer 
clinician will have to document the genomic data, use of targeted drugs and 
record longitudinal follow up of each case to further develop use of NGS data in 
the clinic.

Multidisciplinary involvement of head neck surgeons, geneticists, medical 
oncologists, radiation oncologists, translational biologists will be integral to formu-
late personalized treatment approaches in head neck cancers.
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European Society for Medical Oncology (ESMO) has a designed a scale (ESCAT) 
to guide the clinician to select a novel targeted drug with highest potential of effi-
cacy in an HNSCC patient. The most Accordingly, compelling actionable molecular 
alterations in HNSCC included HRAS activating mutations (tipifarnib, farnesyl 
transferase inhibitor), MSI, high TMB (for immune check point inhibitors), NTRK 
fusions (TRK tyrosine kinase inhibitors), CDKN2A inactivating alterations (CDK 
4/6 inhibitors) and EGFR amplification (afatinib) [63].

4.4 Big data in HNSCC

Big data approach is being explored in head neck oncology integrating data 
generated from genomic studies, radiomic data generated from CT, MRI and PET 
scans, data generated from clinical evaluation and optical imaging, data generated 
from radiation therapy response and toxicity and integration of all other non- 
genetic data such as epidemiology, diet, habits, stress, socioeconomic factors etc. 
There is a multicentric study BD2Decide (Big Data Models for personalized head 
neck cancer decision support) going on to explore Big Data approach. Three main 
goals for Big Data in HNSCC will be 1) support and augment clinical decisions, 2) 
generate new knowledge, 3) develop guidelines for HNSCC prevention and man-
agement [64].

5. Conclusions

HNSCC is genomically unstable. TCGA has identified key alterations in tumor 
suppressor genes and oncogenes in HNSCC. TP53 alteration is a key player in 
HNSCC tumorigenesis and biology. Principally loss of tumor suppressor drives 
tumorigenesis than oncogene addiction in HNSCC, however, a small subset of oral 

Clinical trial Intervention

NCT02124850 Cetuximab + motolimod + Nivolumab

NCT01218048 cetuximab + surgical resection + adjuvant cisplatin, carboplatin, radiation

NCT02277197 ficlatuzumab + Cetuximab

NCT 0957853 Cetuximab + anti IgG1 antibody + surgical resection

NCT 3153982 Ruxolitinib + Surgical resection

NCT02035527 Raf inhibitor + Doectaxel + cisplatin

NCT01051791 Everolimus

NCT01588431 Bevacizumab + Cetuximab + Docetaxel + Cisplatin followed by radiation/surgical 
resection

NCT02769520 Pembrolizumab

NCT01316757 Erlotinib + Cetuximab + paclitaxel + carboplatin

NCT01016769 Temsirolimus + Paclitaxel + Carboplatin

NCT02741570 nivolumab + ipilimumab + cetuximab + cisplatin + carboplatin +5fluracil

NCT02952586 Avelumab + cisplatin + radiation

NCT02499120 Cetuximab + Palbociclib

Table 4.
Clinical trials evaluating molecular co-targeting strategies.
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cavity cancer may be driven by mutations rather than loss of tumor suppressor 
gene function. Tumor heterogeneity is prominent in HNSCC and is a major chal-
lenge in developing effective therapies. Biologic classifier of HNSCC remains to be 
implemented in the clinic. Clustering of HNSCC according to multi-omics studies 
may be more clinically meaningful. Immune therapy is a major treatment paradigm 
in oncology in general including HNSCC. Corelative genomics and immune con-
texture will help realize the full potential of this approach. Sufficient indication 
exists linking major genomic alterations in HNSCC and clinical behavior includ-
ing performance of conventional treatments. Opportunity exists to leverage this 
knowledge to fine tune currently existing surgical, radiation and chemotherapeutic 
approaches. EGFR targeting remains important in HNSCC in spite of lack of predic-
tive biomarker and eventual treatment resistance. Mutli-omics studies have shed 
light on resistance to EGFR targeting and novel ways to target EGFR axis. Several 
studies are addressing genomically targeted monotherapies, molecular co targeting 
strategies and ways to escalate and deescalate treatment intensity based on biology. 
Time has come to implement molecular tumor boards in HNSCC regularly. BIG 
data approach will certainly help design multi-pronged approach to control HNSCC 
globally. Tissue repositories, participation in clinical trials and multi-institutional 
collaboration remains critical to further progress.
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Abstract

Oncogene addiction, a term first coined by Bernard Weinstein in 2000, refers to 
a condition where a tumor cell, despite harboring a multitude of genetic alterations, 
depends on a single oncogenic pathway or oncoprotein for sustained prolifera-
tion and survival. Several lines of evidence from mammalian cell culture models, 
genetically modified mice models, and human intervention trials of targeted drugs 
have revealed that many tumors, if not all, rely on oncogene addiction for sustained 
proliferation and survival. Oncogene addiction strongly impacts the therapeutic 
response of tumors to acute oncoprotein inhibition. An important implication of 
oncogene addiction is that inhibiting this critical pathway, on which cancer cells 
become dependent, can cause selective and specific cell death in cancer cells while 
sparing normal surrounding cells that are not oncogene addicted. However, the 
mechanism by which cancer cells become dependent on a single pathway or acti-
vated oncoprotein is not precisely understood in most cases. Thus, a better under-
standing of oncogene addiction may provide a rationale for improving current 
cancer therapies and help develop novel therapeutic strategies for the management 
of cancer.

Keywords: oncogene, oncogene addiction, cancer, targeted drugs, therapy

1. Introduction

Many cellular programs and signaling pathways that are normally used during 
development are reactivated and modified by cancer cells to acquire sustained 
proliferative characteristics. During embryogenesis and tissue homeostasis, these 
programs regulate coordinated actions, such as cell proliferation, cell polarity, 
migration, differentiation, and apoptosis. Cancer evolves with random mutations 
and epigenetic modifications in these pathways, followed by clonal selection of 
genetically altered cells that can survive and reproduce in conditions that would 
ordinarily be harmful [1]. Although several oncogenes (such as PI3K and RAS) and 
tumor suppressors (such as p53, PTEN, Rb, and p16INK4a) are typically altered in 
cancer cells, there appears to be a huge number of low-frequency genetic alterations 
that can contribute to tumorigenesis. Indeed, evidence from tumor sequencing 
initiatives reveals a staggering range of mutations in cancers [2]. The malignant 
phenotype of cancer cells depends significantly on the rewiring of metabolic path-
ways and survival pathways. As a result, identifying important functional nodes 
in the oncogenic signaling network whose blockage would result in system failure, 
that is, the end of the tumorigenic state via apoptosis, necrosis, senescence, or 
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differentiation, is critical to successful therapy [3]. Furthermore, therapeutic drugs 
targeting these nodes must have a big enough therapeutic window to destroy tumor 
cells while sparing normal surrounding cells from damage. Many tumors are highly 
dependent on a single oncogenic pathway for sustained proliferation and survival, 
a condition known as oncogene addiction. The term “oncogene addiction” was first 
described by Bernard Weinstein to describe the dependence of certain tumor cells 
on a single activated oncoprotein or signaling pathway, despite harboring multiple 
gain-of-function mutations and loss-of-function mutations that contribute to the 
malignant phenotype, to maintain their malignant behavior [4]. Various xenograft 
models and genetically engineered mice models have revealed that many oncogene-
driven tumors, if not all, undergo tumor regression, growth arrest, differentiation, 
and/or apoptosis in response to acute inhibition of oncoprotein function [5]. The 
process of oncogene addiction, irrespective of mechanistic basis, contributes sig-
nificantly to the clinical activity of various drugs that have recently been observed 
following treatment with so-called “rationally-targeted” agents. The purpose of 
cancer therapeutics is to specifically target the mutations that initiate and maintain 
the proliferation and survival of cancer cells. Although the majority of cancers 
are known to possess multiple oncogenic mutations, many cancers are sensitive to 
targeted inhibition of a single oncogene, a phenomenon known as oncogene addic-
tion [6]. Oncogene addiction supports the growth of cancer cells, signifying the role 
of oncogene-targeted therapies in cancer management. However, in many cases, 
resistance to oncogene-targeted therapies develops which limits the therapeutic 
targeting of oncogene addiction in clinical settings. Luckily, oncogene addiction 
offers several opportunities that can be utilized for achieving therapeutically useful 
outcomes [7]. Oncogene addiction is seen in several cancers. An important example 
is chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML), a disease driven by the BCR-ABL mutant 
oncogene. The mutant BCR-ABL fusion gene encodes for a type of enzyme known 
as tyrosine kinase which stimulates uncontrolled growth of leukemic cells. The 
addiction of CML to BCR-ABL is apparent from the profound clinical response 
of patients to imatinib, a drug that targets BCR-ABL. This addiction of CML to 
BCR-ABL is also noticeable from the reactivation of BCR-ABL kinase activity which 
imparts drug resistance to CML [8]. Observations of this type furnish proof for 
the concept of oncogene-targeted cancer therapy. It may appear insignificant that 
a tumor cell can be dependent on a single protein that contributed to the malignant 
phenotype at some time in its history. Somatic deletion of the KRAS oncogene in 
human colorectal cancer cells with a KRAS mutation causes reversion of the trans-
formed phenotype and eliminates the capacity of these cells to develop tumors in 
nude mice [9]. Drugs targeting the appropriate proto-oncogene should be effective 
in treating cancers lacking the tumor suppressor in circumstances where a tumor 
suppressor negatively regulates the activity of a proto-oncogene. PI3K inhibitors 
are expected to be responsive in cancers that have lost the tumor suppressor and 
lipid phosphatase (PTEN), which acts to prevent PI3K activation [10]. Loss of Rb, 
p16, p21, or p27, for example, causes an increase in cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK) 
activity, which stimulates cell-cycle entrance. In theory, cancers arising from 
these genetic alterations may be more susceptible to CDK inhibitors. The fact that 
inactivating the normal counterpart of such oncogenic proteins in normal tissues is 
frequently tolerated with no apparent consequences underscores the distinct state 
of addiction that appears to occur in cancer. Switching off this critical pathway, on 
which cancer cells have become reliant, should have fatal consequences for cancer 
cells while protecting normal cells that are not similarly reliant. Of course, any 
effective cancer therapy requires this discriminating activity. There is no obvious 
positive signaling pathway to target in cases where the tumor suppressors p53 or 
ARF are lost, thus alternative therapeutic techniques must be investigated [11, 12].
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2. Oncogene addiction

It is a process in which cancer cells become dependent on a single activated 
malignant gene or protein or pathway to maintain their malignant behavior [13]. 
Cancer cells have multiple genetic and epigenetic abnormalities. Besides this, they 
may depend on the single activated malignant gene for their sustained growth and 
proliferation. The concept of oncogene addiction emphasizes that the inactiva-
tion of this single gene or protein can provide a rationale for molecular targeted 
therapy [14]. The phenomenon of oncogene addiction is widely recognized as one 
of the major factors contributing to the impressive clinical activity observed after 
treatment with “rationally-targeted” agents [15, 16]. Oncogene addiction has been 
largely explained by three molecular models at the molecular level.

2.1 Genetic streamlining

This theory postulates that non-essential pathways are inactivated during tumor 
evolution so that the dominant or addictive pathways are not substituted by any 
compensatory signals. Therefore, when dominant signals are abrogated, there is 
a collapse in the whole cellular architecture of cancer cells and undergo cell cycle 
arrest and apoptosis [17].

2.2 Oncogenic shock model

In the “oncogenic shock” model, addictive oncoproteins (e.g., RTKs) trigger at 
the same time pro-survival and pro-apoptotic signals. Under normal conditions, the 
pro-survival signals dominate over the pro-apoptotic signals. Thus, subsequent to 
blockade of the addictive receptor or oncoprotein, the rapid decline in the activity 
of survival pathways subverts this balance in favor of death-inducing signals which 
tend to last longer and eventually lead to apoptotic death [17].

2.3 Synthetic lethality

Two genes are considered to be in a synthetic lethal relationship when loss of 
one or the other is still compatible with survival but the loss of both is fatal [17]. 
A majority of drugs used in cancer cure are targeted at genes and pathways that 
are mutated which limits the range of drugs that can be used for cancer treatment. 
Synthetic lethality exploits the fact that the presence of a mutation in a cancer gene 
is often associated with a new vulnerability that can be targeted therapeutically, 
thus considerably expanding the range of potential drug targets.

3. Activated kinases—The “Achilles’ heel” of many cancers

Chronic oncogenic signaling may result in the inactivation of signaling 
pathways in cancer cells as a result of genetic drift at the biochemical and tran-
scriptional levels. Indeed, a degree of reactive adaptation, such as activation of 
compensatory pathways and positive or negative feedback loops, is expected 
to offset the persistent activity of dominant oncogenes [18]. For example, the 
presence of “sensitive” and “indifferent” pathways addicted to the mesenchy-
mal–epithelial transition factor (MET) oncogene can be observed in several cell 
lines. This protooncogene encodes the tyrosine kinase receptor for a hepatocyte 
growth factor (HGF) and is often used as a model addicting oncoprotein to explore 
potential and pitfalls stemming from the implementation of anticancer strategies 
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targeting oncogene addiction [7]. Once activated, the MET receptor stimulates 
phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K/AKT) and mitogen-activated protein kinase 
(ERK/MAPK) pathways, RAS, and STAT3. In these circumstances, MET or EGFR 
suppression causes a selective reduction of RAS- and PI3K-dependent cascades, 
whereas many other signals known to affect MET and EGFR-driven proliferation 
in non-addicted cells, such as JNK, p38, STATs, and NF-kB, remain active or show 
only minor responses [6]. In terms of genetic streamlining, this finding supports 
the idea that cancer cells have a significant number of inactive and functionally 
neutral pathways, as well as a small number of functionally active, self-sufficient 
transducers. The absence of buffering circuits and the existence of only a small 
number of functioning signaling nodes highlight the susceptibility of oncogene 
addiction state [8].

3.1 Molecular mechanism of oncogene addiction

The genetic streamlining hypothesis is derived from the well-established 
concept of natural selection, in which cancer cells undergo constant genetic drift 
as a result of the selective pressure exerted by the tumor microenvironment during 
the tumorigenic process [13, 19]. As a result, cancer cells may lose certain func-
tions, which are unnecessary for cell survival or genome organization [20]. More 
precisely, at the molecular level, the tumor microenvironment may exert selective 
pressure over non-essential genes and may induce epigenetic modifications and 
have little effect on cell growth dynamics [13, 17].

Bernard Weinstein had proposed the synthetic lethal relationship concept of 
oncogene addiction, which states that two genes will be in a synthetically lethal 
relationship if one of either genes gets inactivated, rather than both, but still is 
compatible for cell survival [14]. Therefore, in these types of cancer cells, both the 
oncogene (that is activated and inactivated one) is believed to be in a synthetic 
lethal relationship with one another. Thus, under these conditions the elimination 
of the activated oncogene will lead to the death of cancer cell, but the same would 
not be observed in normal cells, which does not possess a synthetic lethal relation-
ship [20, 21]. More specifically, cancer cells are more dependent on a particular 
oncogene in comparison with normal cells. Since there are various inactivated 
genes are found in cancer cells, which make them less adaptable [22, 23]. Even it is 
reported from in vitro studies that elimination of the critical oncogene cause death 
in cancer cells due to differential attenuation rates in the ratio of prosurvival and 
proapoptotic signals, a phenomenon known as “oncogene shock” [15].

Oncogene addiction has been recently proposed as “lineage survival oncogenes”. 
Since it is recognized for years that there is a close nexus between cell lineage and 
cancer phenotype, which during the development govern lineage proliferation and 
survival, might also underlie tumorigenic mechanisms [24]. Even many somatic 
genetic alterations express lineage-restricted patterns in cancer cells, which clearly 
indicates the genetic alteration in cancer might be conditioned by the lineage 
programs that exist in tumor precursor cells. There are genes termed as lineage-
survival oncogenes which comprise master regulatory genes and are presumed to 
promote tumor progression. For example, transcription factor MITF in melanoma 
and androgen receptors in prostate cancer are listed as prototype lineage-survival 
oncogenes [25, 26].

3.2 Oncogenic shock model

Oncogenic shock model is a concept proposed by Settleman and colleagues in 
order to explain the death of oncogene addicted cancer cells via inhibition of the 
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addicted oncoprotein. In vitro studies revealed that there is an imbalance in the dual-
ity of pro-survival and pro-apoptotic signals overexposure to kinase inhibitor drugs 
[27]. MYC oncogene possesses apoptosis-inducing properties and can be inhibited 
by PI3K/AKT pathway activation or by the overexpression of anti-apoptotic BCL-2 
protein but normally, the pro-apoptotic function of MYC is evident during the 
development, since it causes negative selection of T-lymphocytes upon antigen 
stimulation [28, 29]. It is believed that c-MYC induces cell death through distinct 
“death priming” and “death triggering” events in which “death priming” and mito-
genic signals are well coordinated.

The oncogenic shock hypothesis relies on the experimental observation that 
targeted disruption of signal-generating oncoproteins results in differential kinetics 
of downstream signal decay: anti-apoptotic effectors (such as ERKs, AKT) display 
rapid diminution of activity; while death-inducing molecules (such as p38) display 
delayed accumulation [17, 30]. This temporal imbalance has been demonstrated 
in a variety of cellular systems driven by oncogenically active tyrosine kinases, 
including BCR-ABL, SRC, and EGFR [31]. The oncogenic shock hypothesis deserves 
at least two comments. First, it postulates that the apoptotic response observed fol-
lowing the abrogation of addictive oncoproteins is an active process of signal-medi-
ated induction of cell death; this is in contrast to the passive occurrence of signal 
deprivation predicted in the genetic streamlining model. Second, the “potency” of 
the oncogenic signal in generating pro-survival and pro-apoptotic outputs seems to 
be more crucial than the temporal appearance of the dominant genetic lesion [32]. 
While it can be intuitive to think that an initiating oncogene will be more influential 
as a dominant alteration than genetic lesions occurring subsequently during tumor 
evolution, we can also reasonably argue that addictive oncogenes with powerful 
pro-apoptotic activity are likely to arise late during the tumor’s natural history when 
at least some apoptotic safeguards have been disengaged; otherwise, cells would die, 
and oncogene hyperactivity would be negatively selected [9, 15].

4. Salient features of oncogene addiction

Malignant cells are thoroughly dependent on a particular protooncogene and/or  
tumor suppressor gene for their proliferation and survival [21]. The inhibition of 
addicted oncogenes via RNA interference (RNAi) or chemical inhibitors would cause 
apoptosis in oncogene-addicted cancer cells, but not in other cells. For example, 
imatinib (Gleevec, a BCR-ABL1 kinase inhibitor) and gefitinib (Iressa, an EGFR 
inhibitor) are typical examples of drugs successfully targeted to the appropriate 
molecules and are effective for the treatment of chronic myeloid leukemia (CML) 
and non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), respectively [21]. Oncogene may play a 
more essential and qualitatively different role in a given pathway or “module” in 
cancer cells compared with its role in normal cells [21]. Although with limitations, 
targeting oncogene addiction is clinically significant in the therapeutics of many 
cancers. For example, a very high percentage of anaplastic lymphoma kinase (ALK) 
mutated lung tumors, BRAF mutant melanomas, and EGFR mutant non-small cell 
lung cancers respond to drugs that selectively inhibit these mutationally activated 
kinases (Table 1) [21]. During a clinical trial investigating the efficacy of imatinib 
in blast-crisis CML patients, the issue of acquired resistance to targeted anticancer 
treatments initially surfaced. Following that, substantial rates of mutations in 
the BCR-ABL gene were discovered in individuals who developed insensitivity to 
imatinib despite initial remission [38]. T315I, commonly known as the “gatekeeper” 
mutation, was discovered to obstruct the insertion of the drug into the ATP-binding 
pocket of the ABL-kinase via steric hindrance while maintaining kinase activity, 
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resulting in drug insensitivity [39]. Other mutations that inhibit drug binding by 
disrupting the conformational changes essential for appropriate interaction between 
the drug and the kinase active site have also been discovered [40]. Novel drugs 
targeting the mutant form of the protein, such as dasatinib and nilotinib are the only 
inhibitors that can block the activity of the T315I BCR-ABL mutation. These drugs 
have been developed to treat relapsed CML patients who have developed resistance 
to imatinib [40, 41]. The acquisition of secondary mutations that prevent drug bind-
ing to the target kinase catalytic site, which has been shown for a range of oncogene-
addicted cancers, including EGFR in NSCLC, has been highlighted as a recurrent 
theme in the landscape of targeted therapy [42].

5. Acquired drug resistance and oncogene addiction

The primary mechanism of acquired resistance to epidermal growth factor 
receptor (EGFR) tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) is the acquisition of a secondary 
mutation in exon 20 of the EGFR gene which results in threonine to methionine 
substitution at position 790 and has been found to account for ~50% of tumors with 
acquired resistance to EGFR TKIs which include afatinib, dacomitinib, erlotinib, 
gefitinib, and osimertinib. Another mechanism of resistance found in NSCLC 
tumors resistant to gefitinib is an amplification of the gene encoding the MET 
receptor [43]. Overall, resistance mechanisms that appear to act either vertically or 
horizontally can bypass targeting the addictive oncoprotein in cancer cells: in the 
first scenario, acquired lesions at the level of the inhibited oncoprotein re-stabilize 
previously inactivated signaling pathways (e.g., T790M mutation within the EGFR 
gene), while in the latter, parallel signaling axes are active. Importantly, variability 
across cancer cell populations could indicate the availability of pre-existing insensi-
tive subclones that could be selected by drug treatment, perhaps leading to acquired 
resistance mechanisms [44, 45].

Some combinatorial techniques that target multiple tumor vulnerabilities at the 
same time could be useful in preventing or delaying the formation of resistance 
mechanisms [46]. Indeed, apoptosis may prevail in systems driven by growth 
inhibitory signals that gradually shut down after specific oncogene activity is 
disrupted. Resistance mechanisms could emerge in systems with quick removal of 
pro-apoptotic signals emitted by the targeted oncoprotein, allowing escape from 
apoptosis and allowing time for survival signaling pathways to re-establish [47]. 
According to the findings, BRAF-mediated activation of the SPRY family of RTK 
inhibitory proteins occurs, meaning that targeted suppression of BRAF activity 
causes survival signaling to decay, which then reduces SPRY-mediated inhibition of 
RTK activity [48].

Targeted oncogene Cancer cell line References

Cyclin D1 Esophagus, colon, pancreas, squamous [33]

β-Catenin Colon [13]

Cyclin E Liver [34]

Mutant B-RAF Melanoma [35]

Mutant K-RAS Pancreas [36]

HER-2 Breast [37]

Table 1. 
Examples of oncogene addiction.
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The MET signaling pathway has been discovered to have critical roles in a variety 
of physiological and developmental cellular processes, in addition to its involve-
ment as an oncogene in several human cancers. Indeed, epithelial cells from a range 
of organs, including the kidney, liver, muscle, pancreas, prostate, and bone marrow, 
have been shown to express it. Under physiological conditions, the interaction 
between MET and its ligand HGF, which is secreted by cells of mesenchymal origin, 
activates the morphogenetic program known as “invasive growth” (also known as 
“cell scattering”), which is critical for epithelial growth, morphogenesis, and dif-
ferentiation during embryogenesis, thus acting as a master developmental regulator 
[49, 50]. MET and its ligand are required for organ protection and regeneration 
after injury, recruitment in adult hematopoiesis, and regulation of bone remodeling 
during adulthood, in addition to their crucial involvement during organ develop-
ment [51]. Regenerating hepatic skeletal muscle and infarcted myocardium are two 
examples of the aforementioned circumstances. Furthermore, MET has been found 
to play a critical function in immune system modulation [52]. The principle that 
some tumors rely on a single oncoprotein for continuous growth and the conclu-
sion that this oncoprotein is the target for therapeutic intervention has emerged 
as a master rule in translational cancer research over the last decade, providing a 
rational framework for developing new targeted compounds for the treatment of 
various cancer types. A series of successful clinical trials demonstrating the efficacy 
of targeted treatments when administered correctly in selected cohorts of patients 
with oncogene-addicted tumors attest to this line of action [1].

5.1 BCR-ABL in chronic myeloid leukemia

It was first identified as a cytogenetic abnormality correlated with chronic 
myelogenous leukemia (CML) by Nowell and Hungerford in 1960. The fusion 
transcript of the breakpoint cluster region (BCR) and the gene coding for the 
Abelson tyrosine kinase (ABL) in Philadelphia (Ph) chromosome is produced many 
years after the chromosome translocation could actually be confirmed [53]. Several 
subsequent studies reported that BCR-ALB possesses a crucial role in the pathogen-
esis and maintenance of chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML); indeed, it was the 
first oncogene that could be considered addictive before the concept of oncogene 
addiction became popular. Then, as it should be expected, much effort was devoted 
to research on chemical compounds that could inhibit BCR-ABL. The results of 
subsequent clinical studies confirmed that almost 100% of patients experienced 
complete hematologic responses [54]. The magnitude and frequency of clinical 
responses were remarkably high even when trials were conducted on patients going 
through blast crisis, indicating that BCR-ABL continued to serve as causative factors 
in sustaining malignant proliferation throughout the disease. In approximately 90% 
of gastrointestinal stromal tumors (GISTs), activating mutations in the KIT gene 
have been identified, whereas 35% have to activate mutations in platelet-derived 
growth factor receptor alpha (PDGFRA) [55]. Imatinib can be effectively used 
in advanced solid tumors, where the functional significance of driver mutations 
does not yet make much sense because the late-stage disease is characterized by an 
increasingly demystifying landscape of driver mutations [55].

In the context of cancer treatment, imatinib represented a paradigm shift: 
medical oncologists had to contend with the concept that cancer is partly a genetic 
disease, both at the molecular level and therapeutically [56]. A small-molecule 
inhibitor was synthesized and characterized very thoroughly in the development 
of imatinib. Unlike many traditional chemotherapeutic drugs, imatinib was not 
discovered by chance. It was designed by collaborating academics and industrialists 
for years [57, 58].
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The overexpression of the HER2 protein in breast cancers is a consequence of 
gene amplification, which is associated with a poor prognosis in 25–30% of cases. 
The fact that a genetically altered with a prognostic significance also plays a causal 
role in sustaining mammary malignant phenotypes was shown to be further evi-
dence that HER2 amplification plays a driving role in tumors development [59, 60].

Humanized monoclonal antibodies targeting the extracellular domain of HER2 
were the first agents that inhibited HER2 activity clinically. Breast cancer HER2 
amplification and CML BCR-ABL translocation share the same basis (an inherited 
genetic defect). The characteristic of the disease that predicts response to imatinib 
is highly prevalent in the patients with CML: almost all patients display the muta-
tion that predicts response to the drug, and almost all of them respond to the drug. 
Amplification of HER2 defines only a subset of breast cancers, and responses are 
found only in a fraction of cases in HER2-amplified tumors. Together, these features 
highlight the addictive power of HER2 amplification in breast cancer [61, 62]. The 
so-called “primary” or “de novo” resistance of HER2-alternative pathways domi-
nates the hyperactivation of HER2 or blunts the detectability of HER2-dependent 
signals in trastuzumab-resistant tumors [63]. In addition, parallel activation of 
PI3K-based transduction cascades and the overexpression of EGF family ligands 
are examples of parallel activation of IGF1 receptor signaling. In line with these 
findings, a functional RNAi screen identified PTEN down-regulation as a mecha-
nism for trastuzumab resistance. Mutations in the PIK3CA gene, loss of function of 
PTEN are responsible for activation of the PI3K pathway [64, 65].

The important revelation that certain EGFR kinase domain-activating muta-
tions were strongly linked with objective response to receptor blockade was made 
after retrospective genetic analysis of NSCLCs in responders and non-responders. 
The importance of mutationally activated kinases as anti-cancer therapeutic 
targets was once again underscored by this association [66, 67]. The major take-
away message from this example is that targeted inhibition of tyrosine kinases is 
only successful in a small subset of patients in some instances, and kinase muta-
tions are necessary predictors for patient stratification. Furthermore, the rarity 
of genetically characterized responsive patient subsets raises the concern that a 
reliable portrayal of genetic variation necessitates a far larger sample of patients 
within a cancer type than previously anticipated [68, 69]. This could be related to 
other changes in the EGFR coding sequence, such as minor exon 20 insertions or 
deletions, or uncommon mutations coexisting with typical activating mutations 
[70]. The use of crizotinib, a small molecule inhibitor of anaplastic lymphoma 
kinase (ALK) in NSCLC patients is the most current insight into the successful 
therapeutic use of the oncogene addiction principle. The fusion protein contains a 
constitutively active ALK and has tumorigenic potential, according to biochemical 
and functional tests [71, 72].

When a clinical trial of imatinib in blast-crisis CML patients revealed that some 
subjects developed clinical insensitivity to the drug after a dramatic but brief remis-
sion, the formation of secondary (acquired) resistance at some point during therapy 
became clear. According to preliminary research, the average chronic-phase patient 
using imatinib had a 10% chance of relapsing into blast crisis every year [73]. The 
BCR-ABL gene has a significant incidence of mutations, according to an analysis 
of BCR-ABL sequences in myeloid clones of patients with the imatinib-resistant, 
relapsing illness. The prototypical amino-acid change (T315I) causes a steric barrier 
in the ATP-binding pocket of the ATP-binding pocket of the kinase [74]. Other 
mutations impede imatinib binding by locking the BCR-ABL kinase domain in an 
active state [75].

Chemicals that can bind to this conformation should be able to achieve their full 
inhibitory potential in this circumstance. Dasatinib (Sprycel, Bristol-Myers Squibb) 
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and nilotinib (Tasigna, Novartis) are two compounds that have this feature and are 
being utilized to treat relapse, resistant CML patients [76]. Imatinib resistance is 
caused by amplification of the BCR-ABL gene, which results in elevated levels of 
the matching protein product in a minority of cases. Secondary resistance has been 
described for various targets and in different oncogene-addicted tumors, including 
mutant EGFR and EML4-ALK in NSCLCs and mutant c-KIT in GISTs, as well as the 
acquisition of secondary mutations that inhibit drug binding to the kinase catalytic 
cleft. Alternatively, other oncogenes can be genetically altered to create aberrant 
signaling in place of the suppressed target’s pathways that are no longer maintained 
[77, 78]. There are several examples that provide clinical evidence for oncogene 
addiction and the treatment regimen may involve a single agent (monotherapy) or 
combination of several drug agents (combination) (Table 2).

Resistance-inducing mutations have also been found in relapsed patients’ tumor 
tissue. The inactivated target is bypassed in all of these examples by compensating 
lesions that may act vertically or horizontally: in the former, secondary altera-
tions within the same upstream target re-stimulate the downstream signaling flux 
along with the same, previously inhibited pathway; in the latter, parallel axes are 
activated to replace the block [79–81]. Under the selection pressure of medication 
exposure, genetic instability may fuel the emergence of oncogenic lesions that have 
been evolutionarily chosen to drive cancer survival and growth [81].

6. Non-oncogene addiction (NOA)

In addition to oncogene addiction, several other examples of non-oncogene 
addiction have been reported in the literature. The concept of non-oncogene 
addiction (NOA) is based on the idea that tumorigenicity is dependent on the 
activity of a wide range of genes and pathways, many of which are not inherently 
oncogenic [82]. These genes and pathways are essential to maintain the oncogenic 
phenotype of cancer cells, but not to the same extent for normal cell viability. 
These dependencies should yield a large number of pharmacological targets that, 
when inhibited, will cause synthetic lethality with the underlying tumor genotype. 
Anti-tumor medicines can take use of NOA genes and pathways. Tumor-intrinsic 
and tumor-extrinsic NOA genes are the two types of NOA genes. Tumor-intrinsic 
NOA genes support the tumor cell’s oncogenic state in a cell-autonomous way, 
whereas tumor-extrinsic NOA genes function in stromal and vascular cells, 
providing heterotypic support for the tumor. Targeting these accessory cells has 
the advantage of being genetically more stable than tumor cells, which means they 

Target Disease Agent Regimen

HER-2 Breast Trastuzumab Combination

BCR/ABL CML Imatinib Monotherapy

C-KIT Stromal Tumor Imatinib Monotherapy

EGFR NSCLC Gefitinib
Erlotinib

Monotherapy

EGFR Pancreas Erlotinib Combination

VEGF Breast
Kidney

Bevacizumab Combination

Table 2. 
Clinical evidence of oncogene addiction.
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are less likely to develop drug resistance. However, tumors may be able to evolve a 
reduced reliance on these accessory cells in some circumstances [82–84].

7. Conclusion

Oncogene addiction is a phenomenon in which tumor cells develop a depen-
dency on a driver oncogenic product that plays a role in nurturing and fueling the 
malignant phenotype, laying the groundwork for the development of anticancer 
therapies that target single oncoproteins in specific cancer patient populations. 
Despite their exceptional translational impact, clinical application of molecularly 
targeted anticancer treatments demonstrated the establishment of similar resis-
tance mechanisms across most tumor subtypes, which severely reduces the benefit 
of oncoprotein-targeted therapy. These recurring resistance mechanisms must be 
thoroughly investigated in order to block disease progression or at least predict 
the disease progression. Combinations of several drugs may provide greater thera-
peutic benefit and postpone the establishment of resistance mechanisms in such 
situations. Cancer cells’ ability to quickly adapt to their surroundings and clonal 
heterogeneity are essential features of human malignancies. The increased ability 
to understand, and so forecast, cancer evolution in response to therapy in order to 
accompany it to the intended destination, we believe, will be a major step toward 
the creation of more successful anticancer therapies. In years to come, the ability 
of cancer cells to evolve will continue to challenge researchers. Consequently, our 
approach to cancer therapy will also need to evolve.
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Chapter 5

Cancer Genes and Breast Cancers
Metin Budak and Hatice Segmen

Abstract

Cancer is the name given to all malignant tumors, the main reason for which 
is uncontrolled growth, and the tumor, which has become a mass as a result of 
uncontrolled cell proliferation, also attacks the surrounding cells and envelops the 
whole body (metastasis) in the later stages of the disease. Although cancer is an 
important health problem, it is not a common disease in childhood. On the other 
hand, statistics show that cancer affects one in three adults, causes up to 20% of all 
deaths, and covers about 10% of treatment costs in developed countries. Although 
it is known that cancer develops under the influence of genetic and environmental 
factors, environmental factors are more prominent in the formation of some types 
of cancer. Breast cancer is one of the cancer types known to have tumor suppressor 
genes in its etiology. These tumor suppressor genes are BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes. 
Studies have shown that these two genes are particularly effective in the develop-
ment of familial breast cancers. These types of cancers occur much earlier than 
non-familial cancers. The research, two genes; It has shown that it is especially 
effective in the development of familial breast cancers.

Keywords: BRCA1, BRCA2, tumor suppressor, oncogenes, cancer

1. Introduction

The term cancer is not the name of a single disease, but the name was given to all 
malignant tumors, the main reason for which is uncontrolled growth. The tumor, 
which becomes a mass as a result of uncontrolled cell proliferation, also attacks 
the surrounding cells and tends to spread throughout the body in the later stages 
of the disease (metastasis). Although cancer is an important health problem, it is 
not a common disease in childhood. On the other hand, statistics show that cancer 
affects one in three adults, causes up to 20% of all deaths, and covers about 10% 
of treatment costs in developed countries [1]. Cancer, which develops as a result 
of uncontrolled cell growth and development, is a phenomenon that occurs as a 
result of a complex series of cellular mechanisms working differently from normal. 
It is known that cancer occurs as a result of mutations in somatic cells and these 
mutations affect the expression of a series of genes. Cancers can develop in each 
tissue group depending on age, gender, and environmental factors [2–4]. Although 
it is known that cancer develops under the influence of genetic and environmental 
factors, environmental factors are more prominent in the formation of some types 
of cancer. It is now known to affect [5, 6]. There are two gene groups known to 
be involved in cancer formation. These are (1) Tumor suppressor genes and (2) 
proto-oncogenes [7, 8]. Breast cancers are the leading cancer types known to have 
tumor suppressor genes in their etiology. BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes are the leading 
tumor suppressor genes specific to breast cancers [9]. Studies have shown that these 
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two genes are particularly effective in the development of familial breast cancers. 
While the majority of cancers are sporadic, a small percentage can be hereditary, 
that is, familial. While the first mutation in the genes involved in hereditary cancers 
is inherited familial, the fact that the second mutation occurs in a limited number 
of somatic cells after birth is sufficient for cancerization. These types of cancers 
occur much earlier than non-familial cancers [9–16]. According to World Health 
Organization; When cancer-related deaths in women were investigated between 
2019 and 2020 worldwide, the most common type of cancer in all ages and genders 
is breast cancer, followed by prostate cancer and lung cancer, the least common can-
cer is thyroid cancer. However, the most common cause of death is lung cancer and 
breast cancer is the second most common type of cancer. According to International 
Agency for Research on Cancer of the World Health Organization; new cases and 
death rates of cancer the worldwide for 2020 are given below (Figure 1) [17–20], 
https://gco.iarc.fr/.

2. Causes of cancer

Although a lot of important information about the etiology of cancer has been 
obtained in recent years, the molecular mechanisms that cause cancer formation, 
that is, the excessive proliferation of a normal cell out of control, are still not fully 
clarified, and a new mechanism may emerge every year and hereditary factors are 
known to play a role together. Environmental factors include some chemical agents 
(nicotine), nutrition, radiation, viruses, living environmental conditions, and 
lifestyle [16, 21, 22].

2.1 Environmental factors

2.1.1 Chemical carcinogens

There is a threshold value for many carcinogens, amounts that do not exceed 
this threshold value are harmless. One-third of cancers seen in the USA and Europe 

Figure 1. 
Estimated age-standardized incidence and mortality rates (world) in 2020, worldwide, for both sexes, all 
ages [17].
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are cancers that develop due to the use of cigarettes and other tobacco products. 
Working conditions and some occupational chemicals are among the other environ-
mental factors that cause cancer. It is known that chemical agents such as asbestos 
and nicotine cause cancer formation [23–26].

2.1.2 Physical carcinogens

Ionizing Radiation. Skin cancers were common in the hands of radiologists in 
the periods when primitive devices were used and prevention methods were not 
well known. In studies conducted in the following years, it has been shown that 
bone, thyroid, lung, breast cancer, leukemia, and lymphoma develop with the 
effect of radiation [27–29]. Ultraviolet Rays (U.V). U.V rays have been shown to 
be associated with skin cancers. These include basal cell skin cancer, squamous 
(stratified squamous epithelium) skin cancer, and skin cancers such as melanoma 
[30–34].

2.1.3 Hereditary and genetic factors

Although cancer is a genetic disease, very few cancer cases show hereditary 
characteristics. Among all cancer types, the rate of hereditary cancers is less than 
1%. In families with hereditary cancer cases, cancer occurs more frequently than 
in the normal population. In families where cancer is inherited; The probability 
of passing the cancer gene from mother or father to child is 50%. Cancer cases in 
individuals in such families occur at an earlier age than in the general population. 
The tissues with the most familial cancer cases are colon, endometrium, ovary, and 
breast [35–37]. Two groups are very important in the formation of cancer. These; 
proto-oncogenes are tumor suppressor genes.

2.1.3.1 Proto-oncogenes and oncogenes

It is known that proto-oncogenes that regulate cell growth and differentiation 
have important roles in normal cell physiology (30). If a proto-oncogene differenti-
ates or starts to be expressed more than normal as a result of mutation or change 
in external stimulus; These changes cause uncontrolled growth and therefore 
malignant formations in the cell. With the mutation of proto-oncogenes, they turn 
into genes called oncogenes that stimulate continuous cell division [38, 39]. Proto-
oncogenes can be grouped into 4 groups according to the biochemical properties of 
protein products [40, 41].

a. Growth Factors: Growth factors are signal molecules in polypeptide structure 
that are secreted out of the cell and stimulate differentiation in the target 
cell. They recognize the target cell with special receptors on the cell surface 
and stimulate differentiation in the cell. The best-known growth factor is the 
platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF)(9). Growth factors are proteins that 
weigh between 4000 and 60,000 daltons and can affect cellular activities 
even in small amounts. 6 Growth factors are substances that enable growth 
and proliferation in various cell types. Many growth factors such as epidermal 
growth factor (EGF), mesodermal growth factor (MGF), platelet-derived 
growth factor (PDGF), granulocyte colony-stimulating factor (G-KUF), 
granulocyte macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-KUF) are isolated 7. 
As a result of studies with antioxidants, it has been explained that antioxidants 
may have a common function with growth factors and also have effects on 
factors [42, 43].
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b. Epidermal Growth Factor (Epidermal growth factor, EGF): It is a 53 amino 
acid polypeptide that is identical to Urogastron. It is found in many tissues and 
is released during platelet degranulation. Most cells have receptors for EGF. 
The most numerous receptors are found on epithelial cells; however, there are 
also receptors on endothelial cells, fibroblasts, and smooth muscle cells. It has 
chemotactic properties for epithelial cells, endothelium, and fibroblasts. It has 
the feature of stimulating angiogenesis and collagenase activity [44, 45].

FGF has also been studied in various animal models; After topical applica-
tion to the wound in the guinea pig ear, basic FGF has been shown to  
accelerate epithelialization. Cell number and collagen content increased 
with subcutaneous injection in guinea pigs. Topical basic FGF has a posi-
tive effect on wound healing problems that can be caused by infection and 
diabetes in mice [46–49].

c. Growth Factor receptors: Differentiated forms of some viral oncogenes 
produce normal growth factors with tyrosine kinase activity. Therefore, by 
binding to normal cells, they stimulate cell division and cause cancer develop-
ment. The most well-known growth factor receptors are erb B, erb B-2, and 
fms. GHR, the specific transmembrane receptor of growth hormone (GH), 
belongs to the class I hematopoietic cytokine receptor superfamily and is 
widely found in peripheral tissues. This group of receptors is associated with 
adapter tyrosine kinases such as Janus kinase 2. GHR; consists of three parts: 
extracellular, transmembrane, and intracellular. The extracellular portion of 
the GH receptor forms the high-affinity binding protein. GH binds to its recep-
tor by the extracellular binding site of the receptor protein; The receptor is then 
activated by dimerization. Activation of the receptor is followed by activation 
of the JAK–STAT pathway, followed by increased expression of IGF-1 and other 
growth hormone-related genes. After all, GHR; It regulates the effect of GH by 
removing it from the circulation [50–53].

d. Transcription Factors: Core proteins encoded by many genes form tran-
scription factors. Transcriptional control is done by binding these proteins 
to specific DNA sequences or DNA motifs. Transcription factors provide the 
expression of the target gene with positive or negative control. Gene activity 
is mainly regulated at the transcriptional level. As is known, many genes in 
prokaryotes are clustered in units called operons. Regulation of transcription 
of genes in operons is provided by activating by activator proteins and inhibit-
ing by repressor proteins. Gene activity in eukaryotes is basically controlled at 
the transcriptional level. However, eukaryotic chromosomes have both a larger 
structure and a higher degree of structural organization than prokaryotic 
chromosomes. Yeast, fruit fly, and human genomes contain 4, 40, and 1000 
times more DNA than Escherichia coli genomes, respectively. This redundancy 
not only gives eukaryotes potentials that are not found in prokaryotes, but also 
brings new dimensions to the replication and gene activity events in them. The 
activity of some specific genes in eukaryotic chromosomes depends on tran-
scription factors. For example, transcription of 5S ribosomal RNA genes may 
depend on the binding of proteins with multiple metal-binding stretches that 
fit into grooves in DNA to these genes [53–56].

e. Programmed Cell Death controls: Normal tissue structure; is achieved by 
the balance between differentiating cells and dying cells. Programmed cell 
death is crucial in normal embryogenesis and organ development. It has been 
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shown that the programmed cell death mechanism is lost in cancer cells. This 
mechanism is specifically controlled by the bcl 2 proto-oncogene. As a result 
of chromosomal translocations of this gene, it can be activated especially in 
lymphomas [57–59].

f. Oncogene activation mechanisms: Oncogenes can be activated in three ways: 
1, Mutations; 2, Gene amplification; 3, Chromosomal rearrangements.

1. Mutations: Changes occur in the structure of proteins encoded by onco-
genes activated as a result of mutations such as point mutations and frame-
shifts. As a result of these, changes occur in the critical binding sites of the 
protein, and they lose their protein binding properties and cause cancer 
development by failing to fulfill their duties.

2. Gene Amplification: Gene amplification occurs when the number of  
copies of a gene in the cell genome increases. The increase in gene copy 
number occurs especially with karyotype duplications. These formations 
are only seen quite frequently in tumor tissues.

3. Chromosomal Rearrangements: Chromosomal rearrangements are mostly 
changes that occur in hematological malignant tumors. Chromosomal trans-
locations, and inversions are the most common rearrangements [60–64]. The 
best example of chromosomal rearrangements of human proto-oncogenes 
is the (9;22) translocation. In approximately 95% of patients with chronic 
myeloid leukemia (CML), a reciprocal translocation occurs in bone marrow 
cells between chromosomes 9 and 22. As a result of this translocation, the 
Philadelphia chromosome, which is smaller than the normal 22 chromosome 
number, is formed [65–67]. As a result of this translocation, the abl proto-
oncogene is transferred from its normal location 9q34.1 to chromosome 22. 
The abl gene joins in its new location (“Breakpoint cluster region”) with a 
special sequence called bcr. The hybrid gene resulting from this fusion causes 
the synthesis of a new protein believed to be responsible for tumor forma-
tion in bone marrow cells. This new protein has tyrosine kinase activity and 
activates cell division to form tumors [8, 66, 67].

2.1.3.2 Tumor suppressor genes

Tumor suppressor genes were found for the first time as a result of studies on 
retinoblastoma, one of the very rare hereditary cancer types. Retinoblastoma is the 
most common type of cancer among childhood eye cancers and occurs bilaterally 
in 20–30% of cases [68, 69]. All bilateral cases and 15% of unilateral cases show 
autosomal dominant inheritance. The gene responsible for this disease is the Rb1 
gene located proximal to the long arm of chromosome 13 [70, 71]. As a result of 
chromosomal changes or point mutations, the functional protein related to this 
gene is either absent or unable to function in cells in tumor tissue. In such cases, 
hereditary mutation; is found in only one of the gene pairs and is therefore in a 
heterozygous state. In order for a tumor to develop in a person carrying the mutant 
gene, a new mutation must also occur in the normal partner of the mutant gene in 
the retinal cell(9). As a result of a second mutation, a tumor occurs when the other 
intact allele is changed or lost. This situation is also called loss of heterozygosity 
[72, 73], (Figure 2).

In hereditary retinoblastoma cancers, the first mutation occurred in the 
person either as a result of germline mutations or inherited from one of the 
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parents. In people carrying this gene, retinoblastoma occurs at a very early 
age [74]. As a result of studies on the localization of many tumor types that 
show oss of  heterozygosity for chromosome 13 and the localization of other 
tumor suppressor genes, more than 20 tumor suppressor gene regions were 
identified, the main ones being p53, retinoblastoma, BRCA 1, BRCA 2 (Table 1) 
[76–80].

2.1.3.2.1 p53 gene

The p53 gene is located in band 13 of the short arm of human chromosome 17. 
This gene, which is about 20 kb long; encodes a 2.8 kb mRNA and its product is a 
core phosphoprotein of 393 amino acids of 53 kD (10). Nucleotide and amino acid 
sequence analyzes have shown that; The p53 gene contains 5 conserved regions 
from neopus to human during evolution. This region includes exons 1, 4, 5, 7, and 8. 
These conserved regions are thought to be essential sites for the p53 wild-type pro-
tein. Specifically, the DNA binding region of the p53 gene contains 2 SV40 tumor 
antigen binding (T-ag), a nuclear localization signal, and multiple phosphorylation 
sites (Figure 3). The p53 protein controls gene expression positively or negatively 
by stopping the cell cycle in the G1 phase and binding to specific sequences and 
transcription factors. Normal p53 protein stops the cell cycle and leads the cell to 
programmed cell death in the absence of appropriate differentiation or proliferation 
factors [81–85].

Figure 2. 
Cancer formation model.
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2.1.3.2.2 BRCA1 gene

The chromosomal location of the BRCA 1 gene (Breast cancer susceptibility 
gene) was first identified in 1990 and cloned in 1994 [86]. The BRCA1 gene has 
24 exons (20) with approximately 100,000 base pairs, occupying 4 cM, located in 
the q12–21 region of chromosome 17; It is a gene that encodes a tumor suppressor 
protein. The 11th exon of the BRCA1 gene, which is very large, constitutes 61% of 
the entire gene. The BRCA1 gene encodes a tumor-suppressing protein with DNA 
binding properties that negatively affect cancer formation [87]. Recent studies have 
shown that the product of the BRCA1 gene; It has been shown to be a zing-finger 
protein with a zinc-binding site at the amino end [87–89].

Gene Cancer Localization Function Hereditary Syndrome

APC Colon cancer Cytoplasm Cellular adhesion Familial

DCC Colon cancer Cell membrane Cell adhesion 
molecule

—

NF1 Neurofibromas Cytoplasm GTPase activator Neurofibromatosis 
Type 1

NF2 Schwannomas and 
Meningioma

Cell membrane Cell membrane Neurofibromatosis 
Type 2

p53 Colon cancer and 
many other cancers

Nucleus Transcription 
factor

Li-Fraumeni syndrome

RB Retinoblastoma Nucleus Transcription 
factor

Retinoblastoma

RET Thyroid cancer 
pheochromocytom

Cell membrane Tyrosine kinase 
receptor

Multiple endocrine 
neoplasm Type 2

VHL Kidney cancer Cell membrane Transcription 
factor

Von Hippel–Lindau 
disease

WT-1 Nephroblastoma Nucleus Transcription 
factor

Wilms tumor

BRCA1 Breast cancer Breast tissue DNA repair, 
mismatch repair

Familial breast cancers

BRCA2 Breast cancer Breast tissue 
epithelium

DNA repair, 
mismatch repair

Familial breast cancers

Table 1. 
Some tumor suppressor genes and the types of cancer they cause [75].

Figure 3. 
Schematic structure of the p53 gene; TAS: Transcription activation region, protein binding region (HSP), SV40 
wide T-antigen region, adenovirus E1b and papillomavirus E6 binding region, cellular Mdm2 binding region, 
nuclear localization signal (NLS), oligomerization region (OLIGO) and phosphorylation region (cdc2 and 
CDK). The 5 conserved regions in evolution are indicated by the letters I, II, III, IV, and V, and the hot spot 
regions are indicated by the letters A, B, C, D.
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2.1.3.2.3 Mutation distribution

Breast tumors occur with the loss of both the wild-type allele of the BRCA1 
gene at 17q [90]. Since there are 500 different types and the BRCA 1 gene is a large 
gene, the frequency of mutation is quite high. Several clinically important muta-
tions have been found in this gene. While approximately 90% of these mutations 
are frameshift or nonsense mutations, the rest are mutations that cause changes in 
the stop codon and cause the immature protein to be made at the translation stage 
[35, 91–94]. Studies have been ongoing since the gene was cloned to develop a test 
that could detect familial cancer risk by detecting BRCA 1 mutations. The second 
most common group of mutations in the BRCA1 gene are 185delAG and 5382insG 
mutations [95, 96]. These constitute 10% of all mutations in the BRCA1 gene. These 
two mutations are seen with a frequency of approximately 10% in Ashkenazi and 
non-Ashkenazi Jews. The carrier rate of these mutations in the same group is 1%. 
Mutations 185delAG and 5382insG have also been shown to be found in Moroccan 
and non-Jewish families. The high incidence of deletions in the AG sequence at 
position 185 of BRCA1 has caused this region to be called the ‘Hotspot’ region. In 
germ-line mutation studies in all women, the incidence of breast cancer before the 
age of 40 was found to be 20% in 185delAG carriers [95, 97–99]. While the 5832insC 
mutation is most common in Russians and Jews of European origin, it is very low 
in Israeli Jews [100, 101]. The most common mutation in the Russian population is 
4153delA4 (Figure 4) [102].

2.1.3.2.4 The function of BRCA1

The BRCA 1 protein is a ring-finger protein of 1863′ amino acids (45, 46, 47). 
BRCA 1 is made in the differentiated epithelial cells of developing organs during 
embryonic development and puberty development. A significant increase in the 
mRNA level of BRCA 1 has been observed in breast epithelial cells during pregnancy 
in women without cancer. BRCA 1 expression in humans is stimulated by estrogen 
and decreases after birth (38,48). Suppression of BRCA 1 expression increases 
growth in both normal cells and malignant mammary epithelial cells [86, 90, 93]. 
Since the BRCA1 gene was isolated, its functions have been thought to play a role in 

Figure 4. 
Mutation distribution in the BRCA1 gene.
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transcription, control the cell cycle, and be associated with DNA repair mechanisms. 
It is a gene that participates in DNA repair mechanisms by interacting with basic 
transcriptional mechanisms (with RNA polymerase II, Transcription factors TFIIH, 
TFIIE, and RNA helicase A). BRCA1 and BRCA2 proteins together provide a repair 
of DNA double-strand breaks in mitotic cells [103, 104] BRCA1 protein interacts 
with the gamma-tubulin subunits of the centrosome during mitosis, stopping the 
cell cycle and providing damage control in DNA [105].

2.1.3.2.5 BRCA2 gene

BRCA2 is another tumor suppressor gene that was mapped to the long arm of 
the 13th chromosome by Wooster et al. in 1994 (7). The 13q12-13 region contain-
ing BRCA2 is also a region close to the retinoblastoma gene (36, 39). The BRCA2 
gene is a 70 kb gene with 27 exons, occupies 6 cM, and the product of the gene 
is a protein consisting of 3418 amino acids(36). The fact that exon 3 is similar to 
transcription factors indicates that it may have a function in this direction (33,). 
BRCA2 has a large 11th exon just like BRCA1(50). This exon makes up about 58% 
of the whole gene [86, 106–108]. While the risk of breast cancer and ovarian cancer 
is higher in patients with germline mutations in this gene, 30–40% loss of hetero-
zygosity is observed in patients with sporadic breast and ovarian cancer [109, 110]. 
Interestingly, almost all BRCA2 mutations are familial [111]. This theorizes that 
BRCA mutations can theoretically be traced back to an initial sporadic case and 
may indicate the presence of a ‘founder effect’. The majority of mutations in the 
BRCA 2 gene cause a frameshift condition. The most common frameshift mutation 
is the 999del5 mutation, which is also seen in Iceland. Other than that, the muta-
tions seen in other populations are as follows. Ashkenazi Jewish-6174delT, Dutch-
5579insA, Finns- 8555 T > G, 999del5, IVS23-2A > G, French Canadians 8765delAG, 
3398delAAAAG, Hungarians-9326insA, Pakistanis-3337C > T, Slovenians-
IVS16-2A > G [112]. People with certain mutations of the BRCA2 gene increase the 
risk of breast cancer by causing hereditary breast-ovarian cancer syndrome. As a 
result of research, hundreds of mutations in the BRCA2 gene, many of which cause 
an increased risk of cancer, have been identified. BRCA2 mutations are usually the 
addition or loss of a small number of DNA base pairs in the gene. As a result of these 
mutations, the protein product of the BRCA2 gene is abnormal and does not work 
properly. Research emerges as a result of the inability of the dysfunctional BRCA2 
protein to repair the damages in the DNA that make up the genome. As a result, 
there is an increase in mutations due to this faulty synthesis after unrepaired DNA 
damages, and some of these mutations can lead to uncontrolled division of cells and 
the formation of a tumor [107, 113, 114].

3. Conclusion

By revealing the environmental and genetic factors that are effective in the 
development of breast cancer, which is a very important social problem, studies to 
prevent breast cancer gain hope. The incidence of breast cancer differs from coun-
try to country in the world. While Hawaii, California, and Canada are in the first 
place with an incidence of 80–90 per hundred thousand per year, the same value 
is only between 12 and 15 per hundred thousand in Japan. Although the majority 
of breast cancers are sporadic cases, 5–10% of all cases are hereditary. BRCA1 and 
BRCA2 genes are known to be effective in the development of breast cancer. The 
BRCA1 gene is thought to be responsible for 4–5% of all breast cancers and 45% of 
hereditary breast cancers. The risk of developing breast cancer up to the age of 70 
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be seen as potential chemotherapy targets.
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Chapter 6

Two Faces of Nrf2 in Cancer
Mustafa Yildiz and Hatice Segmen

Abstract

Nuclear factor erythroid 2–related factor 2 (Nrf2) serves as a “main regulator” 
in response to internal or external cell stressors through coordinated induction of 
a wide range of cytoprotective genes. In cancer cells, Nrf2 increases expression of 
cytoprotective genes and, as a result, promotes proliferation through inhibition 
of apoptosis and metabolic reprogramming. Therefore, the activation of Nrf2 is 
an important regulator for prevention of cancer triggered by stresses and toxins. 
Defense system is activated by cellular pathways to ensure that response to stresses 
and toxins is sufficient for needs of the body. Nrf2 is a regulator of genes mediated 
by antioxidant response elements. Nrf2 is a pleiotropic gene that represents highly 
researched strategy in cancers. During recent decades, emerging evidence shows 
that Nrf2 is generally activated in many types of cancer by many mechanisms. Nrf2 
has been showed to contribute to chemoresistance of cancer cells, as well as carci-
nogenesis due to inflammation, in recent studies. This review provides an overview 
of current mechanisms of regulation of Nrf2 in normal cells and its dual effects in 
cancer. This chapter aims to rationalize these double roles by criticizing dependence 
of Nrf2 functions and methods behind these contradictory data.

Keywords: cancer, Nrf2, Keap1, oxidative stress, ARE

1. Introduction

Nrf2 is a central regulator of antioxidant response element (ARE)-related gene 
expression and immune response. This gene encodes a transcription factor that is 
a member of basic leucine zipper (bZIP) protein family. The encoded transcrip-
tion factor regulates genes containing antioxidant response elements (ARE) that 
many of these genes involve the generation of free radicals. Nrf2 is expressed in the 
kidney, liver, and intestine where detoxification occurs routinely. Nrf2 is located 
in cytoskeleton attached to Keap1. Nrf2, encoded by the nuclear factor (erythroid 
derived 2)-like 2 (Nfe2l2) gene, is a leucine zipper protein and a polypeptide. It has 
a molecular weight of 66 kDa and is widely expressed [1, 2]. Nfe2l2 gene contains a 
xenobiotic responsive element (XRE) at −712(XREL1) position of promoter region 
and two additional XRE-like elements found in +755(XREL2) and + 850(XREL3) 
positions, which are directly modulated by aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AHR) 
activation [3]. Nrf2, which is found in the cytoplasm in normal or stress-free 
conditions, migrates to the nucleus in case of oxidative stress and attaches to DNA. 
Mutations and changes in Nrf2 expression have been described in many cancer 
types [4–9]. Upregulation of Nrf2 is linked with many types of cancer, including the 
lung, skin, prostate, breast, and head–neck [6, 8, 10, 11]. Many mechanisms have 
been reported for the increased activity of Nrf2 in cancer cells. Some of them, (1) 
somatic mutations in Kelch-like ECH-related protein 1 (Keap1), Cullin 3 (CUL3) or 
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Nrf2 [12]; (2) epigenetic silencing of Keap1 [13]; (3) abnormal protein accumula-
tion that disrupts the interaction between Nrf2 and Keap1 [14]; (4) transcriptional 
upregulation of Nrf2 through oncogene-dependent signaling [15]; and modification 
of Keap1 by metabolic programming [16]. Increasing studies show that Nrf2 activa-
tion may not be beneficial in all types and stages of cancer over the past few years. 
In fact, Nrf2 can ensure survival of not only normal cells, but also cancer cells, 
and supports the process by which Nrf2 activation in malignant cells can sustain 
development of the disease. The roles of the bad or good side of Nrf2 [7, 8] have 
caused debates because it is still not clear whether Nrf2 acts as a tumor suppressor 
or oncogene [7, 9]. Nrf2 hyperactivity in tumors creates a protective environment 
that promotes survival by protecting cancer cells from radiotherapy, oxidative 
stress, and chemotherapeutic agents. Therefore, there is a growing range of research 
aimed at identifying the boundaries between Nrf2 positive and negative responses 
in cancer and targeting Nrf2 therapeutically [17–19]. It is clear that Nrf2 exactly 
plays its protective role without distinguishing for cancer and normal cells. Current 
studies acknowledge the double roles of Nrf2 in carcinogenesis: protective in the 
early stages and harmful in the later stages.

2. Basal state induction and cellular positions

Nrf2 is inactivated transcriptionally by binding to its regulator Keap1, which 
targets Nrf2 for proteasomal degradation in basal conditions. CUL3 ubiquitin 
ligase, which governs the degradation, is a third protein. Under stable conditions, 
ubiquitous Nrf2 is rapidly disrupted by 26S proteasome (Figure 1). Nrf2 has a very 
short half-life of less than 30 minutes. Therefore, Nrf2 is not abundant under basal 
conditions and, in light of current studies, supports the claim that Nrf2 is found at a 
relatively low level in most organs or tissues [20–22]. Nrf2-Keap1 is of first impor-
tance in balancing homeostatic environment since cells need to respond by adapting 
to different stresses. Cells can use highly toxic molecules to be used in the physi-
ological signal. These molecules contain reactive oxygen species (ROS) and reactive 
nitrogen types (RNSs) such as hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and nitric oxide (NO). 
Low concentrations of these molecules are used for adaptive intracellular signaling, 
and high concentrations are used for defense mechanisms against microorganisms 
[23, 24]. But, physiological concentrations of these molecules need to be precisely 
regulated, and Nrf2-Keap1 play important role in this signaling.

Nrf2 is a transcription factor that regulates cellular stress signals and reacts by 
directing different transcriptional programs. Limited number of researchers were 
working only on inhibiting its protective role and carcinogenesis in suppressing 
oxidative or electrophilic stress till a little more than a decade ago [25, 26], but 
recently, Nrf2 has become a topic of widespread interest and research area. Kelch-
like ECH-related protein 1 (Keap1) is a negative regulator, has encouraged many 
publications, and has become an important topic of discussion. The debate focuses 
on whether Nrf2 is tumor suppressor or reverse oncogenic, leading to the question 
of whether Nrf2 should be targeted for anticancer therapeutic agents [27].

Genetic analysis has shown mutations in Nrf2 and Keap1 in some cancers. These 
mutations increase Nrf2 expression and are related with resistance to chemotherapy 
and poor survival rate from cancer [18, 28]. Sequence analyses of Nrf2 and Keap1 
have identified many mutations within Kelch domain and in the Neh2 domain of 
Keap1-Nrf2; this causes Nrf2 to unstable due to Keap1’s inability to target Nrf2 for 
degradation and ubiquitination (Figure 1a). Whether activation or inhibition of 
Nrf2 is a good strategy for treatment or prevention of cancer is still unclear. In vivo 
studies have shown that basal Nrf2 protein levels decrease with age and associate 
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with lower expression target genes of Nrf2 [29, 30]. Therefore, it is more probable 
that Nrf2 acts as a defense against the aging process caused by free radicals, which 
gradually decreases over time, leading to accumulation of free radicals that can 
cause cancer progression [31, 32].

3. Keap1-Nrf2-ARE signaling

Keap1 has more than 20 groups of free sulfhydryl (-SH) in the cysteine resi-
dues. These highly reactive molecules for stress act as sensitive sensors. Reactive 
cysteine thiols are present as (S-) under physiological pH and are more reactive 
to ROS/RNS than sulfhydryl groups [33]. Keap1 alters cysteine residues, giving a 
response to oxidative or electrophilic stresses [34, 35]. Tert-butylhydroquinone 
(tBHQ ), an electrophile, reacts with reactive cysteine residues in Keap1 to activate 
Nrf2 [36]. Binding of tBHQ to Keap1 does not impair binding of Nrf2 to Keap1; 
this indicates that sequestration of Nrf2 from Keap1 homodimer cannot explain 
electrophilic mediated induction of Nrf2 accumulation within cells [37]. These 
modifications result in conformational changes of Keap1 and reverse degradation 
of Nrf2, which is then transcriptionally activated.

Different types of stressors react differently with the cysteine residues in Keap1, 
suggesting that the residues of cysteine in some way contribute to activity of Keap1 

Figure 1. 
Schematic of Nrf2 pathway. a) under normal conditions, Nrf2 is structurally bound to Keap1 protein 
in the cytoplasm. Keap1 regulates Nrf2. Keap1 targets Nrf2 for ubiquitination and then degradation via 
proteasomal pathway. b) ROS/electrophiles can cause sequestration of the Nrf2/Keap1 complex and subsequent 
phosphorylation of Nrf2, which is transferred to the nucleus. Nrf2 regulates transcriptional activation of 
antioxidant and detoxifying enzymes by binding target genes to antioxidant-sensitive elements (ARE) in 
promoter regions.
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individually or in combination (23,24). This indicates that Nrf2-Keap1 mechanism 
is not a simple “on” or “off” button mechanism but can instead respond with differ-
ent mechanisms by various stress factors [23, 35].

Some of the promising Nrf2 activator or inhibitor agents are currently in differ-
ent phases of clinical trials [38–40]. Human clinical trials were kept assessing the 
effects of inducers [41, 42]. These include: (1) approved and other purpose agents 
such as dimethyl fumarate (DMF) and Oltipraz; (2) compounds purified from 
natural sources such as broccoli sprouts, curcumin, resveratrol, and sulforaphane; 
and (3) highly potent triterpenoid derivatives, e.g., RTA 402-408 and CXA-10 [43].

Nrf2 protein, which forms a heterodimer structure with MA or Jun protein in the 
nucleus (Figure 1b), binds to ARE (Antioxidant Response Element) sequence on 
DNA and provides regulation of related gene expressions in favor of activation of 
antioxidant mechanisms [44]. PI3-kinase is responsible for nuclear translocation of 
Nrf2 and binding of Nrf2 to ARE to induce enzymes such as GST, HO-1, and NQO1. 
It is essentially a common DNA sequence called an antioxidant response element 
(ARE) similar to Nrf2-binding motif for induction [45].

Cancer cells have higher ROS levels than normal cells. Nevertheless, they can 
adapt to high ROS levels with the activating of certain ways that allow them to 
proliferate and survive. These ways include the activation of antioxidants to reduce 
ROS, as well as metabolic reprogramming pathways that can produce more ROS and 
make cancer cells more vulnerable to future stress [46, 47]. Keap1-Nrf2 pathway is 
one of the most important signaling pathways that play a role in the survival and 
defense of cell against xenobiotics and oxidative stress.

4. Keap1-dependent regulation of Nrf2

Keap1 contains 27 cysteines, which account for 4.33% of all amino acids, whereas 
the average cysteines content in human proteins is 2.26% [48]. Proteomic analyses 
have found that several of the 27 cysteines in Keap1 have been modified to respond 
to different electrophiles [49]. However, only three of the Keap1 cysteines, Cys151, 
Cys273, and Cys288, were found to be functionally important for Keap1-Nrf2 
regulation [50]. Cys273 and Cys288 target Cys151, which is a subset of Nrf2 activa-
tors, although they are essentials for Keap1 to inhibit Nrf2 under basal conditions. 
During oxidative stress, ROS reacts with cysteine residues of Keap1, including C151, 
C273, and C288, allowing Nrf2 to escape Keap1-mediated degradation [51].

Human Nrf2 protein has 605 amino acids and seven highly preserved Neh  
(Nrf2-ECH homology) domains from Neh1 to Neh7 (Figure 2). Neh1 domain con-
tains small musculoaponeurotic fibrosarcoma homologous proteins (MafF, MafG 
or MafK) and a basic leucine zipper (bZIP) motif that is heterodimerized for DNA 
binding and transcriptional activation [52]. Neh2 regulatory domain of N-terminal 
contains DLG and ETGE motifs critical to Keap1 binding and resulting in Nrf2 
degradation [53].

Neh3 domain is located in C-terminal of Nrf2 contains VFLVPK motif, which is 
critical for binding to CHD6 helicase [54]. Nrf2’s N-terminal includes two transacti-
vation domains, Neh4 and Neh5, and both domains were found to be necessary for 
Nrf2’s maximum transactivation activity [55]. Neh6 domain contains a degron con-
taining a DSG motif embedded in a set of serine-rich residues. This binding region 
is a docking site for adaptor protein β-TrCP, which mediates ubiquitin ligase of Nrf2 
by a Cullin1-Rbx1 complex [56]. Neh7 domain interacts with the retinoic acid recep-
tor a (RARa) and suppresses Nrf2 transcriptional activity in the nucleus [57].

Nrf2 degradation can be stopped when exposed to electrophiles and ROS. 
Reactive cysteines are a small set of protein cysteines with pKa values relatively low 
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around 4 and 5 due to the effect of surrounding amino acid microenvironment, 
unlike most protein cysteine thiols with pKa values of about 8.5. Reactive thiols 
are perfectly targets for electrophiles, and indeed, several electrophilic reagents 
have been shown to directly alter thiols. The modification of Keap1 is thought to 
impair structural integrity of Keap1-Cul3 E3 ligase complex, causing a decrease in 
ubiquitination activity, thereby facilitating accumulation of Nrf2 [58, 59]. In recent 
studies, presence of unrestricted Keap1 has recognized deleterious effects to cellular 
homeostasis and highlighted Nrf2’s role as Keap1’s suppressor that implies that Nrf2 
and Keap1 are mutually blocking each other [60]. Under normal conditions, Keap1 
plays an important role in limiting Nrf2 activity by binding to DLG/ETGE motifs in 
the Neh2 domain and inducing ubiquitination and proteasomal degradation of Nrf2 
(Figure 1a) [61].

Permanent activation of Nrf2 in tumor cells is activation of p62, that is, a 
multifunctional protein involved in selective autophagy that is often overexpressed 
in tumors [6]. p62 in phosphoryl form can bind with Keap1 in the same binding 
domain for Nrf2, thereby competitively inhibiting Keap1/Nrf2 interaction result-
ing in Nrf2 stabilization and translocated into the nucleus. Nrf2 can consecutively 
upregulate p62 gene expression, thereby upregulation of a pro-survival circuit that 
can support tumor formation. The accumulation of proteins and metabolites that 
disrupt Keap1-Nrf2 can activate Nrf2 in cancer. p62 is the best-known disruptor 
that competes with Nrf2 for direct attachment to Keap1 through an SQSTM1 motif 
similar to ETGE motif in Nrf2 [62]. After p62 is bound to Keap1, it causes Keap1 
to go into autophagic degradation [63]. Recent studies have shown that p62 gene 
expression is upregulated in hepatocellular carcinoma and that the activation of 
Nrf2 induced by p62 is critical for HCC development [64, 65].

Kelch domain of Keap1 interacts with two different sequences of amino acids 
found in the N-terminal of Nrf2: ETGE and DLG [66]. Based on a series of critical 

Figure 2. 
Domain structure of Keap1 and Nrf2. a) Keap1 is sectioned into five domains. These are N-terminal region 
(NTR), Tramtrack, and Bric-à-Brac (BTB) domain, an intervening region (IVR), six Kelch repeats, and a 
C-terminal region (CTR). The BTB domain mediates homodimerization of Keap1 monomers as well as Cul3 
binding. The IVR contains several important cysteines for regulating Keap1 activity by forming a complex with 
CUL3 and RBX1 to form a component of E3 ubiquitin ligase. Both IVR and CTR are responsible for Keap1 to 
retain Nrf2 in the cytoplasm. The NTR contains 60 amino acids. The Kelch domain in Keap1 consists of six 
repeat sequences (K1–K6) and interacts with DLG and ETGE of Nrf2 domain. The Kelch domain also contains 
double glycine repeats (DGR). b) Nrf2 comprises seven Nrf2-ECH(Neh1-7) homology domains. The Neh6 
domain, which is serine-rich region, and Neh2 are important for binding because they are negative regulatory 
domains of Keap1 and β-TrCP, respectively, resulting in Nrf2 ubiquitination and proteasomal degradation. 
Neh3, Neh4, and Neh5 domains are necessary for binding to transcriptional activity. The Neh1 domain is a 
basic leucin zipper motif, which is responsible for its stability, ARE sequence to bind in DNA, and dimerization 
with sMaf proteins. The Neh7 domain interacts with the retinoid X receptor alpha (RXRα), which is a 
repressor of Nrf2.
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observations, “Hinge-Latch model” (Figure 3) that is Keap1-Nrf2 interactive 
two-site binding model was proposed [66]. ETGE motif has a higher affinity for 
Kelch-repetition domain than DLG motif. Therefore, Keap1 captures Nrf2 through 
ETGE motif before DLG motif is attached to adjacent unoccupied Kelch-repeat 
domains; this is called the “hinge and latch” mechanism [67, 68]. The modes of 
binding DLG and ETGE to Keap1 are quite different [69]. Keap1-DLG binding is 

Figure 3. 
The regulation of Nrf2 via the Nrf2-Keap1-ARE mechanism under basal and stress conditions, as explained 
with the “hinge and latch” model. a) under basal condition, two Keap1 molecules and one Nrf2 molecule form 
a trimer structure and Nrf2 is polyubiquitylated by the Keap1-Cul3 E3 ubiquitin ligases and then disrupted by 
26S proteasome (Figure 1a). b) under induced conditions, inducers(ROS/electrophiles) modify Keap1 cysteine 
thiols and inhibit Nrf2 ubiquitination, causing Nrf2 activation and induction. c) the binding of Nrf2 to Keap1 
is disrupted by the modifications of cysteine residues of Keap1, which contains what is known as the “cysteine 
code.” these modifications lead to conformational changes that enable Nrf2 to escape from degradation and lead 
to Nrf2 upregulation. It occurred via the loss of binding of the low-affinity interaction with DLG(latch) motif 
to Keap1 and binding with the ETGE(hinge) motif remains. d) Stress-induced modification of Keap1 cysteines 
disrupted Keap1’s ability to serve as an adapter for the Cul3-Keap1 ubiquitin ligase complex, thereby causing 
stabilization and transcriptional activation of Nrf2. On both models shown in C and D, Nrf2 translocates to 
the nucleus, binds to the ARE, and activates gene expression such as NQO1, HO-1, and GST.
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characterized as kinetically a “fast-on-fast-off,” which is thermodynamically guided 
by both enthalpy and entropy. In contrast, ETGE-Keap1 binding is characterized 
by completely enthalpy guided and involves a two-state reaction that leads to more 
stable conformation [70, 71]. These findings support the claim that DLG motif 
serves as a converter that transmits environmental stress to Nrf2 induction as a latch 
(Figure 3).

5. Nrf2-regulated cytoprotective genes

Nrf2 plays a major role in the protective mechanism against xenobiotics, which 
can initiate carcinogenesis by damaging DNA [72]. Nrf2 increases expression of 
antioxidant enzymes. Gene transcription profiles showed that not all genes around 
Nrf2 are transcriptionally regulated by Nrf2 binding. These genes require transcrip-
tion factors, cofactors, and intermediaries for complete activation [73]. Antioxidant 
molecules such as glutathione (GSH), vitamin C and E, bilirubin, and antioxidant 
proteins such as thioredoxin (Trx), Superoxide Dismutase (SOD), catalase, perox-
iredoxin, glutathione peroxidase (GPx) are major antioxidant molecules that play 
a role in balancing oxidative stress. Nrf2 and its downregulatory effectors have 
been shown to be critically important regulators in the regulation of intracellular 
redox state and in protecting cells from oxidative stress and chemical damage in the 
lungs and liver [74, 75]. Nrf2 loss has been associated with advanced metastasis. For 
example, loss of Nrf2 initiates a harmful cascading of decreased GST expression 
and raises ROS level, ultimately leading to DNA damage and tumor formation [76]. 
The role of Nrf2 signaling as a tumor suppressor is due to a lot of in vivo studies 
comparing susceptibility to carcinogenicity chemically induced in Nrf2-knockout 
mice (Nfe2l2−/−) and wild-type mice. In this context, Nrf2-null mice were found 
to be more prone to developing bladder, stomach, and skin cancer when exposed to 
carcinogen substances compared with wild-type mice. This gene has a deficiency 
and susceptibility to oxidative damage, and chemical carcinogenesis increases in 
Nrf2-knockout mice [75]. Expression of antioxidant and phase II enzymes was 
found to be eliminated in mice with Nrf2 deficiency. Heavy quinone-induced 
made mice with Nrf2 deficiency more prone to skin cancer, while NQO1 and GST 
expression regulated by Nrf2 decreased compared with wild mice [77]. In addi-
tion, expression levels of ARE-mediated genes such as glutathione-S-transferases 
(GSTs) isozymes, NADP(H): quinone oxidoreductase (NQO1), stress response 
proteins such as heme oxygenase (HO-1), glutamate cysteine ligase (GCL), and 
UDP-glucuronosyltransferase (UGT) were found to be significantly repressed in 
mice with Nrf2 deficiency compared with their wild types [25, 78, 79]. Nrf2 tran-
scriptional targets are not only a well-known antioxidant enzyme such as glutathi-
one peroxidase (GPX) and superoxide dismutase (SOD) to clean ROS, but also two 
other genes related to detoxification and anabolic reprogramming.

Nrf2 downstream targets are separated into three main groups: phase I and 
phase II drug metabolizing enzymes (DMEs) and phase III drug carriers. Phase 
I enzymes oxidize drugs or xenobiotics such as aldo-ketoreductases (AKRs) and 
cytochrome P450s (CYPs) encoded by genes regulated by Nrf2; Phase II enzymes 
conjugate products of phase I reactions, while phase III enzymes carry final  
metabolites out of cells in collaboration to implement a cytoprotective function. 
Several phase I enzymes also play important roles in removal of xenobiotics 
through hydrolysis, reduction, and oxidation. Phase I, cytochrome P450 (CYP) 
family, aldehyde oxidase (ACO) contain modification of xenobiotics by enzymes 
such as aldehyde dehydrogenases (ALDHs), aldo-ketoreductases (AKRs), alcohol 
dehydrogenases (ADHs), esterase, flavins-containing monooxygenases (FMOs), 
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and cyclooxygenases (COXs) [80]; (ii) phase II enzymes such as GST, UGT, 
Sulfotransferases (SULTs), N-acetyltransferases (NATs), and methyltransferases 
(MTs) add polar groups to phase I products to prepare them from excretion [81]; 
and (iii) carriers, ATP-binding cassette (ABC), and dissolved solute-carrier (SLC) 
export metabolites (modified) out of the cell [82].

Phase II drug metabolism or conjugation reactions involve a different group of 
enzymes, which often lead to water-soluble products that can be excreted with bile 
or urine. Conjugation reactions include: glucuronidation, acetylation, sulfation, 
methylation, amino acid and glutathione conjugation.

The protective effects of upregulation of Nrf2 signaling can be in various forms. 
Protection can be instantaneous by stimulation of genes that are directly regulated 
through Nrf2 binding to AREs in the target genes [83, 84]. Protective effects can be 
secondary through stimulation of macromolecular damage removal/repair mecha-
nisms [84, 85]. Protective effects can be tertial through induction of tissue repair/
regeneration pathways [86]. p53, which is a tumor suppressor, reduces Nrf2 activity, 
stopping cell growth and inducing apoptosis [87].

Regulation of Nrf2 can be unstable against the loss of inducible nature of Nrf2 
signaling and acquisition of a structurally active phenotype. The constructive signal 
for expression of cytoprotective enzymes would give cells surviving chance under 
stress conditions. This seemingly positive condition would become a serious disad-
vantage in progression of cancer pathogenesis and treatment. Therefore, structural 
activation or increased signaling of Nrf2 pathway can be determined for destiny of 
cell during tumorigenesis and affect response to radiotherapy and chemotherapy. 
Under these circumstances, Nrf2 can be described as an oncogene [32, 88].

6. Tumor suppressor and oncogenic roles of Nrf2

Nrf2 protects cells from oxidative stress, in vivo studies with rats have shown 
that basal Nrf2 protein levels decrease with age and correlate with lower expres-
sion of Nrf2 target genes [89]. Increasing Nrf2 activity, which facilitates tumor 
formation and proliferation of K-Ras, B-Raf, and Myc in cancer cells, helps reduce 
intracellular ROS levels. Overexpression of Nrf2 also regulates cell proliferation by 
directing glucose and glutamine to anabolic pathways, increasing purine synthesis 
and affecting pentose phosphate pathway to promote cell proliferation [90]. In 
addition, under hypoxia/reoxygenation, Keap1 reduced expression and increased 
expression of Prx1, Nrf2, and peroxiredoxin-1 (Prx1) proteins, which reduce ROS 
levels and ultimately protect cancer cell [91]. In a study of Nrf2+/− mice exposed to 
diesel exhaust and N-nitroso butyl (4-hydroxybutyl) amine, increased pulmonary 
DNA adducts and bladder tumors were shown [92, 93].

Mutations that cause Keap1 loss of function and Nrf2 function gain and gene 
mutations that lead to electrophilic metabolite accumulation can also trigger 
continuous Nrf2 activity in cancer [94]. Nrf2 and its target gene expression levels 
can serve as biomarkers for diagnosis of lung cancers. Large-scale multi-tumor 
sequencing efforts by The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) project found that CUL3 
and Keap1 function loss and Nrf2 functional gain mutations were significantly 
enriched in lung adenocarcinoma, pulmonary squamous cell carcinoma and lung 
squamous cell carcinoma, and bladder cancer [95–97].

Oncogene activation, including oncogenic mutants of K-Ras, B-Raf, and c-Myc, 
may cause upregulated expression of Nfe2l2 gene [98]. K-Ras and B-Raf activa-
tions induce transcription of Nrf2 through activation of Jun and Myc transcription 
factors. This activation of Nrf2 has been shown to be critical for increased chemore-
sistance and tumor growth of Ras mutant cancer cells [15, 99].
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mRNA and protein levels of AKRs have been shown to be biomarkers for diag-
nosis of cancers activated by Nrf2 [100]. AKRs are detected with greater precision 
than Nrf2. Several studies have shown that cancer cells with high levels of Nrf2 are 
less susceptible to common chemotherapeutic agents such as etoposide, carboplatin, 
cisplatin, 5-fluorouracil, and doxorubicin [10, 11, 101, 102].

Nrf2-targeting agents with advanced specificity are needed to increase effective-
ness of cancer treatment. In addition, controversial roles of Nrf2 in cancer preven-
tion and progression suggest that more issues need to be addressed to determine 
optimal use of Nrf2 activators or inhibitors in the clinic [103]. Nrf2 may have both 
tumor-suppressive and -promoting effects (Figure 4). Nrf2 target genes regulate 
autophagy, mitochondrial physiology, redox homeostasis, proteasomal degradation, 
energy metabolism, iron metabolism, amino acid metabolism, survival, reproduc-
tion, DNA repair, and drug metabolism and excretion [104–106].

Overexpression of sMaf proteins results in a decrease in transcriptional activity 
of Nrf2. However, there are no studies that identify different gene expressions or 
mutations of sMaf family proteins in tumors [107].

Dysregulation of epigenetic mechanism is hallmark of cancer. It is shown that 
acetylation conditions resulted in promoting nuclear localization of Nrf2, while 
deacetylation promoting cytoplasmic rather than nuclear localization of Nrf2. 
Hypermethylation of Keap1 promoter has been detected in the breast, lung, brain, 
and colorectal [108–110] and causes a decrease in Keap1 mRNA production and 
therefore Nrf2 activation [111–113].

7. Conclusions

In general, the question of whether Nrf2 activation is bilateral role is explained 
via several contexts, levels, and mechanisms. The above data strongly suggest 
that inhibition or activation of Nrf2 alone or in combination can be a promising 
therapeutic strategy for cancer treatment. In numerous in vitro and in vivo stud-
ies, multiple genomic, transcriptional, and proteomic mechanisms related to Nrf2 
activation in cancer have been explained in detail. Targeting one of redox signaling 

Figure 4. 
Involvement of Nrf2 in the hallmarks of cancer contributes directly or indirectly. (red is blocker and green is 
activator roles to promote tumorigenesis).
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Benign Prostatic Hyperplasia: 
Epidemiology, Pathophysiology, 
and Clinical Manifestations
Luz Irene Pascual Mathey

Abstract

The prostate secretes 20% of the seminal fluid. One of its main pathologies is 
benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH), the most common benign disease in older men. 
It has an 8–10% prevalence in men 40 years of age and older, increasing to more 
than 90% in men over 90 years, with lower urinary tract symptoms being one of its 
main complications. Although the etiology of BPH is not still fully known, testos-
terone and estradiol have shown a permissive role. Likewise, other factors have 
emerged, such as inflammation, growth factors, and prolactin, which influence 
the development of BPH. These factors act through binding to specific receptors, 
intervening in BPH and prostate cancer development. Existing treatments signifi-
cantly reduce clinical symptoms, including lower urinary tract symptoms. However, 
it is a nonpreventable disease; some factors can reduce its incidence: diet, physical 
activity, and moderate consumption of alcohol and tobacco, some of which have 
been proposed to have a protective role. Therefore, this chapter aims to update the 
preclinical and clinical evidence on the etiology of this disease, briefly describing 
the epidemiology, clinical manifestations, and therapeutic and preventive modali-
ties in managing BPH.

Keywords: BPH, age, LUTS, QOL, risk factors, diagnosis, treatments, prevention

1. Introduction

The prostate is an accessory gland whose primary function is to provide 20% 
of seminal fluid [1, 2]. Therefore, its location is decisive for developing benign 
prostatic hyperplasia (BPH), the most common disease in older men. Furthermore, 
its prevalence increases proportionally with the increasing age of the individual [3], 
the main complication being lower urinary tract symptoms, which directly impacts 
patients’ quality of life (QOL), producing sadness and depression [4].

Although it is an age-related etiology, multiple factors intervene in its devel-
opment, such as metabolic syndrome, inflammation, hormonal changes, and 
growth factors, which influence and regulate the development of this pathology 
[3, 5–7]. BPH is not a condition with a high mortality rate; its high prevalence 
is related to complications of severe lower urinary symptoms, including sexual 
dysfunction, which notoriously affects the QOL of the elderly [2]. Although it is 
well characterized, its etiology is poorly understood. It is known that androgens 
play a permissive role [7]. The imbalance between the levels of androgens and 
estrogens plays a decisive role in developing BPH and cancer [6]. In addition, 
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other factors have emerged, with growth factors responsible for cell differentia-
tion and proliferation, playing a decisive role in the development of BPH [6]. 
Furthermore, some studies have suggested the participation of other nonsteroidal 
hormones and proinflammatory cytokines in stimulating the growth of prostate 
epithelial tissue, contributing to the hyperproliferative process that accompanies 
BPH [8, 9].

Due to this, different combined treatments are used to reduce symptoms and 
improve the patient’s health. Although alternative therapies have shown improve-
ments in “in vivo” and “in vitro” models, they do not offer the same efficacy as 
existing treatments. In severe cases, it is necessary to accompany the pharmacologi-
cal treatment with surgical procedures, which significantly improve the symptoms, 
although they can cause side effects [8, 10].

This disease cannot be prevented. However, it has been reported that the modu-
lation of certain habits can decrease BPH incidence. Among these are obesity, diet, 
physical activity, and the consumption of alcohol and tobacco, which can directly 
influence the development of this etiology [4, 11].

Due to the high incidence of this etiology in the elderly, it is essential to provide 
updated information on this pathology. Therefore, this chapter aims to provide 
recent information on BPH development in older men.

2. Prostate, the energetic reproductive gland in men

The prostate is an accessory sex gland that has an approximate volume of 
20–30 g, which is reached between 18 and 20 years. One of its primary functions is 
to contribute approximately 20% of the secretions from the seminal fluid, together 
with those produced by the seminal vesicles and the bulbourethral glands [1, 2].

It has a very particular ubication in the lower pelvis, below the bladder. It is 
related in front with the pubis and behind with the rectum. It is shaped like an 
inverted cone, with a base of 4 cm in transverse diameter, 2 cm in the anteropos-
terior direction, and 3 cm in its vertical diameters. It is crossed in its vertical axis 
by the urethra and, in a more horizontal and posterior plane, by the ejaculatory 
ducts [2].

Histologically, three well-defined prostate areas have been reported: the transi-
tion zone (5%), located near the urethra surrounding the periurethral space; the 
central zone (25%), where the main ducts of the seminal vesicles and the prostate 
are found; and the peripheral zone (70%), the widest, which is palpable during the 
digitorrectal examination, being the site where 90% of prostate cancers (PC) are 
generated [3]. The periurethral area of   the transition zone consists of two separate 
glands that lie immediately posterior to the periprostatic sphincter. Furthermore, a 
characteristic that is unique to the prostate gland in humans is that it is surrounded 
by the prostate capsule, which is formed by a thin layer of fibromuscular tissue that 
continues with the stroma, limiting the growth of the gland [5].

3. Benign prostatic hyperplasia: cause or consequence of complications

BPH is a hyperplastic process that results in the growth of epithelial and stromal 
cells located in the periurethral area of   the submucosa and transitional zone of   the 
prostate, the leading site where BPH develops. The elongation of this area is accom-
panied by changes in the tissue’s stromal/muscular characteristics [5]. It has a preva-
lence of 26.2% worldwide, which has remained constant in the last two decades 
[6]. It is considered the most common benign tumor in men over 40 years of age, 
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representing the second cause of surgical intervention and the first of consultation 
with a specialist (urologist) [2].

Although it is an age-related disease, there are other associated risk factors: race, 
diet, obesity, metabolic syndrome, type 2 diabetes mellitus, cardiovascular diseases, 
alcohol consumption, urinary tract infections (UTIs), and physical inactivity [3, 5–7].

Moreover, there are hereditary factors associated with BPH. In this sense, a rela-
tive risk increase of 3.3 has been demonstrated in monozygotic vs. dizygotic twins, 
in addition to a higher risk of incidence in siblings with an early onset of the disease. 
Similarly, some specific genetic risk factors have been evidenced. For example, the 
loss of the Y chromosome and the presence of variants of type II 5α-reductase gene 
are included [6, 7].

Interestingly, it has been reported that involution of the prostate is related to an 
alteration of the immune system; the presence of bacteriuria increases with age in men 
with a sixfold increase in the number of white blood cells in the prostate secretions of 
those with BPH than in those without, as well as a presence of bacteria in the 36.7% of 
the cases [12]. The first symptoms appear in the average 40 years, a period after which 
growth becomes significant; some reports indicate that the annual growth can be 
from 40 to 90% between 40 and 50 years. Of the total number of people who develop 
BPH, approximately between 10 and 41% will present lower urinary tract symptoms 
(LUTS), which increases in severity with age, being the prostatic capsule, the struc-
ture involved in development; limiting the growth of the prostate gland causes an 
increase in urethral resistance and the symptoms associated with LUTS [5, 6].

Among its main symptoms is the low frequency in urinary flow, the feeling 
of emptying and filling, in addition to post-void symptoms and those related to 
voiding volume [13]. Moreover, it has been reported that the severity of discomfort 
caused by LUTS is related to various sexual problems. It has been reported that the 
lengthening of the transitional zone is associated with a decrease in sexual desire 
and function, the ejaculatory process, as well as incontinence (on some occasions), 
which causes a significant impact on the patients’ QOL [5, 6].

4. Lower urinary tract symptoms and BPH

LUTS have been reported to have a combination of voiding, filling, and post-
void symptoms. All these are present in different degrees of severity. However, 
voiding symptoms are the most prevalent, while filling symptoms are the most 
annoying and interfere with patients’ QOL [2, 13].

Filling symptoms include urgency, nocturia, frequency, and urge urinary 
incontinence; voiding consists of weak stream, urination in drip, intermittent 
stream, delay, effort, and voiding drip; post-void symptoms include the sensation 
of incomplete voiding and post-void dribbling [2].

The prevalence of LUTS increases with age, reporting 0–20% in men aged 
40–60 years; in 70-year-old men, the frequency of moderate-to-severe symptoms 
is three times higher than in young men [13]; over 20% of men over 60 years of age 
will have complications from LUTS, a situation that will exceed 40% in those over 
70 years of age, which will significantly affect the QOL [7], being one of the main 
complications, those related to erectile dysfunction (ED), which is generally associ-
ated with severe symptoms of LUTS.

4.1 LUTS and erectile dysfunction (ED)

ED is a chronic condition manifested by the inability to achieve/maintain an 
erection during sexual behavior to have satisfactory sexual function. This condition 
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is directly related to age. Therefore, it follows a very narrow pattern with the devel-
opment of BPH and the appearance of LUTS [2].

Different causes associated with ED have been described, including psychologi-
cal and organic. This last includes anatomical or hormonal defects, degeneration, 
impaired vasodilation of the penile vessels, and in some instances, a combination of 
both. Therefore, people with cardiovascular or neurodegenerative diseases are more 
likely to develop ED [2].

Furthermore, a multicenter study in several countries, including the United 
States, Italy, Netherlands, Germany, Spain, and England, showed that more than 
50% of men suffered from sexual dysfunction due to LUTS. Similarly, the study 
showed an incidence of erection problems in 49% of men aged 50–80 years, sug-
gesting LUTS as independent risk factors for the appearance of ED [2].

5. Risk factors associated with BPH

5.1 Androgens

The role of androgens in the development of the etiology of BPH has not yet 
been fully elucidated, so the evidence found shows contrasting results. However, 
in general, it is known that the normal growth and function of the prostate gland 
are dependent on the presence of testicular androgens. In this sense, it is known 
that, in the prostate, testosterone (T) is converted to dihydrotestosterone (DHT) 
through the action of the enzyme 5α-reductase type II, the primary androgen in 
this tissue, because it has a 10-fold higher affinity for androgen receptors (AR) 
than T [6, 8].

Surprisingly, it has been shown that DHT levels remain elevated in the older men 
(90% of its production being of prostate origin and 10% of adrenal origin), while 
peripheral circulating levels of T decrease with age [5, 6, 8]. Therefore, the effects 
associated with BPH are attributed to the autocrine, paracrine, and endocrine 
actions of DHT rather than T [7].

The action mechanism of androgens is carried out by binding to specific AR, 
which is expressed mainly within the lumen of epithelial cells and in a low propor-
tion in prostate stromal cells. Interestingly, it has been shown that, like DHT, AR is 
upregulated in tissue with BPH compared with normal tissues. In addition, it has 
been shown that a deficiency in type II 5α-reductase enzyme does not produce the 
elongation associated with BPH, with an effect like that observed in eunuchs or 
patients with hypogonadism, in which the hyperplastic change characteristic of this 
pathology did not occur. However, until now, there is insufficient evidence about 
the importance of elevated DHT and AR in the etiology of BPH [6, 12].

5.2 Estrogens

Estrogens are steroid hormones synthesized mainly in the testes through the 
biotransformation of T to estradiol (E2) by the action of the aromatase enzyme. 
Once synthesized, it travels through the circulation to exert its activity in different 
tissues [1, 6].

They are mainly involved in female physiology; however, in men, one of the 
most studied estrogenic effects is the negative feedback on the secretion of T. This 
effect is associated with the inhibition of the secretion of luteinizing hormone (LH) 
at the pituitary gland, affecting the hypothalamic-pituitary-gonad axis (HPG) in 
charge of stimulating testicular Leydig cells to produce T. Because of this, there will 
be a decrease in T levels, as well as its active metabolite, DHT [1].
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These effects are mediated by binding to specific estrogen receptors (ER; ER α 
and β), with direct implications in the pathophysiology of the prostate. Evidence 
shows that ERα promotes proliferation, in contrast to ERβ, which has a pro-apop-
totic effect, behaving as a protective factor in BPH and PC. This effect could be due 
to the ER location since ERα is mainly within the prostatic stromal tissue, while ERβ 
is primarily at the basal epithelial cells [1, 6].

However, when estrogen exposure is excessive, it is correlated with susceptibility to 
both benign and malignant hyperproliferative disorders. This seems to be the result of 
changes in the expression pattern of steroid hormone receptors in the epithelium, which 
goes from being a predominantly androgen-dependent tissue to one with greater sensi-
tivity to estrogens and, therefore, more susceptible to the development of the BPH [1, 6].

5.3 Growth factors

Growth factors (GFs) are small peptide molecules that have a central role in 
regulating growth, differentiation, and programmed cell death. These are released 
mainly by stromal cells in the prostate, acting through autocrine/paracrine com-
munication mechanisms to regulate prostate cell homeostasis [5, 6]. Among these 
factors, which DHT stimulates, are transforming growth factor-beta (TGF-β), 
fibroblast growth factor (FGF), and epidermal growth factor (EGF); On the one 
hand, TGF-β is an inhibitor of epithelial cell growth, in contrast to FGF and EGF, 
which stimulates cell growth and differentiation [5, 6].

Interestingly, there is a close relationship between GFs and steroid hormones 
in the development of BPH; the activation of the AR leads to the increase of 
the GFs responsible for cell proliferation. Specifically, it has been shown that in 
AR-expressing fibroblast cells, FGF is overexpressed. Similarly, it has been reported 
that TGF induces the differentiation of fibroblasts into myofibroblasts in the 
stroma, regulating the response of epithelial cells to insulin-like growth factor-1 
(IGF-1), which increases the stromal cell proliferation observed in BPH [6].

Therefore, insulin also plays a vital role in establishing BPH; the evidence 
shows a higher incidence in diabetic patients. This effect is related to the previously 
discussed IGF-1 levels [3]. Similarly, it has been reported that patients with meta-
bolic syndrome (hypertension, dyslipidemia, glucose intolerance, obesity, insulin 
resistance, etc.) have higher prostate volumes than those without it; a similar situa-
tion is observed in obese patients (with a high content of fatty tissue), hypertensive, 
and in those with low levels of high-density lipoprotein (HDL) [7].

5.4 Prolactin

Prolactin (PRL) is a protein hormone synthesized mainly in the adenohypophy-
sis and whose regulation is carried out by topical inhibition of dopamine. It is 
synthesized in different tissues, including the mammary gland, the ovary, testes, 
seminal glands, and the prostate. PRL participates in a wide variety of physiologi-
cal processes, including the regulation of metabolism, behavior, reproduction cell 
growth, differentiation, and proliferation [9, 14].

The mechanism by which PRL performs its effects is by binding to a specific 
membrane receptor, the prolactin receptors (PRLR), which belong to the class I 
cytokine receptor family, and share homology with the growth hormone receptor 
(GHR) and the thyrotropin-releasing hormone receptor (TRHR) [14]. Under nor-
mal conditions, PRL has been shown to increase androgen production in the pros-
tate and the conversion of T to its metabolite DHT. Similarly, “in vitro” studies have 
demonstrated that PRL stimulates epithelial tissue growth, an effect independent of 
the presence of androgens, increasing growth, division, and DNA synthesis [9].
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On the other hand, some reports indicate that PRL levels increase in patients 
with BPH, suggesting that it can directly stimulate the development of this pathol-
ogy [9, 12]. Specifically, it has been shown that prostate androgen receptors and 
PRL are increased in patients with BPH without finding a direct association with T, 
highlighting the relationship between PRL and BPH development [15].

5.5 Inflammation and BPH

Recently, evidence has emerged on the participation of inflammatory processes 
in BPH development. In this sense, at the preclinical level, it has been shown that 
proinflammatory cytokines can stimulate the growth of prostate epithelial cells. 
Furthermore, this process is highly associated with leukocyte infiltration observed 
in patients with this etiology [8].

Although it is not known precisely how the inflammatory process originates, the 
presence of bacteria (Escherichia coli) or certain viruses (human papillomavirus; 
herpes virus), as well as an autoimmune response, infections, hormonal changes, 
obesity, and metabolic syndrome, is suggested [7, 16].

The initial stimulus causes the activation of T lymphocytes, as well as the release 
of cytokines and interleukins (IL) responsible for cell damage, as well as a cascade 
activation of different factors, among which are the increase in the expression of 
IL-15 in stromal cells; IL-17 on T cells; interferon-γ in basal and stromal cells and 
IL-8 in epithelial cells; events that promote a process of chronic inflammation 
whose consequence is the increase in the volume of the prostate gland. Interestingly, 
this process can cause the appearance of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and the 
release of the GFs mentioned previously. Furthermore, IL-8 can induce the produc-
tion of local growth factors, such as vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) 
involved in tissue angiogenesis, an effect that causes neovascularization to provide 
the oxygen supply to proliferating cells, which has a determining role in the patho-
physiology of BPH [3, 7, 10].

Furthermore, the chronic inflammation observed in BPH has been associated 
with greater positive regulation of cyclooxygenase 2 in the glandular epithelium, 
causing the release of proinflammatory prostaglandins responsible for prostate 
cell proliferation. Similarly, inflammatory cells have been reported in tissue from 
patients with BPH; T lymphocytes were positive in 81% of the specimens; B lympho-
cytes were positive in 52%; while macrophages were positive in 82% of these speci-
men [7, 16]. Therefore, inflammatory processes are decisive in developing BPH.

6. Diagnosis and treatments

6.1 Diagnosis

Diagnosis for BPH requires at least physical examination, laboratory testing, and 
other testings.

Physical examination. The digitorrectal examination (DRE) can analyze the 
prostate volume, tone, firmness, and asymmetry. In addition, the ultrasound of 
the suprapubic region can be examined for bladder distention signs. In some cases, 
the penile or neurological examination is also included in search of any disorder 
associated with LUTS [7].

Laboratory testing. Urinalysis can identify glucosuria, pyuria, and hematuria; 
glycosuria assesses diabetes as a risk factor; pyuria (or bacteriuria), some infectious 
process; and hematuria, a complication of the genitourinary tract. Serum creatinine 
increase is indicative of alterations associated with kidney diseases. Prostate-specific 
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antigen (PSA) allows discriminating between BPH and PC. It is not generally used 
as a biomarker in the initial stages of BPH; however, the increase in PSA values   
positively correlates with prostate enlargement (greater than 30 cc), being a good 
predictor in those patients who require surgical treatment. In addition, it has been 
shown that 88% of patients with PC have histological signs of BPH, so the elevation 
in PSA levels could be associated with the severity of this condition [8].

Other testing. The International Prosthetic Symptom Score (IPSS) is a validated 
questionnaire to assess lower urinary tract symptoms associated with BPH. It 
consists of eight questions, of which seven evaluate the intensity of the symptoms, 
on a scale of 1–5 depending on its severity; a scale of 1–7 is indicative of mild 
symptomatic; 8–19 of moderate symptoms; and above 20, severe symptoms [7, 17]. 
These studies can be accompanied by urinary cytology and transrectal ultrasound, 
among others, which are beneficial noninvasive methods to discriminate the type 
of treatment given to the urinary patient cytology recommended for patients who 
have symptoms secondary to treatment and have risk factors for bladder cancer. In 
contrast, although not recommended in the initial stages, transrectal ultrasound is 
necessary before surgical treatment [8].

6.2 Treatments

Due to the high presence of androgens in BPH, the primary therapies used 
in its treatment are the 5α-reductase enzyme inhibitors (5ARIs), which block T’s 
conversion into DHT. Finasteride, and Dutasteride are the most used at the clinical 
level. Finasteride blocks the activity of type II 5α-reductase enzyme at the prostate 
stroma, while Dutasteride blocks type I at the prostate epithelium. These drugs 
make it possible to improve urinary flow and decrease prostate volume with a 
reduction of between 20 and 25% in prostate volume and 40 and 60% in PSA levels 
in approximately 6 months to 1 year [6, 8, 17, 18].

In the specific case of lower urinary tract complications, the treatment will 
depend on the severity of the symptoms. In mild cases, only follow-up is recom-
mended. In moderate cases, the treatment of choice is alpha-adrenergic antagonists 
or “alpha-blockers” since these can improve and relieve LUTS and urinary flow. In 
contrast, in severe cases, treatment may require surgical intervention and phar-
macological treatment that includes the combination of alpha-blockers, 5ARIs, 
antimuscarinics, and phosphodiesterase 5 inhibitors (I-PDE5) [13, 17]. Specifically, 
muscarinic receptor antagonists (MRAs) have been considered adequate (in com-
bination with alpha-blockers) in patients with filling symptoms. At the same time, 
I-PDE5 (Sildenafil, Tadalafil, and Vardenafil) is known for its efficacy in treating 
ED and increasing urinary flow. Similarly, several clinical studies have shown that 
the combination of alpha-blockers and I-PDE5 has been more effective for ED and 
improved urinary tract symptoms in patients with BPH [3, 8, 18]. Furthermore, 
blockers are used in the case of complications caused by the alteration of the IGF-1 
axis, with metformin being the effective treatment to reduce cell proliferation in 
BPH [3].

Although the use of phytotherapy does not have sufficient evidence to be vali-
dated, the use of alternatives (supplements) has shown efficacy in reducing prostate 
volume, being the “saw palmetto,” which has demonstrated antiproliferative, anti-
androgenic, and anti-inflammatory activity; however, there is not enough evidence 
to support its use in patients with BPH [8, 18]. Similarly, the use of polyphenols and 
vitamin D receptor agonists has been suggested to reduce BPH symptoms associated 
with inflammation [3].

Finally, 20–30% of men who reach the age of 80 require surgical intervention 
[10]. Also, it is considered for those patients in whom pharmacological treatment has 
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failed or who have severe complications of LUTS. For decades, transurethral prostatic 
resection (TURP) and transurethral prostatic incision (TUIP) were the most common 
endoscopic procedures when the prostate measures less than 80 g, and prostatectomy, 
when the gland exceeds 80 g, effectively improving LUTS symptoms [3, 7, 8, 10].

In addition, new technological tools have emerged to treat urinary flow obstruc-
tion (blockage) caused by BPH. Among these are laser therapies; holmium or 
thulium laser enucleation of the prostate (HoLEP and ThuLEP) is the endoscopic 
procedure of choice regardless of prostate size; however, HoLEP is the gold stan-
dard procedure. Photoselective vaporization of the prostate (PVP) is a minimally 
invasive procedure that uses lasers to clean excess prostate tissue associated with 
enlarged prostate, reestablishing urinary flow, and improving BPH symptoms. 
Other new technologies minimize the sexual side effects. For example, prostatic 
urethral lift (urolift) is used to insert an implant that compresses the prostate, 
dilating the urethra. While the steam therapy procedure (rezum), also called water 
vapor thermal therapy (WVTT), uses steam injections to remove obstructive tissue 
without damaging the urethra. All these technologies are included in the American 
Urological Association (AUA) guide for treating BPH [8, 19].

7. Modulable risk factors and BPH incidence

Benign prostatic hyperplasia represents a current challenge in public health, 
since not only is it a nonpreventable disease, so the treatments mentioned above 
only arrest the growth of the prostate and reduce its clinical symptoms. However, it 
has been shown that modifying certain habits can improve the patient’s health [11].

Obesity. The elongation and volume of the prostate gland correlate with body 
mass index (BMI) and waist circumference. In this sense, it has been shown that 
obese individuals (BMI greater than 35 kg/m2, according to the WHO classification) 
have a 3.5 times higher risk of developing BPH. Similarly, there is a 2.4 greater prob-
ability of developing this etiology in those with a waist circumference greater than 
109 cm. However, the mechanism, by which anthropometric measurements influ-
ence the etiology of BPH, has been suggested that the rise in the ratio of fatty tissue 
could be causing a greater aromatization of circulating testosterone into estrogens, 
whose effect on the etiology of this pathology has already been discussed. Similarly, 
it has been shown that people with a higher glucose intake are three times more 
likely to suffer from BPH, while diabetic patients have a two times higher risk, both 
being associated with the development of LUTS, reporting that low levels of HDL 
cholesterol are associated with an increase in prostate volume [4, 11].

Diet. Although the relationship of macro- and micronutrients with the inci-
dence of BPH is not well defined, evidence suggests that the consumption of cere-
als, eggs, red meat, eicosapentaenoic and docosahexaenoic acids, butter, margarine, 
and starch (bread, pasta, rice) increases the risk of developing BPH, while the 
consumption of green peas, beans, lentils, vegetables (including tomato, garlic, and 
onion as a source of antioxidants), fruits (with high levels of β-carotene, lutein, or 
vitamin C), polyunsaturated fatty acids (including omega-3 fatty acids included in 
salmon and sardines) decreases risk and helps to reduce the effect of prostaglandins 
and leukotrienes on inflammation associated with BPH [4, 10, 20]. Concerning the 
micronutrients, it has been shown that the presence of high levels of vitamins D and 
E, zinc, lycopene, and selenium has an inverse relationship with the development 
of BPH, so they are suggested as protective for the PC; interestingly, high zinc and 
sodium levels have been related to an increase in the risk of BPH and PC [10, 11].

Physical activity. The increase in physical activity directly correlates with 
decreased BPH risk compared with those who have a sedentary lifestyle. In this 
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sense, it has been shown that walking 2–3 hours a week produces a 25% lower risk 
of LUTS and BPH evaluated with the IPSS. Moreover, a lower risk (50%) has been 
reported in men who exercise 3–5 times a week than those who exercise less than 
two times a week [4, 11].

Alcohol and smoking. About the consumption of alcoholic beverages, it has 
been shown that moderate consumption causes a 30–41% decrease in the risk of 
BPH and associated symptoms (40% fewer LUTS, including nocturia). However, 
some studies indicate that the risk of BPH increases directly with the increase in 
alcohol consumption. In this sense, men who consume 6–10 units of alcohol per 
week (mainly beer, wine, and sake) had a 41% greater probability of developing 
moderate-to-severe symptoms of LUTS, which strongly indicates that the appear-
ance of these symptoms has a dose-dependent relationship. Interestingly, a similar 
relationship has been observed with cigarette smoking. In this context, moderate 
tobacco use was associated with a 30% lower probability of presenting BPH and 
LUTS clinical symptoms. However, in the same way, as with alcohol, smoking more 
than 35 cigarettes a day directly impacted BPH development and LUTS severity. 
However, these results are controversial [4, 10, 21].

8. Conclusions

BPH is the most common disease in older men. Its prevalence increases propor-
tionally with age. The main complication is the lower urinary tract symptoms, directly 
impacting patients’ health. Its etiology is poorly understood, but we know that the 
increase in the ratio of estrogens/androgens plays a decisive role in developing BPH 
and cancer. In addition, growth factors, nonsteroidal hormones, and proinflamma-
tory cytokines stimulate the growth and neovascularization of prostate epithelial tis-
sue, contributing to the hyperproliferative process that accompanies BPH. Although it 
is not a preventive or curative disease, different combined treatments reduce symp-
toms and improve patients’ QOL. Moreover, it has been reported that the modula-
tion of diet, obesity, physical activity, and consumption of alcohol and tobacco can 
improve the clinical symptoms of BPH acting as protective factors. The knowledge of 
this topic is essential to reduce the clinical symptoms associated with BPH in men.
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Abstract

The aim of the present study was to determine the distribution of high-risk 
human papillomavirus (HR-HPV) genotypes in childbearing age women, teen-
age girls, HIV-infected women, women with high-grade precancerous lesions and 
cervical cancer, sex workers, men, and otolaryngology tumor cases in Burkina Faso. 
This descriptive cross-sectional study with several target groups, consisted of 2386 
samples from Burkina Faso. HR-HPV genotypes were characterized using real-time 
multiplex PCR. The prevalence of HR-HPV ranged from 15.63 to 72.31% depend-
ing on the target population and the nature of the samples. The most predominant 
genotypes in descending order were HPV-56, HPV-52, HPV-39, HPV-59, HPV-51, 
HPV-35, HPV-31, HPV-18, HPV-68, HPV-16, HPV-66, HPV-58, HPV-45, and HPV-
33. The results of the present study show a wide variation in the distribution of 
HR-HPV genotypes in Burkina Faso. Genotypes 16 and 18 covered by HPV vaccines 
only accounted for 32.23% of HR-HPV cases.

Keywords: HPV, genotypes, cervical cancer, ENT cancer, Burkina Faso
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1. Introduction

Virus-induced cancers represent a huge burden, especially in developing 
countries. According to recent estimates from the International Agency for 
Research on Cancer (IARC), 16% of new cases of cancer worldwide are attributable 
to infections, of which 11% are viral infections. In sub-Saharan Africa, one-third 
of all cancers are infection-induced cancers [1]. Human papillomaviruses are small 
non-enveloped viruses (about 55 nm in diameter) of the Papillomaviridae family 
with a compact structure and a small circular genome (8000 base pairs), encoding 
8–9 proteins depending on the genotype (LCR, L1, L2, E1, E2, E4, E5, E6, and E7) 
[2]. E5, E6, and E7 proteins are involved in cell proliferation and transformation 
[3, 4]. It is noteworthy that persistent infection with high oncogenic risk human 
papillomavirus (HR-HPV) can lead to precancerous lesions, which generally begin 
with slight modification (CIN 1), that can progress to more severe lesions such as 
CIN 2 then CIN 3 (carcinoma in situ). These lesions can regress spontaneously or 
progress to cancer. HR-HPV infection is recognized as the major risk factor associ-
ated with cervix, penis, vulva, vagina, anus, and oropharynx cancers [5]. Globally, 
cervical cancer remains one of the leading causes of morbidity and mortality 
with about 569,847 cases and 311,365 deaths occurring in 2018 [6]. Low-income 
countries have the highest incidence, especially sub-Saharan Africa, where it is the 
second most common female malignancy [7] and the leading cause of cancer death 
in women [8].

In West Africa, the annual estimate of cervical cancer burden is 31,955 cases 
and 23,529 deaths [9]. However, most sexually active men and women can be 
infected with HR-HPV at some point in their lives, and persistent infection could 
lead to precancerous lesions and progress into invasive cancer [1, 5]. In addition, 
HPV infection can affect fertility in men [10, 11]. According to the World Health 
Organization (WHO), men genital infections with any type of HPV are estimated 
at least at 19.1% in sub-Saharan Africa [12].

In Burkina Faso, cervical cancer is the most commonly diagnosed cancer with an 
estimated incidence of 2517 cases and 2081 deaths per year [13]. In addition, otolar-
yngology and cervico-facial cancers are relatively frequent and account for 24.5% of 
this entity [14]. Gynecological cancers associated with persistent HR-HPV infec-
tion, therefore, threaten many African communities and economies, upsetting the 
trends of positive societal development. Although HR-HPV is the main causative 
agent of cervical cancer, other important cofactors (environmental or genetic) such 
as gene polymorphisms (E6, E7, MMP1, MMP3, TNF-alfa, and IL-18) are involved 
in the clearance and pathway of carcinogenesis [15].

HIV infection is an additional risk factor [16, 17] as well as some risky behaviors 
such as multiple sexual partners, especially among sex workers, leading to higher 
rates of cervical cancer [18] and increasing the risk of penile cancer in men [19]. 
Nevertheless, preventive measures through behavior modification, screening, and 
vaccination can significantly control these viral-induced cancers. To efficiently 
combat this pathology, it is, therefore, necessary to investigate whether the 
HR-HPV genotypes found in our populations, especially the most common in can-
cers cases, are covered by the available vaccines. To address this concern, the objec-
tive of the present study was to determine the distribution of HR-HPV genotypes in 
a general population including childbearing age women, teenage girls, HIV-infected 
women, women with high-grade precancerous lesions and invasive cervical cancer, 
sex workers, men, and histologically confirmed otolaryngology tumor (ear, nose, 
and throat) in Burkina Faso.
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2. Material and methods

2.1 Type and study population, sample collection

From 2013 to 2017, we carried out a large-scale, descriptive cross-sectional, and 
multicenter epidemiological study in Burkina Faso along with the retrospective data 
collection and analysis. The population of the present study consisted of 2386 par-
ticipants, including eight (8) target groups: childbearing age women, teenage girls, 
HIV-infected women, sex workers, men, women with high-grade precancerous 
lesions (CIN 2/3), tissue from invasive cervical cancer, and histologically confirmed 
otolaryngology tumor (ear, nose, and throat cancers) in Burkina Faso.

The study was conducted in two phases: a descriptive cross-sectional study with 
2025 participants made up of 1321 childbearing age women, 200 teenage girls, 183 HIV-
infected women, 200 sex workers, and 124 men. We first focused on awareness-raising 
of HPV infection prevention and the risk of developing cervical cancer at several sites.

The goal after awareness-raising was to include in the target groups, all sexu-
ally active women (SAW) regardless of age who were not pregnant and provided 
informed consent to participate in the study. The exclusion was being in the men-
struation period, during the study recruitment, and have had a total hysterectomy.

Prior to the samples collection, socio-demographic data, sexual behavior, HIV 
serology, level of knowledge about HPV and cervical cancer as well as associated 
diseases were collected using a standardized questionnaire. An individual collection 
card was used to collect clinical data of each sex worker in the study population. The 
privacy and confidentiality were respected through the generation of a unique code 
for each participant.

Midwives and gynecologists using a single-use speculum and sterile swab 
performed endocervical samples collection at the squamocolumnar junction. The 
following samples were taken:

• from May 2009 to January 2010, 183 endocervical samples from women aged 
20–53 years of age, who tested positive for anti-HIV antibodies at the stage 
of asymptomatic infection, were collected in three reference health centers 
accessible to all inhabitants of Ouagadougou [Saint Camille Hospital of 
Ouagadougou (HOSCO) and Pietro Annigoni Biomolecular Research Center 
(CERBA), two reference centers for people living with HIV/AIDS (PLWHIV), 
and Bogodogo University Hospital]. Participants were monitored at HOSCO 
and CERBA and were annually screened for cervical cancer.

• from September to December 2013, 200 endocervical samples from teen-
age girls, aged 15–19, were collected in a youth health center (ABBF) of 
Ouagadougou. The participants were seen at gynecological consultation for 
voluntary HIV testing;

• from December 2015 to September 2016, 124 sperm samples were collected 
in three medical clinics of Ouagadougou (Philadelphia, Sainte Elisabeth, 
and Sandof) after 3–6 days of abstinence according to the WHO recom-
mendations. These male subjects aged 21–72 came for spermogram and 
spermocytogramanlyses;

• from December 2015 to March 2017, 1321 endocervical samples from child-
bearing age women (15–76 years of age, general population), including 520 in 
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Ouagadougou, 535 in the Hauts-Bassins region (Bobo and Orodara), and 266 in 
the Center-East region (Tenkodogo and Garango);

• from June to August 2017, 200 endocervical samples from sex workers aged 
16–50 years were enrolled in Ouagadougou.

The samples thus collected were frozen in a transport medium at −20°C except 
those from HIV+ women, which were stored at −80°C. The samples were then sent 
to the CERBA/LABIOGENE molecular biology and genetics laboratory for molecu-
lar biology analyzes. Following sampling in women, screening for precancerous 
lesions was performed using visual inspection of the cervix with acetic acid (VIA) 
or with Lugol’s iodine (VILI).

The second phase, a cross-sectional study with retrospective data collection, 
involved 358 samples. Using patients medical register available at the Department 
of Anatomy and Cytopathology of YalgadoOuedraogo University Hospital Center 
(CHU-YO), 118 cervical tissue specimens were selected based on high-grade (CIN 
2/3) intraepithelial lesions diagnosis between February 2009 and May 2015 along 
with 112 cervical tissue specimens dated from 2009 to 2015 with a histological 
diagnosis of invasive cervical cancer.

According to the same protocol, we also included 128 histologically confirmed 
otolaryngology cancerous tissues dated from 2007 to 2017 in four health centers of 
Ouagadougou, CHU-YO, Shiphra, Sandof, and Philadelphia clinics. All these biopsy 
specimens were fixed in formalin and embedded in paraffin.

2.2 Extraction of HR-HPV viral DNA from endocervical samples

HR-HPV viral DNA was extracted using the DNA-Sorb-A kit (Sacace 
Biotechnologies, Como, Italy) from endocervical and sperm samples following 
the protocol provided by the manufacturer. Endocervical samples of HIV-positive 
women, DNA was extracted using bio solutions “INSTANT Virus DNA Kit” 
Analytkjena® (Italy). The extracted DNA was then quantified using UV spectro-
photometry at 260 nm and stored at −20°C until PCR amplification.

2.3  Samples deparaffinization and extraction of HR-HPV viral DNA  
from tissue specimens

In the cytopathology anatomy laboratory of the CHU-YO, the paraffin blocks 
containing a piece of biopsy were cut with a microtome to obtain five sections of 
about 20 μm thick. Tissues thus collected in sterile Eppendorf tubes were sent to the 
CERBA/LABIOGENE for molecular analyzes. DNA extraction was performed using 
the FFPE DNA Purification Kit, following the protocol provided by the manufacturer.

2.4 Spermogram and spermocytogram

Each semen sample was assessed according to the following parameters: volume, 
motility, concentration, morphology, and vitality of spermatozoa, using an optical 
microscope.

2.5  Molecular characterization of HR-HPV genotypes using real-time  
multiplex PCR

Extracted DNA was amplified with “HPV Genotypes 14 Real-TM Quant” kit 
(Sacace Biotechnologies, Como, Italy) using Sacycler-96 Real-time PCR v.7.3 
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(SACACE Biotechnologies®). Fourteen HR-HPV genotypes (HPV 16, 18, 31, 33, 35, 
39, 45, 51, 52, 56, 58, 59, 66, and 68) could be detected in a multiplex PCR procedure 
with β-globin gene as internal control.

Two different techniques were used to amplify the viral DNA extracted from 
samples of HIV+ women: PCR/Hybridization for the detection of HPV 6, 11, 16, 18, 
45, 30’S and 50’S using the “HPV Blot STAR” kit from Diatech® (Italy), without 
discrimination of the HPV 30’S and 50’S genotypes, respectively. The second tech-
nique using the “HPV High-Risk Typing Real-TM” kit (SACACE biotechnologies®, 
Italy) allows specific detection of the following high-risk genotypes: 16, 18, 31, 39, 
45, 59, 33, 35, 56, 51, 52, and 58. The amplification program was as follows: 1 cycle of 
95°C for 15 minutes; 5 cycles of 95°C for 05 s, 60°C for 20s, 72°C for 15 s; 40 cycles 
of 95°C for 05 s, 60°C for 30s, and 72°C for 15 s.

2.6 Ethical considerations

Each phase of the present study received the approval of the Ethics Committee 
for Health Research of Burkina Faso (CERS) (n °2009-009/CR/135 of April 22, 
2009 (HIV+); N2014-8-099 of August 6, 2014 (CIN2/3); Deliberation No. 2016-
2102-0012 of 02/03/2016 (general population); No.2017-1026/MS/RCEN/DRSC 
(sex workers); No. 2014-8-099 (ICC); Ref.2017/CERBA/II-24/0019 of 24-02-2017 
(otolaryngology samples) along with approbation of the regional health direc-
torates (DRS) of the various target collection sites. Free and informed consent, 
anonymity, and confidentiality were strictly observed.

2.7 Statistical analyzes

Statistical analysis of data was performed using IBM SPSS 21 and Epi Info v7.0 
software. The Chi-square test was used for comparisons with a significant differ-
ence for p < 0.05.

3. Results

3.1 Mean age of target groups in our study population

The present study focused on eight (8) target groups, including childbearing 
age women, adolescent girls, HIV-infected women, sex workers, men, high-grade 
precancerous lesions (CIN 2/3) cases, invasive cervical cancer, and histologically 
confirmed otolaryngology tumors in Burkina Faso. The mean age ranged from 
18.7 ± 0.7 to 46.32 ± 12.76 years (Table 1).

Target 
groups

childbearing 
age women 

in the 
general 

population

Teenage 
girls

Sex 
workers

CIN 2/3 ICC HIV+ Men Otolaryngology 
cancers

Mean 
age 
(years)

32.0 ± 10.1 18.7 ± 0.7 27.3 ± 0.4 41.5 ± 9.8 46.3 ± 12.8 33.9 ± 6.2 37.1 ± 7.6 41.0 ± 19.0

Range 15–76 15–19 16–50 22–74 21–84 20–53 21–72 5–80

Table 1. 
Mean age of target groups in the study population.
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3.2  Socio-demographic data and sexual behavior of the study population 
women

The general female population of the present study consisted of 1321 childbear-
ing age women and 200 adolescent girls. Among them, only 142 (9.34%) had a 
university education while 951 (62.53%) were living with a partner. Most of them 
(61.34%) were over 18 years of age at first, and 43.19% never used a condom during 
sex. It is noteworthy that 40.89% of them had a history of STIs and 50.43% declared 
to be using contraception. Screening for precancerous lesions using VIA/VILI 
revealed 70 positive women (Table 2).

3.3 HR-HPV prevalence

The beta-globin gene used as an internal control was an essential factor for 
results validation in multiplex real-time PCR procedures for HR-HPV genotypes 
detection. Out of 118 CIN 2/3 tissue blocks samples, 43 positives for the beta-globin 
gene were considered valid while 65 samples were valid out of the 112 ICC speci-
mens. Only valid samples were considered for the present study. HPV data were 
therefore available for 2264 valid samples out of 2386 recruited participants.

The prevalence of HR-HPV ranged from 15.63% to 72.31% based on the target 
population and nature of the samples. The overall prevalence was estimated at 

Characteristic Target groups

Childbearing age 
women N = 1321

Teenage girls 
N = 200

Women in the 
general population 

N = 1521

Educational level Illiterate 433 (32.78%) 2 (1%) 435 (28.6%)

Primary 293 (22.18%) 58 (29%) 351 (23.08%)

Secondary 495 (37.47%) 98 (49%) 593 (38.98%)

University 100 (7.57%) 42 (21%) 142 (9.34%)

Marital status Married/
cohabiting Single

940 (71.16%) 11 (5.5%) 951 (62.53%)

Widow 325 (24.60%) 189 (94.5%) 514 (33.79%)

56 (4.24%) — 56 (3.68%)

Age at first sexual 
intercourse

< 18 years 452 (34.22%) 102 (51%) 554 (36.42%)

≥ 18 years 835 (63.21%) 98 (49%) 933 (61.34%)

No answer 34 (2.57%) — 34 (2.24%)

Condom use Never 633 (47.92%) 24 (12%) 657 (43.19%)

Rarely 263 (19.91%) 102 (51%) 365 (24%)

Always 124 (9.39%) 74 (37%) 198 (13.02%)

No answer 301 (22.78%) — 301 (19.79%)

STIs history Yes 605 (45.80%) 17 (8.5%) 622 (40.89%)

No 716 (54.20%) 183 (91.5%) 899 (59.11%)

Use of means of 
contraception

Yes 605 (45.80%) 162 (81%) 767 (50.43%)

No 716 (54.20%) 38 (19%) 754 (49.57%)

VIA/VILI+ Positive 58 (4.39%) 12 (6%) 70 (4.6%)

n = total number of participants.

Table 2. 
Sociodemographic data and sexual behavior of the women general population.
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39.05% (824/2264). As shown in Figure 1, a prevalence of 72.31% (n = 47) was 
observed in ICC cases, 63.90% (n = 117) in HIV-positive women, 53% (n = 106) in 
sex workers women, 48.80% (n = 21) in CIN 2/3 cases, 41.50% (n = 83) in adoles-
cent girls, 35.40% (n = 468) in childbearing age women, 17.74% (n = 22) in men and 
15.63% (n = 20) in otolaryngology cancers.

3.4 Prevalence and genotypic distribution of HR-HPV in target groups

The amplification kits used enabled us to essentially characterize the HR-HPV 
genotypes 16, 18, 31, 33, 35, 39, 45, 51, 52, 56, 58, 59, 66, and 68. Table 3 shows 
the distribution of HR-HPV in descending order in the study population. Overall, 
varied distribution of HR-HPV genotypes was observed with predominance of 
non-HPV 16 and 18 genotypes (Table 3).

On the one hand, HPV 16 was particularly absent in childbearing age women 
from the Haut-Bassins region, in southwestern Burkina Faso, and in women with 
high-grade precancerous lesions (Table 3). On the other hand, HPV 18 was most 
common in ICC cases and HIV-positive women. In addition, HPV 56 was predomi-
nant in childbearing age women, otolaryngology cancers, and men. However, a 
predominance of HPV 68 was registered in sex workers and absent in ICC and oto-
laryngology cancers. It is noteworthy that HPV 56 was predominant in the general 
population as well as in the target groups (Table 3).

Table 4 shows the HR-HPV genotypes detected in the present study population 
and their prevalence in each target population. Considering the five most common 
HR-HPV genotypes found in the different target groups, HPV 16 presented a low 
proportion, especially in childbearing age women (1.82%), adolescent girls (5.2%), 
sex workers (2.7%), HIV + (4.9%), CIN 2/3 (0.0%). However, in decreasing order 
of frequency, it was the third genotype identified in otolaryngology cancers, the 
fourth in ICC, and the fifth in men. In HIV-positive women, a frequency of 2% of 
HPV6 infection was observed.

3.5 Prevalence of single and multiple infections in target groups

PCR screening in each target group revealed that among the 884 cases of 
HR-HPV infections, the number of genotypes per infected person ranged  
from 1 to 9 out of 14 genotypes tested. Single infection (isolated infection) 
ranged from 37.61 to 90.50% while multiple infection varied from 9.50 to 62.39% 
(Table 5).

Figure 1. 
Prevalence of HR-HPV according to the target groups and nature of the samples in the study population.
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3.6  Prevalence of HR-HPV genotypes targeted by bivalent, quadrivalent,  
and nonavalent HPV vaccines

The HR-HPV genotypes targeted by bivalent/quadrivalent HPV vaccines 
(HPV6/11/16/18) were identified in 7.83% of childbearing age women, 10.40% of 
adolescent girls, 8.90% of sex workers, 25.70% of HIV+ women, 4.30% of CIN 2/3, 
38.57% of ICC cases, 14% of men, and 50% of otolaryngology cancer cases. The 
genotypes covered by the nonavalent vaccine (HPV6/11/16/18/31/33/45/52/58) 
were 36.22, 43.40, 44.90, 65.30, 39, 75.71, and 40%, respectively in childbearing 

Target groups Sample 
size

Prevalence of 
HR-HPV (CI 

95%)

Most common 
HR-HPV

Absent genotypes

Childbearing age 
women in the general 
population

1321 35.4% 
(32.88–38.03)

HPV 56; 52; 66; 
59; 39; 51; 18; 35; 

68; 58; 45; 31; 
33; 16.

HPV 16 absent in 
hauts-bassins

Teenage girls 200 41.5% 
(34.65–48.67)

HPV 52; 59; 39; 
51; 35; 56; 16; 18; 

58; 31; 45; 33

—

Sex workers 200 53% 
(45.84–60.04)

HPV 68; 31; 52; 
51; 56; 66; 58; 

35; 39; 18; 45; 59; 
16; 33

—

HIV+ women 183 63.9% 
(56.48–70.80)

HPV 18; 35; 31; 
52; 58; 56; 45; 59; 

33; 51; 16; 39

—

CIN 2/3 43 48.8% 
(33.56–64.32)

HPV 39; 35; 45; 
33; 51; 52; 56; 18; 

31; 59; 68

HPV 16. 58. 66

ICC 65 72.31% 
(59.61–82.35)

HPV 18; 31; 39; 
16; 45; 35; 58; 52; 

51; 56; 59

HPV33; 66; 68

Otolaryngology 
cancers

128 15.63% 
(10.03–23.34)

HPV 56; 33; 16; 
18; 39.; 45; 52

HPV31;35;51;58;59; 
66 and 68

Men 124 17.74% 
(11.68–25.85)

HPV 56; 31; 39; 
68; 16; 18; 33; 

35; 51; 52; 45; 59; 
66; 58

—

General population 
(women + men)

1645 34.83% 
(32.54–37.20)

HPV 56; 52; 39; 
59; 51; 35; 31; 18; 

68; 16; 66; 58; 
45; 33

—

Target groups 619 50.24% 
(46.23–54.25)

HPV 56; 18; 39; 
45; 31; 35; 33; 52; 

16; 51; 58; 68; 
59; 66

—

Burkina Faso (Bilan) 2264 39.05% 
(37.03–41.09)

— —

NB: The general population consists of childbearing age women, adolescent girls, and men. The target population 
consists of sex workers, HIV+ women, CIN 2/3 cases, ICC cases, and otolaryngology cancers.

Table 3. 
Genotypic distribution of HR-HPV in target groups.
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age women, adolescent girls, sex workers, HIV-positive women, CIN 2/3, ICC, men, 
and otolaryngology cancer. HR-HPV not covered by bivalent, quadrivalent, or 
nonavalent HPV vaccines were observed with a higher prevalence in childbearing 
age women (63.18%), CIN 2/3 cases (61%), and men (60%) (Figure 2).

4. Discussion

HPV is one of the carcinogenic viruses, sexually transmitted, widespread in the 
world with a high prevalence in developing countries especially in Sub-Saharan 
Africa where socio-cultural and behavioral factors which promote transmission 
prevail in several regions. In the present epidemiological study, including 2386 
samples out of which 2264 were valid using the PCR technique, the overall preva-
lence of HR-HPV was 39.05% (824/2264). This prevalence is in line with those 
reported in previous studies supporting a global prevalence of 10.4% of HR-HPV 
infection [20] which can reach 36.5% in some developing countries [21, 22].

Epidemiological studies suggested a difference in the prevalence and distribu-
tion of HR-HPV genotypes in infected women according to regions and risk groups 
throughout the world [23, 24]. Our results support this variable prevalence and 
distribution of HR-HPV according to target populations and sample types.

Indeed, the prevalence of 35.40% of infection observed in the population 
of childbearing age women was lower than that reported in some studies from 
Tanzania (74%) [25] and Ethiopia (83.2%) [26] almost similar to that of a study 
conducted in England (35%) [27].

HR-HPV is the main etiologic agent responsible for ano-genital cancers including 
ICC and a prevalence of 100% could be expected in ICC cases. The high prevalence 
of 72.31% of HR-HPV infection in ICC cases found in this study was lower than the 
100% reported in Gabon [28], 90,7% in Nigeria [29], and 83,2% in Malaysia [30]. 
The difference in the methodologies used could support the existence of false-
negative samples as reported in a previous study by Tan et al. [30] in Malaysia.

Figure 2. 
Prevalence of HR-HPV identified in the target groups of our study according to their coverage by available 
vaccines.
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Furthermore, sex workers and men, an important active group for the mainte-
nance of HPV in the population, showed a high prevalence of HR-HPV in our study. 
For instance, some studies reported a significant association between HPV infec-
tion, high number of sexual partners, and history of STIs [31]. The prevalence of 
53% found among sex workers in our study was higher than those of 51.5% and 26% 
reported respectively in Côte d’Ivoire [32] and Ghana [7]. In contrast, the infec-
tion rate of 17.74% in the men of our study population was lower than the 32.4% 
observed by Zhu et al. [33] in men with genital warts. These results support the fact 
that sex workers and men constitute a reservoir for the transmission of HR-HPV, 
hence the importance of awareness-raising among these risk populations about the 
screening for HPV infection.

Data analysis also showed that 48.80% (21/43) of women with high-grade 
precancerous lesions (CIN2/3) were infected with HR-HPV; a lower prevalence 
than the 91.9% reported in another study in a similar population [34]. These results 
could be explained by the higher rate of infection in women under 30 years old, 
especially in those of 25–29 and 60 years and over [35–37]. For instance, the mean 
age of women with CIN 2/3 in our study was 41.5 ± 9.8 years (22–74 years) against 
was 45.7 years in the study of Wang et al. (21–83 years old).

Several studies reported a high prevalence of HPV infection in HIV+ women 
[7, 38] as HIV is a well-known factor associated with an increased risk of HR-HPV 
persistence and multiple infections, and therefore, promote the occurrence of 
anogenital cancers. The prevalence of 63.90% of HR-HPV observed in this target 
group of the present study was similar to 65.5% in Ghana [39] but higher than 
the 36% reported in Nigeria [40] and 33.3% in Brazil [41]. Compared to non-HIV 
infected women in the general population, this high prevalence could be explained 
by the immunosuppression and confirm the role of HIV infection as an additional 
risk factor for the persistence of HR-HPV.

The infection rate of 41.5% found in adolescent girls was lower than the 66.7% 
observed in South Africa [32]. The difference in age range (15 to 19 years in our 
study versus 16 to 22 in the South African study) could explain the prevalence 
variation between the two studies especially when previous studies support that 
HR-HPV infection is higher in those less than 30 years of age [37].

In our study, HPV 56 was the most common genotype in childbearing age 
women, men, and otolaryngology cancers with predominance in the general popu-
lation as well as target groups. This genotype is not covered by any available HPV 
vaccine, although it has been found in ICC and CIN 2/3 cases [29]. The same is true 
for HPV 68 which was the most common genotype in sex workers and the fourth 
common in men.

Since sexual transmission is possible between men and women, the presence 
of these genotypes in ICC and CIN 2/3 cases suggests a low clearance of the latter 
HR-HPV genotype in Burkina Faso.

HPV 18 was more common in HIV-positive women and ICC cases with a high 
frequency of 18.8 and 25.71% respectively. It was also present in CIN 2/3 up to 4.3 
and 10% in otolaryngology cancers. Our results are in line with those of studies 
reporting that this persistent genotype is one of the most commonly found in cervi-
cal cancers [29].

Immunodeficiency of HIV-infected women coinfected with HPV 18 promotes 
high-grade precancerous lesions and the occurrence of invasive cancer of the cer-
vix. It would therefore be necessary to strengthen surveillance through screening, 
treatment, and vaccination of HIV-infected women.

In addition, unlike studies reporting HPV 16 as the most common genotype 
throughout the world, especially in cervical cancers [13, 28, 30, 42, 43], this geno-
type was classified among the less frequent HPVs in our study. However, in ICC 
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(12.86%), otolaryngology cancers (10%), and in men (8%), HPV 16 was not one 
of the most common genotypes but reached a frequency that required attention. 
The low prevalence of HPV-16/18 in our 2386 samples remains an enigma to be 
elucidated. It remains true that not only the distribution of the HPV genotypes 
would vary according to the continents, the zones, the countries, and the target 
populations but also the clearance and the borrowing of the pathway of the 
carcinogenesis induced by these viruses is modulated by genetic polymorphisms 
of their human hosts [44, 45]. Evidence from the literature support that the 
HPV16/18/31/33/35/45/52/58 genotypes are the most common genotypes found in 
20% of cervical cancer cases worldwide [24].

The results of the present study also revealed a high prevalence of HR-HPV 
genotypes covered by the nonavalent vaccine (36.22–75.71%) as well as genotypes of 
HPV not covered by the vaccine (24.29–63,18%). It is noteworthy that some of the 
genotypes not covered by vaccine were found in high-grade precancerous lesions 
and cervical cancer cases [29, 46].

For effective prophylactic actions to control HPV infection, the present epide-
miological study in Burkina Faso shows variable distribution of HR-HPV genotypes 
in the different target populations. Our results suggest that implementation of the 
nonavalent vaccine is important for HR-HPV infection control in Burkina Faso. 
Promotion of screening of men, especially for penile cancer and genital warts, and 
young boys vaccination programs are required since men are well-known reservoirs 
for HR-HPV dissemination.

5. Conclusion

The studies carried out in Burkina Faso show the circulation of fourteen high-
risk HPV genotypes among different layers of the population. The prevalence of 
HPV infection and genotypes distribution varied among target groups with an over-
all predominance of non-HPV 16 and 18 genotypes. Moreover, the high-risk HPV 
genotypes found in Burkina Faso are not all covered by the available vaccines. It is 
however crucial and important to focus on vaccination using available and acces-
sible vaccines for developing countries to reduce the disease incidence. Cervical 
cancer and other HPV-induced cancers remain a global public health concern. 
Strengthening the implementation of primary, secondary, and tertiary prevention 
strategies incorporating information-education-communication and awareness-
raising, will allow effective control of HPV infection and its consequences in men 
and women.
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Chapter 9

Perspective Chapter: Cervical
Cancer Elimination by 2030—The
W.H.O Goal: Neo Challenges and
Next Gen Solutions “TIT for
TAT”—The Community
Competency Model of Raj ©
Rajamanickam Rajkumar

Abstract

Cervical Cancer is the fourth most common cancer among women, worldwide.
It accounts for 600,000 new cases per year, and 340,000 deaths globally (WHO
2020 data). It causes a lot of maladies and suffering for women, in the age group of
30–60 years, especially in the poor community of developing countries. Cervical
cancer is a great public health problem and is a cause of grave concern for the health
system in Low-Middle-Income Countries—LMIC. But cervical cancer is amenable
for early detection and successful treatment of precancer stages. Human Papilloma
Virus—HPV vaccines offer a high level of primordial prevention, against cervical
cancer. Therefore, the World Health Organization, in 2018, has called for “Elimi-
nation of Cervical Cancer by 2030.” The objective is to reduce the incidence rate of
cervical cancer to below 4/100,000, by the year 2030. This leads to many “Neo
Challenges” and also opens the door for “Next Gen Solutions”. The author, with
vast experiences in his Cervical Cancer Screening Projects of IARC/ WHO, at Tamil
Nadu, India, during 2000–2007, advocates a strategy called “TIT for TAT—The
Community Competency model of Raj©.”

Keywords: cervical cancer screening, pre cancer treatment, HPV vaccination,
elimination

1. Introduction

Cervical Cancer accounts for about 600,000 incident cases and 340,000 cause
specific deaths, per year, worldwide, according to IARC/WHO, for the year 2020 [1]

Cervical Cancer ranks 7th among the most common cancers in general and
among women, it is ranking as the 4th highest, worldwide, as per the data available
with the WHO, for the year 2020 [2].

As far as Mortality is concerned, it is the 9th most common cancer-causing
deaths among all cancers and the 4th leading among cancers in women, during
2020 [3].
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2. Methodology

2.1 Efforts towards elimination of cervical cancer: the favorable features of the
disease

The Human Papilloma Virus—HPV, is the known causal factor for the
Cervical Cancer. HPV consists of more than 180 strains. But only a few are
oncogenic. The HPV 16, 18 are the high-risk oncogenic strains. When a woman
enters sexual life, she is exposed to the HPV infections. But these infections
undergo self-clearance, due to the good immunity that may exist in the woman.
In some cases, the HPV infection persists for a long time, even up to 10 years.
If there are oncogenic strains like the HPV 16, 18, the cervical cells undergo a
pathological process called dysplasia or Cervical Intra epithelial Neoplasia—CIN.
These are the Pre cancer lesions. At this stage, the disease is detectable by the
application of screening tests.

The screening tests which are available:

1.Visual Inspection with—Acetic acid VIA, Lugol’s Iodine VILI

2.Pap smear test

3.HPV tests (DNA—Hybrid capture—Genotyping)

These tests have acceptable levels of Sensitivity and Specificity to detect CIN
lesions.

2.2 Precancer lesions: diagnosis and management protocols

2.2.1 See & treat

The Health care provider, who does the screening, subjects the woman to
VIA testing. If the VIA test is positive, then the woman is treated by
Cryotherapy/Thermal ablation/Cold coagulation/Laser/Cold knife conization/LEEP
or LLETZ.

2.2.2 See: test & treat

The woman is subjected to VIA testing. If the result is positive, another
screening test is applied, by means of Pap smear or HPV testing. Even if one of these
tests is positive, the woman undergoes Precancer treatment, by modalities listed
above.

2.3 The 3 eligibility criteria for elimination, are fulfilled by cervical cancer

2.3.1 Criteria 1: effective vaccines

The HPV Vaccines which are available in the Health care system are the Biva-
lent, Quadravalent and Nonovalent vaccines. They are prophylactic vaccines given
to Girls between the age group 9–15 years, in doses as recommended by their Health
care providers. The protective value of these vaccines are claimed to be more than
70%.
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2.3.2 Criteria 2: early diagnosis at precancer stages

Various screening methods are available for the early diagnosis of Cervical
Cancer, especially in the Precancer stages. The methods are VIA, Pap smear and
HPV tests. These tests have high accuracy with acceptable levels of Sensitivity and
Specificity. Further confirmation is done by Colposcopy and Cervical Biopsies.
Hence, sure methods for diagnosis of pre cancer stages are available and the effec-
tive treatment of these lesions, prevent the stages of invasive Cervical Cancer. This
is an important criterion for fulfilling the eligibility of Cervical cancer, for
Elimination.

2.3.3 Criteria 3: effective treatment for cervical precancer

The various treatment modalities available for the treatment of cervical
precancer lesions:

1.Cryotherapy

2.Cold coagulation

3.Thermal ablation—electric cautery

4.Laser ablation

5.Cold knife conization

6.Loop Electrosurgical Excision Procedure—LEEP/Large Loop Electrosurgical
Excision of Transformation Zone—LLETZ

All the above methods are very efficient for the treatment of Cervical
precancers, resulting in Cure rates, up to 80–90%.

3. The WHO declares cervical cancer Elimination by 2030

3.1 Milestones

1.May, 2018—The Director General of WHO, gave a call at WHA for
“Elimination of Cervical Cancer by 2030” [4].

2.November 2020, The WHO launched the Global strategy to “Accelerate the
Elimination of Cervical Cancer”.

3.Signatory countries should achieve an Incidence rate of < 4 per 100,000
women per year, by 2030.

4.The IARC/WHO provides all the support needed to achieve this goal by 2030.

3.2 The targets set by WHO, for cervical cancer elimination by 2030

3.2.1 HPV vaccination

90% of girls to be fully vaccinated with the HPV vaccine by the age of 15 years [4].
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3.2.2 Cervical cancer screening

70% of women to be screened by VIA/Pap smear /HPV tests, by the age of 35
years, and again by the age of 45 years.

3.2.3 Precancer and cancer treatment

90% of women with precancer lesions, to be treated. 90% of women with
invasive cancer to be treated and offered Palliative care.

3.2.4 Challenges for cervical cancer screening, in low- and middle-income countries

1.Low levels of Awareness.

2.Lack of Knowledge.

3. Indifferent and negative Attitude.

4.Poor Health seeking Behavior.

5.Very poor levels of Translation of Knowledge into Practice.

6.Screening—Acceptability, Availability, Affordability.

7.Pre cancer Treatment—the availability and problems in utilization.

8.Socio Economic barriers.

9.Cultural and Political barriers.

4. Discussion

Cervical Cancer Elimination by 2030
Neo Challenges and Next Gen Solutions
“TIT for TAT”
The Community Competency Model of Raj ©
“TIT”
Trained manpower—Indigenous resources—Translational research—TIT
“TAT”
Targets achievement—Action plan—Transformational research—TAT

The author recommends

“TIT”as the Next Gen solutions
“TAT”as the Neo challenges
The Community Competency Model of Raj ©, for achieving Cervical Cancer
Elimination by 2030.

These recommendations are based on the “Proof of Concept ”, Cervical Cancer
Screening project of IARC/WHO, at Christian Fellowship Community Health Cen-
ter, Ambilikai, Dindigul district, Tamil Nadu, India, during 2000–2007. The Author
was the Principal Investigator of this project, which achieved a reduction in the
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Cervical Cancer Incidence by 25% and mortality due to Cervical Cancer by 35%, in a
period of 5 years [5].

Brief description of the model “TIT for TAT”:
NEXT GEN SOLUTIONS—“TIT”
“TIT”
T = Trained manpower
I = Indigenous resources
T = Translational research
NEO CHALLENGES—“TAT”
“TAT”
T = Target achievement
A = Action plan
T = Transformational research

4.1 Next gen solutions = “TIT”

4.1.1 T = Trained manpower

It is very important and prudent, to have the entire team, trained in their role,
from authorized persons/organizations, and get certified, which are approved and
accepted by the implementing authorities. Assessment exams are to be conducted at
the start, concurrent and terminal levels to assure Internal Quality Control and
Quality Assurance.

4.1.1.1 Doctors

To be trained in Colposcopy, Cryotherapy and LEEP/LLETZ, procedures. The
author had his trainings with the fellowship from IARC/WHO, at RCSI—Dublin,
RCOG—London, SCCPS—Singapore and served as a Hon. Consultant to the
Cervical Cancer Screening Program of The Ohio State University Medical Center.

4.1.1.2 Nurses/female health workers

To be trained in Visual Inspection methods with Acetic acid—VIA, Lugol’s
Iodine—VILI Pap smear techniques, Endocervical curettage, Colposcopy guided
Biopsy techniques, Cervical cells collection for HPV testing, technical assistance
during treatment procedures and Counseling methods. Maintenance of clinical
instruments, equipment, sterilization, autoclaving and laundry, which are very
important tasks for the nurses.

4.1.1.3 Lab technicians

To be trained in Cervical Pathology and HPV testing procedures. The Medical
Records staff needs to be trained in appropriate computer applications, Data man-
agement, data analysis, interpretation and publishing techniques.

4.1.1.4 Health educators/counselor

The participation of women for the Cervical Cancer Programs and compliance
with the treatment and follow-up procedures, largely depends upon the level of
Knowledge, Attitude and Practice. Even though, they may have adequate
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knowledge regarding Cervical Cancer and its prevention, the proportion of women
who will translate “Knowledge into Practice” is relatively small.

4.1.1.5 Knowledge—present/practice—absent

The main barriers to achieving the above ambitious goal, are the lacunae and
deficiencies in the conversion of knowledge into practice, by the women, who are
otherwise well informed about the prevention of Cervical Cancer, as a result of
massive inputs in the field of Health Education. Thus, the screening participation
and compliance to precancer treatment remain low. This barrier in translational
knowledge should be overcome efficiently. The author, by the virtue of his vast
experiences, in planning and implementing one of the largest cervical cancer
screening programs in India, has conceptualized “The STAR P6 Health Education
Model of Raj© (6), for successful conversion of “Knowledge into Practice”.

The STAR P6 Health Education Model of Raj© (Figure 1) [6].

4.1.1.6 The “P 6” concepts

The STAR approach can be better explained under 6 aspects of the program:

1.Projection

2.Perception

3.Promotion

4.Performance

5.Perseverance

6.Pursuit

The sole motive of the STAR approach is to encourage young women and girls
for the HPV Vaccination and Screening of Cervical Cancer, applying the above
mentioned 6 criteria, which involves a series of programmed and tailored steps in
Health Education.

Figure 1.
The STAR P6 Health Education Model of Raj© [6].
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4.1.2 I = Indigenous

4.1.2.1 Indigenous resources

The stability and sustainability of the Cervical Cancer Screening programs
largely depend upon the Availability and Affordability of Resources. Instead of
depending on distant and foreign resources which may be very costly and
unaffordable, it is always prudent to develop locally available and affordable
Indigenous resources, which would be functional and effective, even in limited
and low resource settings. Some of the examples, that the Author has used in his
WHO project are listed below:

1.Puppet shows and Role plays instead of Electronic media, especially in the
hilly, mountainous, tribal areas, which are non-motorable and where
electricity is not available. The programs are conducted with the help of
Generators which are diesel fuelled.

2.Colposcopes are binocular and locally made, rather than sophisticated,
hi-tech digital Colposcopes. Spectacles with a magnifying lens, were tried
for examination of the Cervix, and it was satisfactory and successful
(Figure 2).

3.Cryotherapy equipment which are locally made and uses Carbon di Oxide or
Nitrous Oxide, under high pressure, targeted with a Gun, for freezing the
cervical dysplasia lesions (Figure 3).

4.Silver nitrate crystals for hemostasis after Cervical biopsy, as a substitute to
Monsel’s paste, which is not available in many places and also is very costly for
the limited budget programs.

5.Development of Pathology Laboratory, exclusively for the screening program,
with a well-trained technician, in Cervical Pathology.

4.1.3 T = Translational research

The flow of knowledge, skills, technology, training, manpower, money and
materials from a resource-rich organization, to resource poor and resource needed
organization, is envisaged in Translational Research.

Figure 2.
Spectacles with lens attached—Indigenous Cervix scope.
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The author mobilized resources from Ireland, UK, France, Singapore and USA, to
get trained in Cervical Cancer Screening and treatment procedures. Experts from
these countries, came to the project sites of the Author, in Tamil Nadu, India, to
conduct workshops and Community Based Screening programs in the villages.

Thus the 3 concepts of “TIT”—Trained manpower—Indigenous resources—
Translational research, were the Neo Gen solutions.

4.2 Neo challenges = “TAT”

4.2.1 T = Targets achievement

The WHO has set the Goal of Cervical Cancer Elimination by 2030. More than
190 countries are signatories to this declaration and have committed to the
achievement of the Targets, set as follows:

1.The first is for 90% of girls to be fully vaccinated against the human
papillomavirus (HPV) by the age of 15 years.

2.The second is to ensure that 70% of women are screened using a high-
performance test by the age of 35, and again by age 45.

3.The final target is that, 90% of women with pre-cancer receive treatment and
for 90% of women with invasive cancer to have proper treatment and
palliative care.

4.2.2 A = Action plan

4.2.2.1 For the successful implementation of “Cervical Health Evolution Cascade—
CHEC”

1.Every 30,000 population, should have a “Community Health Center—CHC”.
This should be accessible to all, and equipped with basic equipment,
instruments, essential drugs for Primary Health Care.

2.Each CHC should have 2 Female Community Health Nurses—CHN.

Figure 3.
Indigenous Colposcope and Cryotherapy Gun.
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3.From every 5000 population, 2 Female Community Health Volunteers—CHV,
should be identified and well trained in the practical aspects of Cervical Cancer
screening and treatment (Figure 4).

4.2.3 T = Transformational research

“Start from what you know, Build on what you have and Achieve on what you
should” … .Raj—the Author

The Health Care System tilts towards the Prevention of Diseases and Promotion
of Health from the Curative and Remedial care (Figure 5).

5. Conclusion

The main focus of this chapter is “Papilomaviridae Infections and Cervical
Cancer—The Neo Challenges and Next Gen Solutions.” The take home message is
that HPV prevalence varies among region to region, communities to communities.
The strains which infect the women are also multiple, varying in different countries
and communities. The oncogenic strains of HPV are highly prevalent in Africa, Asia

Figure 4.
Cervical Health Evolution Cascade—CHEC.
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and American regions. Therefore, Cervical Cancer has a high incidence in these
continents. The WHO has initiated a Goal—Elimination of Cervical Cancer by
2030.

The Neo challenges faced are listed under the phrase “TAT”
(Target—Action plan—Transformation).
T—Targets are the 90-70-90 of WHO. 90% of the girls in age group 9–15 to be

fully immunised against HPV. 70% of the eligible women to undergo Screening for
Cervical Cancer. 90% of the Precancers to be treated and palliative care to be
offered for Cervical Cancer patients.

A—Action plan to create Primary Health Care infrastructure, in the communi-
ties through their full participation, contribution and ownership

T-Transformational Research, which shifts the paradigm of Health Services
from Treatment based to Prevention focused, by use of Appropriate Technology for
Health.

The Next Gen solutions are listed under the phrase “TIT”.
(Trained manpower—Indigenous resources—Translational research).

Figure 5.
The tilted balance for “Transformational Research”.
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T—Trained manpower emphasizes on adequate training for the locally available
and permanently employed Doctors, Nurses, Lab technicians, Health educators,
Counselors and other paramedical staff of the programs, rather than relying on the
specialists and temporary staff from external sources.

I—Indigenous resources, equipment, instruments and technology, are the
accessible, affordable and available infrastructures for the efficient functioning of
the programs, on a long-term basis.

T—Transformational research is based on shifting of the paradigm of Health
care services from Treatment mode to Prevention mode.

Therefore, for the achievement of the WHO Goal of “Elimination of Cervical
Cancer by 2030”, the author, strongly recommends the TIT for TAT—The Com-
munity Competency Model of Raj© which effectively addresses the “Papilloma
viridae infections and Cervical Cancer—The Neo Challenges and Next Gen
solutions”, both at regional and Global levels.
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Chapter 10

Association between Human 
Papillomavirus and Urological 
Cancers: An Update
Mehmet Sarier

Abstract

Human papillomavirus (HPV) is currently the most common sexually  transmitted 
pathogen in the world, and as such imposes a substantial global burden due to its 
oncogenic properties. The significant association of HPV with anogenital and head 
and neck carcinomas is well established. In terms of urological malignancies, only 
the association between HPV and penile cancer has been well defined; despite close 
anatomical proximity, its relationship with bladder, prostate, kidney, and testicular 
cancers has remained unclear. With technological advances in the nucleic acid 
amplification tests used to detect HPV over the last two decades, the results of new 
studies have led to the need to reexamine these relationships. This brief review aims 
to evaluate the association between urological malignancies and HPV infection in 
light of recent data.

Keywords: HPV, penile cancer, prostate cancer, kidney cancer, bladder cancer, 
testicular cancer

1. Introduction

The human papillomavirus (HPV) is a double-stranded DNA virus whose only 
host is humans. It is the most common sexually transmitted pathogen in the world 
today. Epidemiological studies indicate the global prevalence of HPV is close to 
12% [1]. The main reason for this high prevalence is that HPV infection is usually 
asymptomatic. The clinical course of HPV infection is divided into three periods—
the latent, subclinical, and clinical phases [2]. Up to 90% of HPV infections are 
controlled by host adaptive immunity, thereby remaining in the latent phase and 
eventually becoming undetectable. However, 10% of cases progress to intraepithe-
lial neoplasia or condylomatous lesions, and 1% transform into invasive cancer [3]. 
While over 200 HPV types have been identified to date, only 40 of them cause ano-
genital infections and HPV-associated malignancies [4]. Unlike many other viruses, 
HPVs are classified according to genetic sequence rather than antigenic structures. 
Therefore, instead of serotypes, they are numbered by genotype and in the order of 
discovery [5]. Despite its largely benign nature, HPV is a high-profile public health 
issue and poses a substantial socioeconomic burden due to its oncogenic proper-
ties. HPV and Epstein–Barr virus (EBV) are responsible for the most frequent 
virus-related cancers [6], with HPV linked to nearly 10% of cancers globally [7]. 
Based on their oncogenic potential, HPVs are divided into high-risk (HR-HPV) 
and low-risk (LR-HPV) types. HR-HPVs disrupt the cell cycle via their E6 and E7 
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oncoproteins, preventing progression from G1 to S phase [8]. The E6 oncoprotein 
inhibits the function of tumor suppressor protein p53. This increases the risk of 
cell transformation due to a lack of genetic stability and inhibition of apoptosis. 
The E7 oncoprotein inactivates another tumor suppressor protein, retinoblastoma 
(Rb). This results in the uncontrolled synthesis of the proteins necessary for cell 
cycle progression, and the cell enters a state of continuous proliferation [9]. Unlike 
HR-HPVs, the E6 and E7 oncoproteins of LR-HPVs do not inactivate p53 and Rb to 
the same degree [10].

Because HPV shows epithelial tropism, squamous cell carcinoma is the most 
common histologic type of HPV-related cancer. HPV association has been reported 
in 96% of cervical carcinomas, 75% of vulvar carcinomas, 41% of oropharyngeal 
carcinomas, and 36% of anal carcinomas [11–13]. The results of meta-analyses 
suggest that the presence of HPV is a favorable prognostic factor in anogenital and 
head and neck cancers [13–15]. Although it is not clear how the presence of HPV 
improves prognosis in these carcinomas, it was reported that HPV-negative primary 
cancers showed high metastatic potential and had more aggressive p53 mutations, 
resulting in more severe deregulation of normal growth control and poorer progno-
sis compared to HPV-positive cancers [16].

Considering the close anatomical proximity to anogenital carcinomas, research-
ers have investigated the relationship between HPV and urological malignancies 
for approximately three decades. Among these cancers, only penile cancer has been 
clearly associated with HPV. The relationship between HPV and other urological 
malignancies such as prostate, kidney, bladder, and testicular cancers remains 
controversial today. This lingering uncertainty is the result of limitations arising 
from methodological differences in past publications. These limitations can be 
summarized as small case series, lack of fresh tissue sampling, the use of serologi-
cal tests for HPV detection, and the inadequacy of case–control studies [17–19]. In 
recent years, however, remarkable advances in polymerase chain reaction (PCR) 
assay technology have enabled the identification of more genotypes in a single 
sample, and DNA extraction from formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded (FFPE) 
tissues, has become more efficient. Therefore, it is clear that results obtained two to 
three decades ago must be reevaluated.

2. Penile cancer and HPV

Penile cancer is rare, accounting for approximately 0.5% of all cancers in men, 
with a peak prevalence in the sixth decade of life [20]. The incidence of penile can-
cer varies by geographical region depending on the hygienic, cultural, and religious 
characteristics of the population. Its incidence is between 0.3 and 1 per 100,000 
in developed countries, while it reaches 4 per 100,000 in developing countries 
[1]. At present, the main known risk factors are phimosis, chronic inflammation 
of the penis, poor personal hygiene, smoking, polygamy, and HPV infection. 
Histopathologically, 95% of penile cancers are different variations of squamous cell 
carcinoma [21]. The fact that HPV-associated cancers are of squamous histology 
led to the early discovery of the relationship between HPV and penile carcinomas. 
Although there are methodological differences in HPV detection among published 
studies, the prevalence of HPV in penile cancers is reported to be between 39.7% 
and 59.3% [22]. According to a recent meta-analysis evaluating 2531 patients in 
270 studies, the prevalence of HPV-DNA in patients with penile cancer was 48% 
(confidence interval [CI]: 40.0%–57.0%) [7]. HPV type 16 is the dominant type 
identified in HPV-associated penile cancers, with more than half of cases attributed 
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to this type alone [23]. The second most common strain detected in penile carcino-
mas is HPV type 18, and together these two types are responsible for more than 70% 
of HPV-associated penile carcinomas [24].

Penile intraepithelial neoplasia (PIN) is a penis cancer precursor lesion similar 
to cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN). The extent to which the natural course 
of PIN mirrors that of CIN is unclear, and its clinical management is less standard-
ized compared to CIN [25]. However, the link between PIN and HPV is noteworthy. 
Studies have indicated 70–100% association between HPV and PIN, much stronger 
than its relationship with penile carcinoma [26]. An important biomarker currently 
being studied in HPV-associated carcinomas is p16INK4a, a protein whose expression 
is stimulated by the E7 oncoprotein [27]. Numerous recent studies suggest that 
p16INK4a expression can be used as an alternative marker of infection in cervical and 
other HPV-associated carcinomas due to its association with HR-HPV carcinogen-
esis [27]. Martins et al. reported that the expression of p16INK4a was significantly 
associated with the presence of HR-HPV in penile cancers, and could serve as a 
marker of HPV in penile cancer [28]. A recent meta-analysis by Olesen et al. investi-
gating p16INK4a positivity in penile cancers and PIN yielded the interesting finding 
that the rate of p16INK4a positivity was 79.6% in HPV-positive patients with penile 
cancer but only 49.5% among those with PIN [29]. In this meta-analysis, of the 
histological subtypes of HPV-related penile squamous cell carcinomas, the highest 
prevalence of HPV was reported to be 84% in basaloid squamous cell carcinoma, 
followed by 75.7% in warty-basaloid squamous cell carcinoma.

There is little information in the literature regarding the relationship between 
HPV and tumor grade in penile squamous cell carcinoma. However, tumor 
grade and lymph node metastasis are the most important prognostic factors for 
disease-free survival [30]. Hölters et al. observed an association between HPV and 
histological grade in their study, reporting that the prevalence of HR-HPV types 
was higher in poorly differentiated grade 3 tumors [31]. Similarly, a recent study 
also demonstrated a positive correlation between HR-HPV and high-grade penile 
squamous cell carcinoma, especially in HPV-related basaloid and warty-basaloid 
carcinomas [32]. In light of these findings, it can be speculated that unlike cervi-
cal, anal, and oropharyngeal carcinomas, the presence of HPV may be a negative 
prognostic factor in penile carcinomas.

Circumcision is known to be an important protective factor against penile 
cancer, though it is not clear whether circumcision protects against HPV infection. 
Van Howe et al. determined that the prevalence of HPV did not differ between 
circumcised and uncircumcised men but reported a longer HPV clearance time in 
men who were uncircumcised [33]. In a study by Lu et al., viral clearance was higher 
for HR-HPV types in circumcised men than uncircumcised men, while there was 
no significant difference between the two groups in the clearance of LR-HPV types 
[34]. Gray et al. showed that circumcision reduced transmission of both HR-HPV 
and LR-HPV types [35]. In the latest report from Davis et al., male circumcision 
was found to reduce HR-HPV viral load in female partners, leading the authors 
to recommend circumcision for the reduction of HPV infection in both men and 
women [36].

3. Bladder cancer and HPV

Bladder cancer is the fourth most common malignancy in men and the eighth 
most common in women, causing an estimated 400,000 new cases and 186,000 
deaths per year worldwide [37]. Important known risk factors include age, 
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ethnicity, smoking tobacco, chemical exposure (aromatic amines and hydrocar-
bons), and in some regions, schistosomiasis. Histologically, more than 90% of 
bladder cancers are urothelial cell carcinoma. The incidence of bladder cancer has 
shown a marked increase over the last three decades, and despite extensive efforts, 
it is still difficult to predict tumor progression, optimal treatment, and final clinical 
outcomes [38]. Over the same period, the relationship between HPV and bladder 
cancer has also been investigated and two hypotheses have been proposed to explain 
their association. The first hypothesis is that the urethra is the first point of contact 
during sexual transmission of the virus and serves both as a viral reservoir and 
direct connection between the urinary bladder and genital area, possibly providing 
a natural route of viral migration. The second hypothesis is based on the natural 
epithelial tropism of HPV [39]. In a pooled meta-analysis of 2855 cases in 52 studies, 
the prevalence of HPV in bladder cancer samples ranged between 0% and 100% 
[40]. However, this extremely wide range of HPV prevalence is open to interpreta-
tion. In the past, extracting DNA from FFPE tissue was a challenge, and most 
publications stating that there is no relationship between HPV and bladder cancer 
were conducted in FFPE tissues using older technologies in HPV research [41–43]. 
Li et al. emphasized this in their meta-analysis, noting that the prevalence of HPV 
was higher in studies using fresh tissue than in studies using FFPE and suggesting 
that FFPE tissues may yield false-negative results. In the same meta-analysis, it 
was also determined that the HPV prevalence in patients with bladder cancer was 
16.88% and HPV types 16 and 18 were the major types detected [40]. Another 
meta-analysis by Jimenez-Pacheco et al. including 20 controlled studies of HPV-
DNA revealed a significant association between HPV presence and bladder cancer, 
with a pooled odds ratio (OR) of 2.19 (95% CI: 1.40–3.43) [44]. Most recently, 
Sarier et al. conducted a case–control study using fresh tissue and demonstrated a 
strong correlation between urothelial carcinoma of the bladder and HPV infection 
(OR: 4.24, 95% CI: 1.63–12.34) [45].

Although squamous cell carcinoma of the bladder accounts for 2% of all blad-
der cancers, scientific interest in its relationship with HPV has persisted due to 
its histological structure [46]. However, because it is rare cancer, published series 
are small and studies have yielded conflicting results [47–49]. In a recent study by 
Collins et al. investigating the presence of p16 and HR-HPV in 33 patients with 
squamous cell carcinoma of the bladder using in situ hybridization (ISH), P16 
expression was detected in 28% of the patients, while HR-HPV was not detected in 
any patient [50].

Tumor grade is an important factor in terms of bladder cancer progression. 
However, the literature also includes conflicting reports regarding the relationship 
between tumor grade and HPV. An association between HPV and low-grade tumors 
was reported by Tenti et al. [51], while an association with high-grade tumors was 
observed by Cai et al. [52]. In contrast, Sarier et al. observed no significant correla-
tion between tumor grade and HPV in their study [45].

Tumor recurrence is an important and common event in bladder cancer. 
Exposure to infectious agents is recognized as one of the risk factors for urological 
malignancies, especially those with a high tumor recurrence rate [53]. Although 
the literature data on the relationship between HPV and bladder tumor recurrence 
are limited, the results are impressive and largely consistent among studies. Badawi 
et al. reported a significant association between HPV type 16 and tumor recurrence 
rate [54]. Moghadam et al. found that HPV was significantly associated not only 
with tumor recurrence but also with tumor stage [55]. In their 2-year follow-up 
study, Sarier et al. observed higher tumor recurrence rates in patients with bladder 
tumors associated with HPV-DNA [56].
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4. Prostate cancer and HPV

Prostate cancer is the second most common cancer and a fourth most common 
cause of cancer deaths in men and therefore poses a serious burden worldwide 
[57]. The most important risk factors are age over 50 years, ethnicity, family 
history of prostate cancer, diet, and infection, although the available data are 
limited. There is evidence to suggest that chronic inflammation of the prostate 
is quite common in adults and may directly contribute to the development and 
progression of prostate malignancy [58]. This inflammation forms the basis of the 
main hypothesis for the relationship between HPV and prostate cancer. Epithelial 
damage caused by chronic inflammation may result in loss of tolerance to normal 
prostate-associated antigens, thereby triggering a sustained autoimmune reaction 
[59]. The immune evasion strategies of viruses contribute to persistent viral infec-
tion and induce chronic inflammation through cytokines. This presents a mecha-
nism by which HPV may trigger chronic inflammation of the prostate glandular 
epithelium [59].

In fact, numerous studies have investigated the relationship between infection 
and prostate cancer. Taylor et al. demonstrated a significant association between 
prostate cancer risk and infection with any sexually transmitted disease-related 
agents in their meta-analysis of 29 studies including 6022 prostate cancer patients 
and 7320 control cases [60].

As with bladder cancer, a wide range has been reported for the prevalence of 
HPV in prostate cancer (0–100%). Again, methodological approaches are the major 
limitation. The use of serology-based tests for HPV detection is controversial. 
These tests identify general exposure to HPV infection but are not able to identify 
HPV infection in specific organs, such as the prostate. Although ISH is an effective 
method for detecting HPV, PCR is considered the gold standard [61]. By using 
multiple degenerate primary pairs in the amplification reaction, the PCR assay 
can easily be adapted to detect most HPV types associated with anogenital tract 
disease. A recent meta-analysis by Lawson et al. is valuable in this regard. In the 
part of their study evaluating 14 serology-based studies including 5149 prostate 
cancer patients and 7794 benign prostate controls, HPV antibodies were detected 
in 20% of both groups. Based on this finding, they stated that when evaluated 
serologically, there is no difference in the prevalence of HPV antibodies between 
men with and without prostate cancer. However, in another part including only 
PCR-based studies conducted after the year 2000 (including 1071 prostate cancer 
patients and 1103 benign prostate controls), the HPV prevalence was found to be 
21.6% in prostate cancer patients and 6.7% in controls (p = 0.001) [17]. The authors 
concluded from this meta-analysis that HR-HPV has a causal role in prostate cancer. 
Other meta-analyses conducted in the last decade using different parameters also 
showed similar results. In a meta-analysis by Sasidharanpillai et al. evaluating the 
relationship between HPV and oropharyngeal and anogenital cancers based on 
recent molecular studies (nine studies, 876 men), significant HPV association was 
reported in prostate cancer tissue specimens (19%, CI: 10–29%) [7]. Yin et al. also 
determined that HPV was associated with an increased risk of prostate cancer (OR: 
2.27) in their meta-analysis of 24 case–controlled studies including 971 prostate 
cancer and 1085 benign prostate patients [62]. In a meta-analysis of 26 tissue-based 
case–control studies conducted by Yang et al., the prevalence of HPV infection was 
found to be 18.93% and overall HPV positivity in prostate tissues was associated 
with a significantly higher risk of prostate cancer (OR: 1.79, 95% CI: 1.29–2.49) [57]. 
Moghoofei et al. reported that the two major genotypes associated with prostate 
cancer were HPV types 16 and 18, respectively [63].
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Gleason score is an important pathological parameter for the prognosis of pros-
tate cancer. However, the data on the relationship between HPV and Gleason score 
are controversial. Singh et al. reported that Gleason score was high (≥ 8) in 74% of 
patients with HPV-related prostate cancer (p = 0.003), whereas Moghadam et al. 
found no significant difference in Gleason score in his patient group [64].

Glenn et al. published an interesting study regarding HPV and prostate cancer. 
The researchers identified HR-HPVs in the benign prostate tissue specimens of 
patients who developed prostate cancer 1–10 years later. A remarkable finding from 
their study was that E7 oncoprotein expression was detected in 82% of samples at 
the time of benign prostatic hyperplasia diagnosis but only 29% of prostate cancer 
specimens were from the same patients. The authors suggested that HPV has an 
oncogenic role in the early stage of prostate tumorigenesis [65].

5. Kidney cancer and HPV

Kidney cancer is responsible for an estimated 2% of global cancer diagnoses and 
deaths, and its global burden is expected to increase [66]. The two most common 
subtypes are renal cell carcinoma and urothelial cell carcinoma. However, there 
are few studies on its possible association with HPV in the literature, and based on 
the evidence to date, the relationship between kidney cancers and HPV remains 
unclear. In a PCR-based study of 28 patients with kidney cancer, Grce et al. did not 
detect HPV in any patient [67]. Similarly, Hodges et al. did not detect HPV in any 
of their 62 patients with renal tumors by using ISH, leading the authors to conclude 
that HPV appears to have no oncogenic role in benign or malignant renal tumors 
[68]. In contrast, in their small case–control study (49 renal cell carcinoma cases, 
16 controls), Salehipor et al. determined using PCR that the prevalence of HPV was 
14.3% in the patient group and 0% in the control group [69]. Kamel et al. evaluated 
56 patients with renal cell carcinoma using ISH and determined the prevalence of 
HPV to be 52% [70]. Although this is a remarkable finding, the fact that the study 
was not case-controlled can be seen as an important limitation. More recently, 
Farhadi et al. investigated the presence of HPV in 122 patients with renal cell 
carcinoma and demonstrated HPV association in 30.3%, with HPV type 18 being 
the most common type identified [71]. In terms of the case series, an important 
study by Koury et al. based on the Cancer Genome Atlas Database, which includes 
3775 malignant neoplasms, indicated that there was no relationship between HPV 
infection and kidney cancer [72].

6. Testicular cancer and HPV

Although testicular cancers represent only 1% of all malignancies in men, 
they are the most common organ malignancy in men between 20 and 40 years 
of age [73]. The main known risk factors for testicular cancer are undescended 
testes, a family history of testicular cancer, and the presence of germ cell cancer 
in the opposite testicle [74]. While testicular tumors are still relatively uncom-
mon, there has been an unexplained increase in their incidence over the last two 
decades [75]. Researchers have recently focused on the potentially important role of 
inflammation in the formation and progression of testicular cancer, as seen in the 
pathogenesis of other cancers [76]. In fact, the relationship between viral infec-
tions and testicular cancer was first investigated approximately 40 years ago [77]. 
Unfortunately, few studies have been published on the relationship between HPV 
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and testicular cancer in the intervening period. In their study of 39 testicular cancer 
and 48 control cases, Strickler et al. determined the prevalence of HPV to be 5% in 
testicular cancer specimens and 4% in the control group [78]. A PCR-based study 
evaluating the presence of HPV in 19 testicular cancer patients and one control case 
was not able to demonstrate a relationship between HPV infection and testicular 
cancer [79]. Similarly, Bertazzoni et al. reported that HPV was not detected by PCR 
in any specimens from 61 seminomas and 23 control cases [80]. Finally, in a meta-
analysis of 20 studies and 265,057 patients to evaluate the relationship between 
testicular cancer and viral infections, Garolla et al. determined that testicular can-
cer was not associated with HPV, cytomegalovirus, or parvovirus b-19 infections, 
whereas EBV and HIV infections were significantly associated with a higher risk of 
developing testicular germ cell tumors (OR: 7.38, 95% CI: 1.89–28.75, OR: 1.71, 95% 
CI: 1.51–1.93, respectively) [81]. An important point to keep in mind when evaluat-
ing the relationship between testicular germ cell neoplasms and HPV is that HPV 
shows epithelial tropism, and germ cell neoplasms of the testicle do not arise from 
the epithelium.

7. Conclusion

The link between penile cancers and HPV is now well known. In this regard, 
the significant relationship between HPV and tumor grade should be taken into 
consideration and further studies should be conducted to elucidate the prognostic 
significance of HPV presence in penile cancers. The association between HPV and 
urothelial carcinoma of the bladder has become clearer in recent years with the use 
of molecular tests in HPV diagnosis and the findings of studies conducted with 
fresh tissue. In bladder cancer, the significant relationship between HPV and tumor 
recurrence should be kept in mind. The development of PCR technology has had a 
major impact on our understanding of the link between HPV and prostate cancer. 
Compared to previous serology-based studies, the results obtained using nucleic 
acid amplification tests such as PCR are noteworthy and show that a reevaluation 
of this relationship is needed. A key point here may be studied on the relationship 
between HPV and inflammation in the pathophysiology of prostate cancer. In con-
trast, it is premature to talk about an association between kidney cancer and HPV 
based on the limited evidence available today. Case-controlled studies with larger 
patient series will be elucidating. The existing evidence regarding testicular cancer 
indicates no association with HPV infection.
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Abstract

In recent years, Africa has been increasingly involved in biotechnology and 
genomics. However, this interest is much more accentuated in the field of agricul-
ture. From published studies, we know that biotechnology and genomics can be of 
great interest in the health field. Africa would, therefore, benefit from investing 
in these disciplines, especially since the continent is facing several pandemics and 
epidemics. The objective of this chapter is to make a review of the applications 
in genomics already existing in Africa, particularly in Burkina Faso, to show the 
interest of genomics in the field of health by taking into account the context of 
developing countries and to specify the possible applications of genomics in the 
fight against papillomaviridae and their associated cancer.

Keywords: genomics, papillomaviridae infection, cancer, Africa
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1. Introduction

Advances in molecular biology and genomics, combined with computer and 
technological development, artificial intelligence, and significant improvement in the 
production and processing of NGS data, will increasingly have an impact on strategic 
sectors such as agriculture, breeding, energy, and health. Since the advent of modern 
biotechnology, it is increasingly evident that the solutions to the major challenges of 
our world will undoubtedly come from bio-innovation. As the world understands 
the importance of new technologies, more and more startups are investing in specific 
areas of health such as oncology, infectious diseases, immunology, metabolism, etc.

While the rest of the world has understood the challenges of current innovations 
and tries to use them for its population, it remains a great challenge for Sub-Saharan 
Africa. The intellectual, scientific, and political elite understood the challenges 
of the biological sciences and new technologies, but this elite often faces external 
constraints that affect the priorities to be defined for the countries concerned. The 
consequence is a very low representation of African researchers in the global dynam-
ics of biotechnological innovations. Very often, research funding is provided by 
external mechanisms and this is still not sufficient to take into account all research 
concerns. African scientists, including those from Burkina Faso, are then forced to 
fight for the minimum amount of capital in order to finance their own research.

Located in the heart of West Africa, Burkina Faso covers an area of   274,000 km2 
with a population of 20,244,080 inhabitants in 2018 [1]. Burkina Faso is a landlocked 
country, with neighboring countries Mali to the north and west, Niger to the east, 
Benin to the south-east, Togo and Ghana to the south, and Côte d’Ivoire at the south 
west. Burkina Faso’s economic outlook remains strong; the economy has remained 
resilient despite difficult security and health environment. However, like many 
African countries, the part of the budget allocated to research remains low, at 0.9% 
in 2019 [2]. However, since the advent of SARS-COV2, the interest in research has 
increased for the population and also for political leaders. Initiatives to enhance the 
research activities carried out in the country and also to enhance the multidisci-
plinary nature of research have been started. funding from the President of Burkina 
Faso has been granted to researchers to conduct research on the topics of COVID-19 
and infectious diseases. This constitutes a very good opportunity to promote a new 
dynamic and perspective for research in the country. In addition, there is today an 
improvement at the national level in the fight against cancer through the intensifica-
tion of prevention activities and improvement of the technical platform through the 
construction of cancer and radiotherapy centers. Despite COVID-19 and insecurity 
staying the major problems, this dynamic remains. And the boost given to research in 
this context of the coronavirus pandemic will undoubtedly benefit cancer research.

The objective of our reflection in this chapter is to make concrete proposals 
on the contribution of genomics in the fight against cancers, especially cervical can-
cer caused by the human papillomavirus (HPV) in the context of African countries 
such as Burkina Faso.

The part attributable to infections in the occurrence of cancer in resource-
limited countries such as Burkina Faso is around 26%, compared to 7% in developed 
countries. Among these infections are the human papillomavirus (HPV) and hepa-
titis B virus (HBV). The fight against infectious diseases would therefore constitute 
an important element in the cancer control strategy in African countries.

This chapter will focus on three points: a brief overview of the contribution of 
genomics in infectious diseases in general and HPV in particular, a review of human 
papillomavirus and associated cancers in Africa, and finally, a study of the contri-
bution of genomics in the fight against papillomavirus and cervical cancer in Africa, 
and in Burkina Faso in particular.
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2.  Contribution of genomics in the fight against papillomaviridae  
and related cancers

2.1 Contribution of genomics in the fight against infectious diseases

Since the rediscovery of Mendel’s work in 1900, the progress of science has been 
considerable. The discovery of DNA as a carrier of genetic information, the discov-
ery of RNA, as well as the elucidation of the molecular mechanisms of replication, 
transcription, and the cell cycle, all of this combined with the rapid development 
of techniques of molecular biology have deeply opened the fields of application 
of the biological sciences. All these potentials have led researchers to move very 
quickly from “classical” genetics to genomics. Genomics, which appeared in the 
1990s, was born out of a change in the scale of molecular genetics, from study-
ing a single gene or a small fraction of the genome to studying the genome as a 
whole. Its objective is to understand the functioning of living organisms in all their 
complexity. An anonymous source said: “If creating human beings is only about 
aligning sequences of nucleotides, we geneticists would be able to create humans. 
Fortunately, there is the notion of epigenetics that must be taken into account. 
And it forces us to recognize how perfect a human is. “New scientific discipline at 
the crossroads of biology, new analytical techniques, robotics, computer science, 
and genomics requires us to take epigenetics into account in understanding the 
mechanisms of infectious and noninfectious diseases. Genomics has opened up 
new therapeutic possibilities for the treatment of certain diseases: knowledge of 
genes predisposing to major pathologies makes it possible to provide very specific 
treatments in addition to increasingly sensitive screening tests at a lower cost. 
Likewise, the identification of the genes responsible for various diseases offers 
researchers the possibility of determining the exact targets on which the drugs 
should act. In recent years, advances in genomics have transformed the therapeutic 
research and strategy of most of the major pharmaceutical groups. ‘recombinant’ 
drugs can be more effective and their development faster, and therefore it could be 
less expensive.

People are often exposed to viruses, bacteria, and parasites. Some of these 
microorganisms are sources of infection, epidemics, and even pandemics. During 
the previous centuries, these infectious diseases have negatively impacted the life 
expectancy of the population in the long term. With the discovery of microorgan-
isms by Louis Pasteur, humans seemed to have learned to “control” infectious 
diseases through the enhancement of personal and public hygiene, and access to 
vaccines and antibiotics. Unfortunately, over the past few decades, we have seen 
more and more so-called “emerging or reemerging” infectious diseases. In develop-
ing countries, infectious diseases were responsible for 6 of 10 deaths between 2000 
and 2019. This is in contrast to the rest of the world where it is noncommunicable 
diseases that cause the most health challenges. The World Health Organization esti-
mates that nearly a quarter of deaths worldwide or nearly thirteen million persons 
die per year, and this is still directly linked to infectious diseases. This shows how 
infectious diseases remain a major public health problem in Africa. The fight against 
infectious diseases requires the establishment of an effective awareness and pre-
vention strategy, reliable diagnostic tools, and a rapid response. Already, after the 
publication of the results of the sequencing of the whole human genome, the WHO 
report entitled “Genomics and World Health” indicated that a better knowledge of 
the genomics of pathogens and their vectors would greatly contribute to the fight 
against these infections [3].

Prevention of infectious diseases: Since it was understood that infectious 
diseases were caused by microorganisms, it became evident that to guard against 
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these pathologies, it was necessary to combine a healthy lifestyle and vaccination. 
Hygiene also involves the implementation of barrier measures and to develop 
these measures, it is necessary to have a good knowledge of the germ, its mode of 
transmission, its target in the body, and also its mode of multiplication. Providing 
an effective vaccine also requires a very good knowledge of the germ and its genetic 
material. Since the advent of sequencing and bioinformatics, much information 
on the genetics of microorganisms is now available in international databases and 
accessible to all. Likewise, nowadays, the development of sequencing tools gives 
researchers the ability to sequence any genome in few hours, analyze the sequencing 
data, and even make comparisons and classify organisms. More and more studies 
show that human genetic factors play a major role in susceptibility to infections. We 
notice, for example, that different populations, confronted with the same germ, 
react differently to infection. Genomic studies take into account factors related to 
the germ, the host, and the environment in understanding the dynamics of disease 
occurrence following microbial infection.

Diagnosis of infectious diseases: A good diagnosis, made early, can reduce the 
transmission of a disease. For a long time, the diagnosis of a disease depended on 
knowing the clinical signs and symptoms presented by the patient. It was quickly 
realized that different diseases could have almost the same symptoms; moreover, 
between contact with the germ and the onset of the first symptoms, a person can 
infect many other people. It, therefore, became evident that diagnostic tests were 
needed to confirm the presence of the germ as early as possible. Hence, the emer-
gence of indirect diagnostic tests and later direct diagnostic tests, which target the 
pathogenic organism. But setting up these tests required very advanced knowledge 
of the microorganism. It, therefore, required more time for the provision of these 
tests. With the appearance of new molecular biology technologies and the genomic 
knowledge of germs, it is becoming easier and faster to make a diagnostic test acces-
sible to populations.

The response to infectious diseases: A rapid response to a disease requires a 
synergy of action involving several skills at the same time. The response is different 
depending on whether you are dealing with a new disease or an “old disease.” The 
example of the COVID-19 pandemic shows us how genomics can revolutionize 
the management of infectious diseases. The accumulated knowledge, as well as the 
pooling of skills and the availability of ultra-modern technologies, have enabled the 
world to have diagnostic tests only a few weeks after the appearance of the virus and 
a vaccine less than a year later. At the same time, this made it possible to develop 
response mechanisms on a global and continental level against the virus. Knowledge 
of the molecular mechanisms of resistance of pathogens to drugs would certainly 
help save lives by making it possible to precisely prescribe the most effective drug 
to treat a specific disease. This is called pharmacogenomics. According to the 
European Agency for the Evaluation of Medicinal Products, pharmacogenomics 
can be defined as the study of the variability in the expression of different genes in 
relation to the response to drugs, whether this expression is assessed at the cell, tis-
sue, individual, or population level [4]. It is a science that allows the identification 
of genomic expression profiles involved in the therapeutic response, whether in the 
expression of drug efficacy or toxicity. Genomics also allows the monitoring of dif-
ferent pathogen variants. Currently, the technological capacity in terms of genomics 
facilitates the traceability of the variants of SARS-COV2 and anticipates the avail-
ability of vaccines and also the transmission of the virus throughout the world.

In addition to infectious diseases being a major concern in terms of mortality 
in developing countries, some of them are also a source of cancer, such as HPV, the 
subject of our study.
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2.2 Human papillomavirus and associated cancers in Africa

HPVs are DNA viruses, belonging to the papillomaviridae family. HPV transmis-
sion occurs primarily through direct skin-to-skin or mucous-to-mucous membrane 
contact, indirectly through contaminated objects or from mother to child. Sexual 
transmission is the most common mode. This virus is responsible for cancer of 
the cervix and also for other types of cancers, such as of the penis, anus, ear, nose, 
throat, etc.

2.2.1 HPV and cervical cancer

HPVs are further subdivided into high-risk and low-risk oncogenic types. High-
risk HPVs cause high-grade lesions and invasive cervical cancers. In the mucous 
membranes, the onset of a high-grade lesion or cancer is usually preceded by the 
appearance of a low-grade lesion. If the persistence of infection by an HPV is an 
essential factor in the progression to cancer, infection with a high-risk HPV and 
the existence of cofactors linked to the field is a fundamental phenomenon in the 
genesis of related cancers to these viruses. The determinants of persistence are both 
viral and linked to environmental factors such as immune response, genetics, and 
carcinogens. In the cervix, the vast majority of HPV is eliminated spontaneously in 
18 months on average. Cohort studies show that only 10% of genital mucosal HPV 
infections progress to a high-grade lesion and cancer, between 10 and 20 years. 
However, in some cases, the period of progression from mild dysplasia to high-
grade lesion may be short, one to two years, and some lesions may turn out to be 
high-grade straight away, progressing very quickly to cancer [5]. The contribution 
of HPVs in cervical cancer depends on the genotypes of the virus. HPV16 and 18 
contribute to more than 70% of all cases of cervical cancer, between 41% and 67% 
for high-grade cervical lesions and 16 to 32% for low-grade cervical lesions [6]. 
This is due to their higher carcinogenic capacity than other HPV genotypes [7]. The 
other six most commonly detected HPV genotypes in the world after HPV16 and 
18 were HPV31, 33, 35, 45, 52, and 58 [8]. They are thought to be responsible for an 
additional 20% of cervical cancers worldwide [6]. However, this global distribution 
could vary from region to region or from study to study (study type and popula-
tion). In Burkina Faso, the prevalence of HPV was estimated at 58.33% and 59.6% 
in two populations of HIV-positive women, with HPV50’S, HPV18, and HPV30’S as 
the most prevalent [9, 10]. In women with normal cytology in general populations 
who attended gynecological services, the prevalence of HPV infection in studies 
carried out in Burkina Faso was 40.4%, 25.3%, and 34.1% [11–13]. These preva-
lences were also variable according to the locality. In high-grade lesions and cancer 
cases, the prevalence was 48.8% and 72.31%, respectively [14, 15].

Cervical cancer is the most common cancer in women worldwide in 45 countries 
and kills more women than all other forms of cancer in 55 countries. These coun-
tries include many countries of Sub-Saharan Africa, Asia (especially India), and 
some countries of Central and South America. Cervical cancer accounts for over 
80% of cancers attributable to HPV infection [16]. The number of cervical cancer 
cases worldwide is 569,847 with 311,365 deaths. It is the 3rd leading cause of death 
in the world, and the 2nd most common cause of cancer and death in women aged 
15 to 44 [17]. In Africa, where cervical cancer is the second leading cause of cancer 
in women after breast cancer, 119,284 cases are diagnosed each year. It is also the 
leading cause of cancer death (81,687 deaths) in Africa according to 2018 estimates 
[6]. Among women aged 15 to 44, cervical cancer is the most common cause of 
cancer death (2nd rank) [6], West and East Africa are the most affected. Each year 
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in West Africa, there are approximately 31,955 cases of cervical cancer with 23,529 
deaths. And specifically, depending on the country, the estimates are 783 cases and 
652 deaths in Benin; 2517 cases and 2081 deaths in Burkina Faso (a leading cause of 
cancer); 1789 cases and 1448 in Côte d’Ivoire; 2206 cases and 1704 deaths in Mali 
(a leading cause of cancer); 543 cases and 476 deaths in Niger; 568 cases and 414 
deaths in Togo [6, 18, 19].

2.2.2 Anal cancer and HPV in Africa

Similar to cervical cancer, anal cancer is associated with HPV infection in 
approximately 88% of cases worldwide [17, 20]. It is frequently detected in both 
sexes and there are differences based on sexual orientation. The prevalence of HPV 
in anal infections is thought to be higher in male homosexuals and HIV-positive 
men. In women, a decrease in the prevalence of HPV with age has been observed, 
unlike that of heterosexual men [21–23]. According to a meta-analysis, the preva-
lence of anal HPV in homosexuals (men who have sex with men) is double that 
of women (58.8% against 30.7%); and the prevalence of the latter is thought to 
be double that of men who have sex with women (14.2%) [24]. According to HPV 
genotypes, HPV16 is the most common genotype (73% of all HPV positive tumors) 
followed by HPV18 (approximately 5% of cases). In precancerous anal lesions 
(AIN), HPV DNA is detected in 91.5% of AIN1 cases and 93.9% of AIN2/3 cases 
[17, 25]. Worldwide, the different prevalence of HPV in anal infections is 80.8% 
in Asia, 87.6% in Europe, 95.8% in the USA, 61.9% in West Africa [26], 97.1% in 
Australia [27], 100% in Germany [28], and 95.4% in Ukraine [29]. We lack data in 
Burkina Faso on anal cancer. However, a retrospective and cross-sectional study 
which involved patients seen during lower gastrointestinal endoscopy from the 
period between 09/29/1999 and 10/04/2008 in a hospital setting in Ouagadougou 
showed that anorectal malignancies (6, 9%) were in fourth place after hemor-
rhoidal disease (45.6%), anitis (21.1%), and fissures (13.9%) [30].

2.2.3 Vulvar cancer and HPV

HPV is responsible for 43% of vulvar cancer worldwide [20]. Vulvar cancer has 
two distinct histologic profiles: basaloid wart types more common in young women 
with an infection of about 86% HPV and keratinizing types, the frequency of which 
in older women is about 6%. HPV infection is frequently detected among high-
grade VIN (VIN2/3) cases (85.3%). HPV16 was the most common type detected, 
followed by HPV33 [25]. HPV infections were detected in 70.8% of vulvar cancer 
cases in Africa, 28.7% in Asia [31], 90.0% in Australia [32], 50.0%, in the USA, and 
19.3% in Europe [31].

2.2.4 Vaginal cancer and HPV

Cancer of the vagina in women may present with a history of other anogenital 
cancers, such as cervical cancer, which are frequently and simultaneously diag-
nosed. Invasive vaginal carcinomas where DNA of HPV was detected in 70% of 
cases and high-grade vaginal neoplasia (VaIN2/3) in 91% of cases. HPV16 was the 
most common type in high-grade vaginal neoplasia and is detected in at least 70% 
of HPV-positive carcinomas [17, 20, 25]. Several studies and meta-analyses allow 
some estimation of the prevalence in some regions of the world: 68.4% of HPV 
infection was observed in vaginal carcinomas in Africa, 71.1% in Europe, 78.0% in 
America, 97.6% in VaIN2 / 3 in Europe, and 92.5% in VaIN2/3 in America, still with 
a predominance of HPV16 [33].
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2.2.5 Penile cancer and HPV

A prevalence of 50% of HPV DNA has been detected in penile cancers [12]. 
HPV16 was the most common type, followed by HPV18 and HPV types 6/11 [34]. 
A large majority of invasive penile cancers (over 95%) is squamous cell carcinomas 
(SCC). Keratinization (49%), mixed wart-basaloids (17%), verrucas (8%), and 
basaloids (4%) are the most common histological subtypes of penile SCC. HPV 
is commonly detected in basaloid and verrucous tumors, but it is less common in 
keratinizing and verrucous tumors. Still, with a higher prevalence of the HPV16 
type, the prevalence of HPV was detected in 36.8% and 87.5% of penile cancer cases 
in Africa [35, 36], 13.4% in Asia, 32.2% in Europe, 36.5% in Latin America and the 
Caribbean, 18.8% in the USA [35], and 63.2% in Brazil [37]. In the cases of PeIN2/3, 
the prevalence of HPV was 18.8% in the USA and 89.1% in Europe [35].

2.2.6 Oropharyngeal and HPV cancers

The origin of head and neck cancer associated with HPV is an oral HPV infec-
tion, which, in the absence of clearance, persists and progresses to a neoplastic 
lesion. About 25.6% of all oropharyngeal cancers is attributable to HPV infection, 
with HPV16 the most common type [20]. In Africa, specifically in Burkina Faso, 
a prevalence of 54.84% of HPV6/11 infection has been attributed to laryngeal 
papillomatosis, 15.4% and 25% of high-risk HPV infections (HR-HPV) to cancers 
of mucous cells of the throat and nose, respectively [38, 39]. Worldwide, HPV 
infection ranges from 22.4% (19.9–25.0) for the oropharynx, 4.4% (3.3–4.8) for 
the oral cavity, to 3.5% (2.4−4.8) for the larynx, with a dominance of HPV16 [40]. 
Two meta-analyses of healthy individuals reported an oral HPV prevalence of 4.5% 
(3.9−5.1) and 7.5% (6.7−8.4) [41, 42]. In the United States, an oral HPV prevalence 
of 6.9% (5.7–8.3) was observed, with a significant difference between 10.1% males 
and 3.6% females [43].

In the rest of our study, we will mainly address the case of cervical cancer, 
which is the cancer with the highest incidence in Africa. Over the past 30 years, 
the incidence and death rate of cervical cancer has declined in countries where 
socioeconomic levels have improved. These decreases are largely the result of the 
implementation of secondary prevention measures, which include effective screen-
ing, early diagnosis, and treatment of precancerous lesions. Because of this situa-
tion, the contribution of genomics in the fight against HPV infections and cervical 
cancer could be an alternative for developing countries such as Burkina Faso. This 
strategy will undoubtedly save a lot of time and use less economic resources in this 
struggle.

2.3  Contribution of genomics in the fight against papillomavirus and cervical 
cancer in Africa

The fight against cervical cancer includes three main components: primary 
prevention, which consists of the elimination of HPV through sensitization, 
socio-behavioral change, communication, and importantly vaccination; secondary 
prevention consists mainly of screening to detect and treat precancerous lesions; 
and tertiary prevention, which consists of management of cervical cancer and 
palliative care. Tertiary prevention requires intensive therapeutic approaches, which 
still produces poor outcomes, especially in our countries with limited resources. 
WHO, therefore, recommends focusing control strategies on primary and second-
ary preventions. Most of the time, a high-risk oncogenic HPV infection progresses 
10 to 20 years before cancer develops. This implies that if the tools for diagnostic 
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strategies are put in place effectively, there would be a great chance of preventing 
the development of cancerous lesions. WHO recommends the use of molecular tests 
in combination with other techniques such as visual inspection with acetic acid or 
Lugol solution, cervico-vaginal smear, etc. Several screening strategies are recom-
mended by the WHO for developing countries: the “screen-and-treat” strategy that 
consists of applying visual tests (IVA /IVL) and treating women who test positive 
without going through a viral detection diagnostic test; the “see-and-treat” strat-
egy that consists of offering women who are screen positive by visual methods, a 
colposcopy examination before treatment. The diagnosis of the virus requires the 
use of molecular biology techniques such as the polymerase chain reaction (PCR), 
DNA/RNA hybridization, etc. Until fairly recent times, many people would have 
been said that the developing countries of the African continent are unable to 
utilize these molecular biology techniques nationwide. However, since the advent 
of COVID-19, developing countries have reorganized their testing laboratories to 
include PCR testing. Availability of equipment and skills should no longer be an 
obstacle for molecular HPV testing, but the issue of the cost of consumables and 
reagents remains. We will address this case in our specific analysis in Burkina Faso.

Another strategy for the use of genomics in the fight against HPV is the provi-
sion of effective vaccines at lower costs for the majority of the population. In the 
context of HPV, two vaccines are already available. They are: Cervarix®, which 
protects against HPV16 and 18, and Gardasil 9®, which protects against HPV 6, 11, 
16, 18, 31, 33, 45, 52, and 58. However, these vaccines are not yet subsidized in all 
African countries and they do not cover all the high-risk genotypes encountered in 
these countries such as HPV56, 66, 59, 39, 51, 35, 68, and 45. However, some stud-
ies show that these genotypes are part of the “Top 5” of the most common HPVs. 
In addition to testing for the virus, African countries would benefit from testing 
for HPV genotypes circulating in cancer cases. This will allow them to make a wise 
choice in terms of the vaccine available and also to invest strategically in the design 
of a specific and more effective vaccine for their population. It should also be noted 
that genomics will accelerate the implementation of this vaccine development. It is 
increasingly becoming clear that HPV, like other viruses, does not always cause dis-
ease to develop in an infected person. The influence of genetic factors of the host on 
the susceptibility or resistance to this infection is suspected. It would, therefore, be 
very interesting to understand these mechanisms of susceptibility/resistance. This 
will help to protect vulnerable people and elucidate possible treatment pathways 
against HPV and associated cancers. Likewise, some low-grade lesions spontane-
ously progress to clearing while others progress to cancer. In addition to viral and 
environmental factors, genetic and epigenetic factors of the human host are also 
suspected. An investigation of these mechanisms could lead to the establishment of 
markers for monitoring or early diagnosis of cancer. HPV sequencing would also be 
an asset for identifying new viral variants, for molecular epidemiological surveil-
lance of the virus, and for understanding the biology of the pathogen. A better 
knowledge of the biology of the virus will also allow a good understanding of the 
mechanisms of carcinogenesis.

Cancer is known to be a genetic disease, for it induces mutations in the genome 
or epigenome level. It is also known that people with the same type of cancer can 
have different mutations. And these mutations can influence a person’s treatment. It 
is, therefore, evident that without the contribution of genomics, the analysis which 
enables these mutations to be identified, at some point clinicians are forced to treat 
patients “blind.” If it is later found that the treatment is not working, it will need 
to be changed. And during this time, the disease physically, psychologically, and 
economically has a negative impact on the person. Therefore, for low-income coun-
tries, it would be more strategic to encourage pharmacogenomics, as this will reduce 
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costs and also improve patient survival rate, especially, since there is undoubtedly 
a delay in diagnosis of cancers. These delays are most often due to a lack of money, 
inaccessibility to medical specialists, and the refusal to accept the disease. Thus, a 
genomic study of cancer cells will make it possible to offer adapted and personal-
ized therapeutic protocols to people already suffering from cancer due to HPV.

2.4 Specific case of Burkina Faso

Burkina Faso is a landlocked country and, therefore, constitutes a crossroads 
for the populations of certain West African countries. This position is advanta-
geous from an economic point of view, but from a health point of view, it can be a 
way for rapid transmission of infectious diseases. According to estimates from the 
West African Economic and Monetary Union (WAEMU), 2 out of 5 people (41.4%) 
lived in poverty in 2018. The country was victim of several terrorist attacks, which 
claimed the lives of several thousands of people and caused the internal displace-
ment of more than one million people. In addition to this insecure situation, we 
have the COVID-19 pandemic and its health and economic consequences. This 
situation of insecurity prompted the government to initiate capacity building for 
the defense forces in order to provide an effective response to the security issue. 
This puts pressure on public finances with a budget deficit of nearly 5% of GDP in 
2018 against 7.5% in 2017.

In terms of health, the Burkinabè live longer now than in previous decades. Life 
expectancy at birth has increased from 53.8 years in 1996 to 60.4 years in 2016. This 
is mainly attributed to the improvement of living conditions, better access to health 
services, reduction of diseases preventable by vaccination, and better management 
and treatment of malaria and infectious diseases such as pneumonia, tuberculosis, 
and HIV/AIDS.

Burkina Faso has a Ministry of Health, Public Hygiene and Well-being and a 
Ministry of Higher Education, Research and Innovation for the implementation of 
its policies in health and research. We will develop below, the organization of these 
two ministries.

2.4.1 Organization of the health system

Burkina Faso’s national health system includes the public subsector, the private 
subsector, and the traditional medicine/pharmacopeia. The leadership of the 
Ministry of Health (MoH) is reflected in the adoption of policies and standards, the 
adoption of laws and other conventions relating to health, the increase in resources 
for health through the development of the partnership, implementation of the com-
mon basket, and better structural and functional organization. The organization 
of the health system takes into account the organization of administrative services 
and the organization of care services. Administratively, Burkina’s health system 
comprises three levels, namely the central, intermediate, and peripheral levels: the 
central level is made up of central structures organized around the cabinet of the 
Minister and the General Secretariat; the intermediate level includes 13 regional 
health directorates; the peripheral level is made up of 70 health districts. The 
health district is the operational unit of the national health system. The provision 
of care is provided by public and private structures. Public health care structures 
are organized into three levels which provide primary, secondary, and tertiary care. 
The first level has medical centers (CM): 71, health and social promotion centers 
(CSPS): 2041, isolated dispensaries and maternities: 120, infirmary: 187. The second 
level of care is the medical center with a surgical unit (CMA): 46. It is the reference 
center for health facilities at the first level of the district. The second level of care 
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is represented by the regional hospital center (CHR) which serves as a reference 
for the CMAs. There are a total of nine (09) CHR in the country. The third level 
consists of the university hospital center, numbering six (06) in 2020. These struc-
tures constitute the highest reference level. In addition to these structures, there are 
pharmacopeia, traditional medicine, and community-based health which also con-
tribute to the provision of health services to the population. The population/health 
center ratio makes it possible to assess the country’s health coverage. It is estimated 
at 9662 inhabitants for 01 CSPS in 2019 and efforts still need to be made to bring 
the country closer to the standard defined by WHO which recommends 01 CSPS for 
5000 inhabitants. The number of nurses in public health facilities in 2019 was 8613, 
i.e., a ratio of 41 nurses per 100,000 inhabitants, which is higher than the WHO 
standard which recommends 2 nurses per 10,000 inhabitants. Malaria remains the 
main reason for consultation and hospitalization, and the leading cause of death 
in health facilities. In 2018, deaths attributed to malaria were 16.4%. Overall, the 
Burkinabé health system still faces enduring bottlenecks including geographic and 
financial accessibility, low availability of drugs and trained personnel, quality of 
care, and socio-cultural acceptability.

The National Institute of Health is a public health establishment created by 
decree No. 2018–0618/ PRES/PM/MINEFID/MS/MESRI of 06/18/2018, which 
depends on the Ministry of Health. It is made up of 6 technical departments 
namely: the Direction of the MURAZ Center (CM), the Direction of the National 
Center for Research and Training on Malaria (CNRFP), the Direction of the Nouna 
Health Research Center (CRSN), the Direction of the Health Emergency Response 
Operations Center (CORUS), the Directorate of the National Population Health 
Observatory (ONSP), and the Directorate of the Central Reference Laboratory 
(LCR). Both public and private medical biology laboratories are organized into a 
network and coordinated by the laboratory management. The network architecture 
is as follows: the national reference laboratories (NRLs) which report directly to 
the LCR; national-level laboratories (located in the CHU and research centers); 
intermediate or regional level laboratories (located in CHR), and peripheral level 
laboratories (located in CM/CMA). Each laboratory level has clear texts that specify 
its organization and missions, so that all laboratory activities are well coordinated.

The part of the national budget allocated to health was relatively stable between 
2015 and 2016, standing at 12.15% and 12.4%, respectively. Nevertheless, we note a 
downward trend in 2017 and 2018, i.e., 11.89% and 10.70%, respectively, probably 
attributable to the security situation. The country adopted Law N ° 060–2015/CNT 
establishing a single and compulsory universal health insurance scheme (RAMU) 
as part of the strengthening of inclusiveness, solidarity, and social protection. The 
establishment of this insurance scheme will improve the well-being of the popula-
tion and help to considerably reduce the direct health costs in the household budget. 
Funding for health research is an area that will need to be strengthened because it is 
practically nonexistent.

2.4.2 Research organization

As a member country of the West African Economic and Monetary Union 
(WAEMU), Burkina Faso had 20.5 million inhabitants, of which 51.7% were women 
in 2019 according to the preliminary results of the RGPH 2019. The average annual 
rate of population growth remained at 2.9%. Those under 20 years represented 
55.8% of the total population. The urbanization rate was 26.3%. This urbanization 
is concentrated between the cities of Ouagadougou (administrative capital) and 
Bobo-Dioulasso (economic capital), which alone absorbs 62.1% of the urban popu-
lation. In 2019, Burkina Faso was ranked 182nd out of 189 countries with an HDI of 
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0.452 according to the 2020 UNDP Sustainable Human Development Report. This 
index improved from the previous year when it was 0.434. The value of the HDI in 
2019 places Burkina Faso in sixth place in the WAEMU area.

From a structural point of view, research activities are mainly carried out in 
public and private research centers, public universities, and public hospitals. In 
2019, the total number of research facilities was 45, including 15 research centers, 
9 research institutes, 8 research stations, and 13 universities. All the structures 
have 2272 researchers and teacher-researchers, 17.1% of whom are women. The 
private and international sectors only account for 2.9% and 2.5% of researchers. 
In a population of 1,000,000 inhabitants, the number of researchers is 111. In 
terms of funding, 151 research projects/agreements were registered in 2019 for a 
total funding of 13,636,364 US dollars. The part of the national budget allocated 
to research represents 0.9% of all the budget and 24.3% of that of the Ministry of 
Higher Education, Scientific Research and Innovation (MESRSI). The contributory 
share of external research aid was 85.4% and that of the state 7.8%. In 2019, expen-
diture other than projects/programs of research structures amounted to 16,138,182 
US dollars. Salary costs represented 36.8%, functionary costs 50.9%, spending 
on investments represented 7.7%. The budget devoted to expenditure other than 
projects and programs of research structures represented 33.6% and the contribu-
tion of external partners 24.7%. The expenditure on own resources is the highest 
and represented 41.7%. The research sector is one of the 14 planning sectors of the 
National Economic and Social Development Plan (PNDES). Thus, to boost this 
sector and improve scientific output, the government has instituted, among other 
things, the prize for excellence in scientific research, the International Symposium 
on Science and Technology (SIST). Also, to provide a secure framework for funding 
research and innovation activities, the government has in recent years increased 
the budget of the National Fund for Research and Innovation for Development 
(FONRID). Most of the specific research infrastructures, listed in 2019, belonged 
to public structures. Indeed, the public owns 78.3% of the infrastructures against 
12.0% for the private sector. In 2019, all the researchers and teacher-researchers 
produced 1787 publications. Publications by public research structures represent 
85.5%. Private and international structures respectively account for 5.4% and 9.1% 
of published research results. The average number of publications per researcher 
ratio in 2019 is less than one publication per researcher (0.8). The highest ratio is 
recorded in international organizations where it is nearly three publications per 
researcher. Scientific articles (34.4%), technical reports (29.5%), and scientific 
communications (13.3%) are the most common scientific publications.

Overall, it appears that research is very poorly funded in Burkina Faso. Most 
of the research activities done are carried out with external capital. This calls into 
question the country’s sovereignty in the field of research. However, an effort 
is being made in the area of   valorization of research results. This effort remains 
very insufficient, especially in universities where there are very few documents of 
vulgarization and technical reports compared to research centers and institutes.

We were unable to obtain sufficient data on the part of health research funding 
in the national budget or external funding. But nevertheless, given the meager part 
of research funding in general, we can assume that health research funding remains 
very low.

2.5 Possible strategy

At this point, we will make concrete proposals for Burkina Faso, and therefore, 
for the other countries of Sub-Saharan Africa which have similar problematic 
management mechanisms in terms of health and research. For efficiency in the 
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implementation of contribution strategies of genomics in the fight against cervical 
cancer induced by papillomaviruses, we will address aspects of governance, capital-
ization of existing structures, human resources, and equipment.

2.5.1 The governance

The fight against HPV and associated cancers will not happen without a political 
commitment as strong as that seen for the fight against COVID-19. One of the great 
strengths of the Burkina Faso Ministry of Health is that it is very well organized. 
And this is due to the gains made over the decades. However, in this fight against 
HPV and associated cancers, it will absolutely be necessary for this ministry to 
work in close collaboration with the Ministry of Higher Education, Research and 
Innovation because most of the human skills and equipment of genomics are 
located in research centers which work under this ministry. There is, therefore, a 
need for a synergy of inter-ministerial action. Let us not forget either the Ministry 
of Finance which is the “portfolio” of the government and therefore responsible 
for financing all the activities that will be initiated by the other two ministries. We 
propose that the government create a “cell” under the first ministry. This cell could 
be called “medicine and genomics” for example. It should be constituted from 
clinicians, researchers, and academic-researchers working in the field of genomics 
or teaching-hospital-university teachers, bio-ethicists (to take ethical aspects into 
account in decisions), and sociologists (for taking sociological aspects into account 
in decisions). The first ministry will then have to work to make available organiza-
tional and functional texts of this “cell” and to allocate the necessary resources to 
achieve its objectives. This unit should also be able to mobilize external resources to 
finance its activities.

2.5.2 Capitalization of healthcare and research structures and equipment

Several research structures are currently working in the field of health. These 
structures work under the Ministry of Health or the Ministry of Research. In 
addition, the structuring of the Ministry of Health has made it possible to set 
up national reference laboratories. Among these NRLs is the National Reference 
Laboratory for HPV (LNR-HPV) hosted by the Pietro Annigoni Biomolecular 
Research Center (CERBA). This structure could be the technical arm of the 
“medicine and genomics cell” in the implementation of its activities, particularly 
dedicated to HPV and associated cancers. CERBA also has an efficient technical 
platform for genotyping, sequencing, and anticancer tests in vitro. Likewise, certain 
structures such as the Muraz Center, the plant virology and biotechnology labora-
tory of the Institute for the Environment and Agricultural Research, etc., also have 
state-of-the-art equipment which can contribute to the fight against these diseases. 
Knowing that these structures have more or less developed cooperative relations, 
but in a sometimes informal way, it will just be necessary to strengthen and formal-
ize the partnerships in order to make them more fruitful. Certain structures such as 
the IRSS and the Laboratory of Animal Physiology at Joseph KI-ZERBO University 
will be able to make an excellent contribution to clinical trials. The laboratories of 
the department of pharmacy of Joseph KI-ZERBO University and the IRSS would 
contribute to the pharmacology, toxicology part. Results of a study carried out by 
CERBA’s team have shown that essential oils of Cymbopogon nardus, a medicinal 
plant from Burkina Faso, have quite interesting properties on cervical cancer cells in 
culture [44].

The cell will therefore have to create diversified partnership agreements with 
several national structures for carrying out genomic analysis and also for the 
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research activities necessary to understand the mechanisms of infection and 
carcinogenesis. It should also be noted that this kind of partnership network could 
be used for any pathology other than HPV and cervical cancer.

Referral hospitals will be encouraged to set up patient cohorts for better organi-
zation of clinical and research activities. And also for better patient follow-up like 
has been done with HIV.

2.5.3 Capitalization of human resources

Burkina Faso has skilled human resource in the field of molecular biology, 
genetics, and biotechnology. Unfortunately, these human resources are not suf-
ficient to effectively implement a large national program in genomics and medicine. 
However, the country could approach Burkinabès living outside even part-time. 
Some countries such as China and India have experimented with this approach and 
it has enabled them to boost research and also to draw on the skills of their compa-
triots living and working in developed countries.

3. Conclusions

HPVs and their associated cancers constitute a public health problem in our 
African countries. This is a shame since it is a preventable cancer if screening is 
done systematically and also on time. Burkina Faso, like many other countries in 
Sub-Saharan Africa, has many health and security challenges to overcome. These 
countries have very few financial resources and they would benefit from focusing 
on new sciences such as molecular biology, biotechnology, bioinformatics, and 
genomics. This will allow them to make a considerable leap in the fight against 
infectious diseases and also against cancer. Very often, there are competent human 
resources in these countries, advanced equipment too, but due to a lack of optimal 
coordination, this is not valorized. We suggest in this analysis, a pooling of skills 
and equipment already available and above all a common organization of research 
and health with a unique vision driven by political leaders. It would be a shame if 
African countries failed to enter the field of genomics as they did in other fields.
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Chapter 12

Vaccination against Human 
Papillomavirus (HPV) in 
Vulnerable Populations – Sexual 
Minorities
Elsa Díaz López

Abstract

The human papillomavirus (HPV) is one of the most frequent sexually 
 transmitted infections worldwide, causing cancers including cervical cancer and 
diseases such as genital warts and oral papillomatosis, these diseases affect both 
men and women. HPV vaccination has been one of the main tools to decrease the 
burden of HPV disease. In many countries, national vaccination programs do not 
provide for their application to boys, men, as well as adults, although their efficacy 
and immunogenicity has been demonstrated. There are vulnerable populations such 
as the LGBTTTIQA population (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Transvestite, 
Intersex, Queer and Asexual) in which HPV immunization should be emphasized 
since they present greater risks of infection and, they face not only social stigma-
tization but also often that coming from medical services resulting in cases with 
more advanced cancers and little primary prevention. When talking about sexual 
and reproductive health, points of inequity that require their resolution must be 
analyzed, initiating this, from a bioethical analysis.

Keywords: HPV, HPV vaccination, sexual diversity, sexual minories

1. Introduction

The social content of sexual and reproductive rights is directed more towards 
the procreation aspect and society frequently ignores the rights towards a sexual, 
healthy, and pleasant life. Sexuality and reproduction are linked to the dignity of the 
person, so it is necessary to guarantee in all aspects (social, economic, legal, political 
strategy and universal health) the physical and mental integrity of the person, of 
equality gender and universal access to health services, this was raised 20 years ago 
when the commitment was created at the meeting in Cairo and Beijing [1].

The World Health Organization (WHO) defines the right to sexual health as a: 
“State of physical, mental, emotional and social well-being in relation to sexuality; 
it is not just the absence of disease, dysfunction, or weakness. Sexual health requires 
a respectful and positive approach towards sexuality and sexual relations, as well 
as towards the possibility of having pleasant and safe sexual relations, free from 
coercion, discrimination, and violence. Sexual rights must be respected, protected 
and satisfied in order to achieve and maintain sexual health for all people” [2].
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The exercise of sexuality carries risks and one of them is the acquisition of 
pathogens that are transmitted sexually. There are more than 25 different organisms 
that can be acquired this way. The consequences of these infections are infertility, 
ectopic pregnancies, abortions, surgical medical emergencies, such as ruptured 
pelvic abscesses, cancer and often social discrimination, this aspect is often due to 
the historical forms in which sexually transmitted infections have been symbolized. 
In the West, sexually transmitted infections were “feminized” since they considered 
women as the source of venereal diseases and men as the acquiring, but not infec-
tious, part, in addition, another characteristic was added, the perception that they 
are not women generally those who transmit them, but only the “promiscuous” and 
women were penalized for the risk they presented to health, excluding men [3]. At 
another time, in the 1970s, AIDS (Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome) was 
in the center of the developed world (United States) [3]. In the health measures 
taken for the prevention of AIDS, genders were underestimated, it was considered 
a “disease of men … homosexuals”, with results such as the loss of opportunities for 
protection and prevention of vulnerable populations such as infected women and 
children with a great impact of public health.

2. Vulnerability

Scientific development has caused several changes and transformations in 
social relations, giving rise to various ethical dilemmas showing socioeconomic 
disparities, which leads to a great challenge, the vulnerability of the human being, 
it is applied to the existential condition of the individual and population groups 
in certain circumstances of helplessness [4] which forces governments, medical 
services, and society to protect their individual and social integrity. In the Helsinki 
declaration, integrity appears as a part of the inviolability of the person [5].

Vulnerability refers to the possibility of being harmed, all human beings are vul-
nerable, fragile, and not only individually, but there will also be human groups that 
are more exposed and less capable of defending themselves against abuse and mis-
treatment such as orphans, women, children, migrants, pregnant women, immuno-
suppressed patients. Prisoners, disabled, people with gender diversity, LGBTTTIQA 
(Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Transgender, Transvestite, Intersex, Queer 
and Asexual) [6] among the most susceptible to being harmed, therefore, it is 
necessary to speak of social vulnerability, where we cannot lose the context; cultural, 
customs, historical situation, social and economic condition, affected gender, ethnic 
population, where factors such as public policies, availability of services, accessibility 
of both physical and human resources, existing beliefs and prejudices intervene.

Despite non-discrimination policies and programs, LGBTTTIQA people suf-
fer from discrimination and health disparities as well as lack of communication 
between patients and health providers with consequences that affect health care 
with health inequities.

The health risks of lesbian (women who have sex with women, WSW) and bisex-
ual (women who have sex with women and WSWM men) differ from heterosexual 
women in terms of risks, health behaviors and how they experience health contact [7]. 
This group frequently faces sexually transmitted infections (STIs), including Human 
Papillomavirus (HPV) infections. Studies have shown that half of lesbian and bisexual 
women suffer from a genital HPV infection and one third of them have a high-risk 
HPV infection [8]. In addition, WSWs face a screening that has not been able to reach 
optimal levels and where the uptake of patients with genital neoplastic disease often 
reaches more advanced stages compared to the heterosexual population [9, 10].
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Barker [11] mentions some risk factors that can increase the rate of cervi-
cal cancer in bisexual women and men such as; increased exposure to smoking, 
unprotected sex generally during adolescence and inconsistent condom use, and, 
as previously mentioned, poor attendance at cervical cancer screening and testing 
for other sexually transmitted infections. Another situation that Baker points out 
is the low influx of patients with sexual diversity to health services as they perceive 
discrimination from health personnel coupled with a history of marginalization 
they have faced due to their sexual preference [11].

When speaking of vulnerability, global bioethics intervenes in the analysis of 
the circumstances of risk of harm for an individual or population group and the 
search for new approaches that include different points of solution or avoid current 
and future bioethical problems, but it will always take care to promote the interests 
of patients by reinforcing their fundamental rights based on human dignity and 
human rights.

3. Health services in LGBTTTIQA

All people need medical service, for some groups such as those with sexual 
diversity, health care can be difficult to access due to inequities in health resources, 
discrimination, bullying, rejection, violence and stigma, as well as health personnel 
not trained in the management of people with sexual diversity [12].

One of the studies that show evidence on the perception of health personnel 
in the health care of lesbian patients in Israel noted; stigmatization is pointed out 
in the caregivers’ relationships and communication with lesbian women since 
they consider this group as one with which the nursing personnel do not identify 
themselves psychologically as members of the same gender. This negative bias has 
been related to rejection, disrespect, isolation, prejudice, and negatively affected 
relationships and communication with lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender 
women [13].

LGBTTTIQA people face rejection and stigma from health personnel, which can 
make it difficult to apply health measures for their comprehensive protection [10]. 
In this group, high rates of drug, tobacco and alcohol consumption are observed, 
which favor risky sexual behaviors, on the other hand, there is discrimination in 
job opportunities with a decrease in the possibility of access to insurance or institu-
tional medical coverage, employment, housing, and economic stability.

4. Human papilloma virus infection

Human papillomavirus (HPV) infection is one of the most common sexually 
transmitted infections in the world, causing cancers in both men and women [14]. 
This infection affects at least five areas of the human body; in women; cervix, 
vulva, vagina, anus and head and neck, while in men anus, penis and head and neck 
[14, 15] and although genital warts [16] and respiratory papillomatosis are not a 
malignant pathologies, they are responsible for a great emotional, dysfunctional, 
sexual and economic impact.

4.1 HPV in lesbian women

In the study of the situational diagnosis of LGBTIQ people in Mexico, they 
obtained these results; 80% of lesbian women and 81% of bisexual women stated 
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that they had not used any protection during sexual intercourse. 71% of them 
report having had sexual activity with men [15]. 53% of lesbian women and 35% of 
bisexual women surveyed in Mexico City reported having children.

In this other study [16] 830 women were identified like gay lesbian sexual activ-
ity between 20 and 59 years were analyzed, they found that 53% of women were 
infected with any type of human papillomavirus, 37% of them with a high-risk 
human papillomavirus, who by having five or more sexual partners in their lifetime 
were more likely to become infected with a high-risk type of human papillomavirus. 
When the group of lesbian women was compared with the heterosexual group, it 
was observed that in the former there was a lower rate of human papillomavirus 
infections. HPV infection was more frequent among younger women. The infection 
remained common among women of all ages.

It is necessary to guarantee sexual minority women, regardless of their age, 
receive prevention services against HPV and cervical cancer, as well as to inform 
about the risks of acquisition and pathology associated with HPV in this group. And 
constantly work with health personnel on the risks present in this group.

4.2 HPV in men

The incidence of anal cancers and others related to the human papilloma virus 
have increased in the general population, even more in those people who suffer 
from a human immunodeficiency, such as those affected by HIV.

Anal infection, and anal intraepithelial neoplasia are very common in HIV-
negative men who have sex with men (MSM) and to a greater extent are HIV 
carriers, as well as genital warts.

The disease burden associated with human papillomavirus infection in men is 
not only the diseases that they can develop; (anal genital, oral cancer, respiratory 
papillomatosis, and genital warts), another situation is the possibility of infect-
ing women through the sexual route. Lesions of the penis can often be observed 
in sexual partners of women suffering from cervical epithelial neoplasia. Other 
aspect that we must not forget is the role of men in cervical cancer, several 
studies have shown that the husbands of women with cervical cancer do not 
have a higher prevalence of human papillomavirus than the husbands of control 
women [17].

There are several studies that demonstrate the impact of the protection and 
prevention of diseases associated with the human papilloma virus in men with the 
quadrivalent vaccine [17]. In 86% reduction in persistent infections due to the viral 
types included in the vaccine in the external genital area has also been observed in 
boys and heterosexual men and men who have sex with men, in response to this and 
in response to the Food Drug Administration (FDA) and the Advisory Committee 
on Immunization Practices (ACIP) approved and recommended routine vaccina-
tion of the quadrivalent and nonvalent vaccine in children 9 to 26 years of age for 
the prevention of human papillomavirus infection [14].

An 86% reduction in persistent infections by the viral types that are included in 
the vaccine in the external genital area has been observed in boys and heterosexual 
men as well as those men who have sex with men, in response to the Food Drug 
Administration (FDA) and the Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices 
(ACIP) respectively approved and recommended routine vaccination of the quad-
rivalent and nonvalent vaccine in children 9 to 26 years of age for the prevention of 
human papillomavirus infection [14].

This scheme shows risk factors that favor the acquisition of HPV in men 
[13, 18–20] so it is necessary to reassess the impact on their health, and on those of 
their partners. (This scheme was carried out by Elsa Díaz MD)
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MSM have a high risk of HPV infection. An example is anal cancer, with which 
an association of 44 times more was found in MSM compared to the general popu-
lation [21, 22].

4.3 HPV vaccination

Currently there are safe and effective vaccines for the prevention of serious 
diseases such as cervical cancer, however these have proven their impact in the 
prevention of other malignant neoplasms such as vaginal, vulvar, anus, penis, head, 
and neck cancer [20, 21] the quadrivalent and nonvalent vaccines have also proven 
their effectiveness in preventing benign lesions such as genital warts.

In the multicenter study conducted by Dr. Silvia de San José, which evaluates 
the potential impact of vaccines against human papillomavirus in reducing diseases 
associated with the human papillomavirus, an estimate of a reduction of close to 
90% in cervical cancer was concluded and a global reduction of 50% of all the cases 
HPV-related cancer sites [23].

Regarding vaccination in men, studies have been carried out that have proven the 
safety and efficacy of the quadrivalent vaccine in boys and men, its efficacy has been 
demonstrated in reducing the 86% in persistent infection in the external genital area 
in children and straight men and men who have sex with men. Likewise, the 90% 
efficacy of reducing the incidence of external genital lesions has also been proven [17].

We often have vulnerable patients exposed to HPV infection that can lead to 
serious complications or fatal outcomes when we have a primary prevention tool 
such as vaccination.

We have three prophylactic vaccines [19, 20] that prevent human papillomavirus 
infection; the bivalent vaccine containing virus-like particles of serotypes 16 and 18, 
quadrivalent; (6, 11, 16, 21) and the nonvalent (16, 18, 31, 33, 45, 52, 58, 6 y 11).  
Currently, serotypes 16 and 18 are identified as responsible for 70% of cancers 
attributable to HPV.

Vaccination against HPV has been carried out for 14 years with bivalent and 
quadrivalent vaccines. In 2009 the FDA approved the quadrivalent vaccine for 
boys and men ages 9-26 [14]. Later in 2014 the nonavalent vaccine was added, 
all have proven to be effective in the long term and show persistence of their 
immunogenicity [24].

The results observed have been short and long term; reduction of the disease 
burden associated with human papillomavirus, reduction of cervical disease and 
anogenital dysplasia in different clinical studies and with high effectiveness not only 
in the population of the initial protocols such as those carried out with the quadri-
valent vaccine in the cities of Denmark, Iceland, Norway and Sweden in addition to 
the open population, where the great impact of the frank decrease in genital warts in 
addition to dysplasia and cervical cancer has been observed, as has been the case in 
Australia [25], United States, Canada to mention just a few countries.
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One of the objectives in the elimination of cervical cancer proposed by the WHO 
[26] is to reach 90% of girls vaccinated against HPV, while only 7 countries have 
included gender-neutral vaccination, on the other hand, in national immunization 
programs not an age group older than 15 years is considered, which is the age where 
sexual life generally begins and their behavior is defined.

The efficacy and immunogenicity of HPV vaccination in men during adoles-
cence and even after starting their sexual life has been demonstrated in several 
studies [21].

One of the fundamental goals of vaccination is to stop the transmission of an 
infectious agent such as HPV. Maintaining coverage only to women is an insufficient 
process if you want to eradicate the diseases associated with this virus, especially 
in those men who have a greater chance of acquiring it and with a greater risk of 
transforming it into cancer, especially if they have immunosuppression or sexual 
behavior higher risk such as MSM or bisexual activity [14, 21, 27].

When bioethical analyzes is carried out regarding vaccination and a utilitarian 
current is applied; the decisions are often made based on the search for the greatest 
good for the greatest number of people and only the social good is considered. Are 
individuals being forgotten as people as unique and individual beings? [24].

Vaccination against HPV in men protects them against the pathology associated 
with the human papillomavirus but at the same time has the potential to protect 
women through herd or herd immunity for the same reason that female vaccination 
can protect women. The men [14].

On the other hand, the economic budget that HPV vaccination coverage repre-
sents is another important factor in vaccination strategies in a population, espe-
cially in those with a low human development index. Let us give an example about 
vaccination and herd effect, in men who have only sex with men, could they have 
any immune benefit? if men are not included in vaccination programs. In the study 
carried out by Hammad Ali et al. In Australia [25], in which they refer to a signifi-
cant decrease in the proportion of genital warts in young women five years after the 
application of the vaccine and an impact on the decline of lesions o genital warts 
in heterosexual men because of herd immunity, but not in bisexual men. Clinical 
practice is strongly linked to medical ethics, it is required to guide decisions based 
on principles such as non-maleficence, beneficence, autonomy, and justice. These 
principles are complementary, not opposed.

Public health starts from a social reality and faces bioethical challenges, which 
must be analyzed; focus on the problems that society presents and place health at 
the center of social justice [28], for this, an approach is required that analyzes dif-
ferences, gender, ethnic and population group, life cycles and social determinants. 
Bioethics must play a fundamental role in guiding decisions in public health [29] 
through the articulation of social reality; Identify their needs and those vulnerable 
groups that may not benefit from making public health policies and stop actions 
aimed at deepening inequities and the search for social and individual protection.

5. Conclusions

When talking about sexual and reproductive health, it is necessary to point out 
the existence of inequities, the lack of prevention programs and specific timely 
detection towards the heterosexual male population and the LGTTTIQA popula-
tion. There are clinics for patients with sexual diversity, but these are insufficient. 
The application of vaccination against human papillomavirus should not only 
be aimed at women, it must be extended to men since they play a fundamental 
role not only in the transmission of human papillomavirus infection but also in 
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the development of diseases associated with this virus, especially in MSM, this 
 vulnerable and high-risk population group.

Women with gay lesbian activity are a group susceptible to contracting human 
papillomavirus infection, which requires strategies such as information campaigns 
on HPV prevention in them and in health professionals, promoting non-stigmatiz-
ing communication in health services. Health about sexually transmitted diseases. 
Improve the screening according to the established guidelines, if these improve-
ments are made, we can prevent them from reaching the heterosexual population 
with more advanced cervical cancer compared to the heterosexual population.

Bioethics is a field of reflection on ethical problems and dilemmas in medicine 
and life sciences as well as their relationship with the technologies applied to the 
human being and what surrounds him; which leads us to rationality, coherence, 
justice and the recognition of the dignity of each person and therefore to ensure the 
protection of the most vulnerable such as the poor, the sick, patients with immu-
nosuppression, the disabled, children, women, the elderly, pregnant women and 
people with sexual diversity who, due to their risks, will require our attention and 
personalization and individualization in the attention to their sexual and reproduc-
tive health.

In the text of Boaventura de Souza [6] “The counter-hegemonic use of law” he 
mentioned that we are in a historical moment of great technological advances but 
with societies that show greater inequality and exclusion than ever, which leads 
to an intense task of reinvention from the scientific, social, politics where values 
revolve around people and society, and values such as; freedom, equality, auton-
omy, justice and solidarity do not have a different meaning for each individual.

© 2022 The Author(s). Licensee IntechOpen. This chapter is distributed under the terms 
of the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, 
provided the original work is properly cited. 
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